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Signs in Weight Spectral Sequences,
Monodromy-Weight Conjectures, Log Hodge Symmetry
and Degenerations of Surfaces.
YUKIYOSHI NAKKAJIMA (*)

ABSTRACT - In this paper we study signs in various weight spectral sequences. After
these studies, we prove that the p-adic, the l-adic and the 1-adic monodromy
filtrations and the weight filtrations on the first log cohomologies of proper
simple normal crossing log surfaces do not necessarily coincide. Conversely we
prove that the log hard Lefschetz conjecture for the first log l-adic cohomology of
a projective simple normal crossing log variety implies the coincidence of the two
filtrations on the first log l-adic cohomology of it. We also study the log Hodge
symmetry.

1. Introduction.
This paper is a continuation of my previous paper [Nakk3]. The paper
[Nakk3] is mainly about the p-adic weight spectral sequence of a proper
SNCL(=simple normal crossing log) variety over a log point s by the use of
log de Rham-Witt complexes ([Mo], [Nakk3]) (SNCL variety is also called
a strict semistable log scheme over s); this paper is about the l-adic and the
1-adic weight spectral sequences of it ([Nak3], [FN]) as well as the p-adic
weight spectral sequence of it. This paper except the Introduction consists
of two parts.
In the Part I of this paper, we study signs in various weight spectral
sequences and we discuss fundamental related topics.
In [Mo] Mokrane has constructed the p-adic weight spectral sequence
of a proper SNCL variety over the log point of a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Though some points in the construction are incomplete
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and mistaken, these have been completed and corrected in [Nakk3]. It has
been thought that, in [St2], Steenbrink has constructed an analogue in a
case where the base field is the complex number field. However the Zstructure and the Q-structure of the cohomological mixed Hodge complex
in [loc. cit.] depend on the choice of local charts a priori. In [FN]
(cf. [KwN]), Fujisawa and Nakayama have constructed a cohomological
mixed Q-Hodge complex in an intrinsic way, and they have proved that
their cohomological mixed Q-Hodge complex is isomorphic to Steenbrink's
one over Q. In [Nak3] Nakayama has constructed the l-adic weight spectral sequence of a proper SNCL variety over a log point.
Unfortunately, except the 1-adic weight spectral sequence in [GN] and
the p-adic weight spectral sequence in [Nakk3], there are some non-good
choices, incomplete parts or mistakes in signs in the weight spectral sequences. Especially we correct the description of the boundary morphism
between the E1 -terms of the l-adic weight spectral sequence of RapoportZink ([RZ]).
Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Let sp be the log point
whose underlying scheme is Spec k. Let V be a complete discrete valuation
ring of mixed characteristics with residue field k. Endow Spf V and Spec V
with the canonical log structures and denote the resulting log (formal)
schemes by (Spf V )can and (Spec V )can , respectively. Let X be a proper


SNCL variety over sp and denote by X the underlying scheme of X. In the
Part II of this paper, we study different and common points between the
following three sets of objects with respect to the (non)coincidence of the
monodromy filtration and the weight filtration on the log l-adic and the padic cohomologies of X:
(1) fX j there exists a formal proper strict semistable family X
over (Spf V )can with canonical log structure such that X ' X (Spf V )can sp g,
(See (6.2) below for the definition
of the canonical log structure on the

underlying formal scheme X over Spf V .)
(2) fX j there exists an algebraic proper strict semistable family X
canonical log structure such that X ' X (Spec V )can sp g,
over (Spec V )can with

(3) fX j X is projective over kg.
Let s1 be the log point whose underlying scheme is Spec C. Set
D : ft 2 C j jtj < 1g, endow D with the canonical log structure defined
by the origin of D and denote the resulting log analytic space by Dcan . We
also have three analogous sets of objects over s1 and Dcan by replacing
``formal proper strict semistable family over (Spf V )can '' (resp. ``algebraic
proper strict semistable family over (Spec V )can '') in (1) (resp. (2)) by
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``analytic proper strict semistable family over Dcan '' (resp. ``analytic
proper strict semistable family which is obtained by the analytification of
an algebraic proper strict semistable family over a smooth algebraic
curve over C'').
Then we have the following table for the (non)coincidence of the
monodromy filtration and the weight filtration:

(1.0.1)

coincidence

l-adic

(1)

No in general

(2)
(3)

p-adic


Yes if dim X  2


Yes if dim X  2

1-adic

No in general


Yes if dim X  2


Yes if dim X  1

No in general
Yes
Yes

As to (2) and (3) in the general l-adic and p-adic cases, the coincidences
have not yet been proved, which are, what is called, the l-adic and the p-adic
monodromy-weight conjectures, though some affirmative results have been
obtained ([D4], [RZ], [Fa], [Fu1], [Nak3], [It1], [It2], [Nakk2], [Nakk3], ...).
In this paper we give the answers for (1) in the table above for the l-adic

and the p-adic cases for the case dim X  2 for certain X's which have
appeared in [Ue]: the monodromy filtration and the weight filtration on the
1st and the 3rd log l-adic etale and log crystalline cohomologies of X do not
coincide. These X's are counter-examples of [Mo, 6.2.4] (in the 1-adic case,
the analogous noncoincidence for one of them is well-known ([Cl])). They
are also counter-examples of Chiarellotto's conjecture ([Ch]).
Rapoport and
Zink have given the answer for (2) for the l-adic case in

the case dim X  2 ([RZ]); Mokrane has given the answer for (2) for the p

adic case in the case dim X  2 for the 0, 2, 4-th log crystalline cohomologies
([Mo]); we give the answer for the 1st and the 3rd log crystalline cohomologies (see also (6.8) (4) below).
The
answer for (3) for the 0, 2, 4-th log l-adic cohomologies in the case

dim X  2 is given by the same proof as that in [RZ] (cf. [Mo]); we deduce
the coincidence for (3) for the 1st and the 3rd log l-adic cohomologies of X
from the log l-adic hard Lefschetz conjecture for the 1st log l-adic cohomology (see (9.5) below for the precise statement of the conjecture). Recently Kajiwara has proved the log l-adic hard Lefschetz conjecture for the
1st log l-adic cohomology ([Ka]). Consequently
we know the answer for (3)

for the l-adic case in the case dim X  2. Though the answer for (3) for the
yet been given, we would like to
p-adic case in the case dim X  2 has not

discuss it in the future (In the case dim X  1, we can check the coincidence
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directly as in [Mo] and [Nakk3] or we can reduce the coincidence to that for
(2) by using log deformation theory in [Kk1].).
As to the 1-adic case for (3), M. Saito's proof in [SaM] has given the
answer (cf. [St2]); one can deduce the answer for (2) in the 1-adic case
from that for (3) by using Chow's lemma and the semistable reduction
theorem.
Over s1 , we give the following table for the log Hodge symmetry:

(1.0.2)

log Hodge symmetry

1-adic

(1)

No in general

(2)

Yes

(3)

Yes

Here we replace ``algebraic proper strict semistable family over (Spec V )can ''
in (2) by ``analytic proper strict semistable family over Dcan whose fiber for
any t 2 D is algebraic''.
Other results in this paper are the following.
We prove the l-adic and p-adic local invariant cycle theorems for the 1st
log l-adic and p-adic cohomologies of a projective SNCL variety without
using the log l-adic and p-adic hard Lefschetz conjectures. These include
an affirmative answer to Chiarellotto's conjecture ([Ch]) for the 1st log padic cohomology of it. We also give a new proof of Fontaine's conjecture
(=Coleman-Iovita's theorem ([CI])) on the criterion of the good reduction
of an abelian variety over a local field of mixed characteristics.
Acknowledgment. I would like to express my sincere gratitude to
K. Kato for suggesting me to (6.6) below. I started this work after
receiving his letter [Kk3]. He also gave a suggestion on the log l-adic
hard Lefschetz conjecture in §9. I am also very thankful to C. Nakayama for explaining a result of [FN] to me in detail and removing my
misunderstandings for [FN]. I am grateful to the referee for spending
much time for reading an earlier version of this paper and for suggesting me to make it easier to read. I thank T. Saito for some information and for sending me the pdf file of [SaT]. I also thank
C. Nakayama and T. Kajiwara for giving me preprints [Nak4] and [Ka],
respectively.
I wrote some parts of this paper during my stay at UniversiteÂ de Rennes 1. I am very grateful to B. Le Stum for inviting me to study there and
to the university for its hospitality and excellent working conditions.
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NOTATION. (1) For a log scheme (resp. log analytic space) X inthe sense
of Fontaine-Illusie-Kato ([Kk1], (resp. [KN])), we denote by X the underlying scheme (resp. underlying analytic space) of X and by MX the log
structure of X.
(2) Following Friedman ([Fr]), for a morphism X ! S of log
schemes, we denote by LiX=S ( viX=S in [Kk1]) the sheaf of the relative
logarithmic differential forms on X=S of degree i (i 2 N).
(3) (S)NC(L)=(simple) normal crossing (log).
CONVENTIONS. We make the following conventions about signs (cf.
[BBM], [Co]).
Let A be an exact additive category.
(1) For a complex (E ; d ) of objects in A and for an integer n,

(E fng; d fng) denotes the following complex:
   ! Eq 1n
q 1

dq

1n

! Eqn
q

dqn

! Eq1n
q1

dq1n

! :

Here the numbers under the objects above in A mean the degrees.
For a morphism f : (E ; dE ) ! (F  ; dF ) of complexes, f fng denotes a
natural morphism (E fng; dE fng) ! (F fng; dF fng) induced by f . This
operation is well-defined in derived categories: for a morphism
f : (E ; dE ) ! (F ; dF ) in the derived category D? (A) (?  b; ; ; nothing)
of complexes of objects in A, there exists a naturally induced morphism
f fng: (E fng; dE fng) ! (F  fng; dF fng) in D? (A).
(2) For a complex (E ; d ) of objects in A and for an integer n,

(E [n]; d [n]) denotes the following complex as usual: (E [n])q : Eqn with
boundary morphisms d [n]  ( 1)n dn .
For a morphism f : (E ; dE ) ! (F  ; dF ) of complexes, f [n] denotes a
natural morphism (E [n]; dE [n]) ! (F [n]; dF [n]) induced by f without
change of signs. This operation is well-defined in derived categories as in (1).
(3) ([BBM, 0.3.2], [Co, (1.3.2)]) For a short exact sequence
f

g

0 ! (E ; dE ) ! (F ; dF ) ! (G ; dG ) ! 0
of bounded below complexes of objects in A, let MC( f ) : (E [1]; dE [1]) 
(F ; dF ) be the mapping cone of f . We fix an isomorphism ``(E [1]; dE [1])
(F ; dF ) 3 (x; y) 7 ! g(y) 2 (G ; dG )'' in the derived category D (A).
Let MF(g) : (F  ; dF )  (G [ 1]; dG [ 1]) be the mapping fiber
of g. We fix an isomorphism ``(E ; dE ) 3 x 7 ! ( f (x); 0) 2 (F  ; dF )
(G [ 1]; dG [ 1])'' in the derived category D (A).
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(4) ([BBM, 0.3.2], [Co, (1.3.3)]) In the situation (3), the boundary
morphism (G ; dG ) ! (E [1]; dE [1]) in D (A) is the following composite
morphism
(G ; dG )



proj:

( 1)

MC( f ) ! (E [1]; dE [1]) ! (E [1]; dE [1]):

More generally, we use only the similar boundary morphism for a triangle
in a derived category; we do not use the classical boundary morphism in
e.g., [Ha1] of a triangle.
(5) Assume that A has enough injectives. Let F : A ! B be a left
exact functor of abelian categories. Then, in the situation (3), the boundary
morphism @: Rq F ((G ; dG )) ! Rq1 F ((E ; dE )) of cohomologies is, by definition, the induced morphism by the morphism (G ; dG ) ! (E [1]; dE [1])
in (4). By taking injective resolutions (I ; dI ), (J  ; dJ ) and (K  ; dK ) of
(E ; dE ), (F ; dF ) and (G ; dG ), respectively, which fit into the following
commutative diagram

(1:0:3)

of complexes of objects in A such that the upper horizontal sequence is exact,
it is easy to check that the boundary morphism @ above is equal to the traditional boundary morphism obtained by the lower short exact sequence of
(1.0.3). (For a short exact sequence in (3), the existence of the commutative
diagram (1.0.3) has been proved in, e.g., [NS, (2.7)] as a very special case.)
(6) For a complex (E ; d ) of objects in A, the identity id: Eq ! Eq

(8q 2 Z) induces an isomorphism Hq ((E ; d )) ! Hq ((E ; d )) (8q 2 Z)
of cohomologies. We sometimes use this convention.
(7) We often denote a complex (E ; d ) simply by (E ; d) or E as usual
when there is no danger of confusion.
(8) Let (T ; R) be a ringed topos. For two complexes (E ; dE ) and
 
(F ; dF ) of R-modules, the tensor product of (E ; dE ) and (F  ; dF ) is defined
as follows as usual:
M
Ep R F q (n 2 Z)
(E F  )n :
pqn

with a boundary morphism d j(Ep R Fq ) : dpE idFq  ( 1)p idEp dqF .
(9) ([BBM, p. 4], [Co, p. 10]) Let (T ; R) be a ringed topos. For two
complexes (E ; dE ) and (F  ; dF ) of R-modules, set
Y
HomnR (E ; F ) :
HomR (Eq ; F qn ):
n

q
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Then HomR (E ; F ) becomes a complex with the following boundary
morphism:
Y
n
n1




(1:0:4) dn :
(( 1)n1 dqE  dqn
F ) : HomR (E ; F ) ! HomR (E ; F ):
q

(Note that this boundary morphism is different from that in [Ha1, p. 64].)
For a morphism f : (T ; R) ! (T 0 ; R0 ) of ringed topoi and for a bounded
above complex E of R0 -modules (resp. a bounded below complex F  of Rmodules), there exists a canonical isomorphism


RHomR (Lf  (E ); F ) ! RHomR0 (E ; Rf (F  ))

(1:0:5)

in D (G(T 0 ; R0 )) by the proof of [B, V Proposition 3.3.1].
(10) ([Co, (1.3.15)]) Let A be a not necessarily commutative ring. Let M
and N be left A-modules. Let f(P ; dP )g0 (resp. f(I ; dI )g0 ) be a projective (resp. injective) resolution of M (resp. N). Then we have two natural isomorphisms


HomA (P ; N) ! HomA (P ; I )

(1:0:6)



HomA (M; I )

in the derived category D(A) of complexes of left A-modules. Following
([Co, (1.3.15)]), we fix an isomorphism


HomA (P ; N) ! HomA (P ; N)

(1:0:7)

of complexes of A-modules as follows:
HomA (P

n

; N) 3 f 7 !(

1)n(n1)=2 f 2HomnA (P ; N)HomA (P

n

; N) (n2N):

Part I. Signs in weight spectral sequences.
2. Weight spectral sequences.
In this section we recall four weight spectral sequences of a proper
SNCL variety over a log point: the l-adic weight spectral sequence, the padic weight spectral sequence by the use of log de Rham-Witt complexes
and two 1-adic weight spectral sequences in [FN]. We have to pay careful
attention to the identification of the E1 -terms of the weight spectral sequences with classical cohomologies. In the l-adic case, two identifications
are possible by cycle classes of smooth divisors and by the log Kummer
sequence (see (5.16) below for the two identifications); in the p-adic case, an
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identification is possible by the use of the PoincareÂ residue isomorphism.
In the 1-adic case, three identifications are possible by the methods
above. These three methods naturally give different descriptions of the
boundary morphisms between the E1 -terms of the weight spectral sequences. Because we would like to give the same description of the
boundary morphisms and because we use the PoincareÂ residue isomorphism as the most basic tool as in [D2] and [Nakk3], we twist the other
identifications by signs in the l-adic and the 1-adic cases.
(A) l-adic case
Let k be a field of characteristic p  0 and let s : (Spec k; Ms ) be a log
point with standard chart N 3 1 7 ! 0 2 k. Let l 6 p be a prime number.
Let X=s be a proper SNCL variety (see [Nakk1, §2] for the definition; in
geometrically
this paper, we do not assume that X is of pure dimension,

connected, nor that the irreducible components of X are geometrically
irreducible.). Set X : X





k

(r)

ksep . Let X (r) (resp. X

) (r 2 Z1 ) be the

disjoint union of all r-fold intersections of the different irreducible components of X (resp. X). Then X is a SNCL variety over s. Set also
m
Xs : lim lim (X Z[N] Z[N1=l ]) by abuse of notation, and
m2N

Hhlog-et (Xs ; Zl ) : lim Hhlog-et (Xs ; Z=ln )

(h 2 Z)

n2N

and

Hhlog-et (Xs ; Ql ) : Hhlog-et (Xs ; Zl )

Zl

Ql

(h 2 Z):

See [Nak1] for the definition of the log etale cohomology.
e log
Let Xlog
et be the log etale site of X and X et the log etale topos of X

e
e log ! X be the forgetting log morphism of
([Nak1, (2.2)]). Let e  eet : X
et
et


topoi. Fix a total order on the irreducible components of X . Then, by the

proof of [Nak3, (1.8.3)], we have an isomorphism Rr e (Z=ln ) !
(Z=ln )( r)  . Here, in the target of this isomorphism, we omit the no

X (r)

tation of the direct image of a natural morphism X

(r)



! X for simplicity

of notation. Let us recall this isomorphism.
Let m be a positive integer which is prime to p. Let MX;log be a sheaf of
log

monoids on X et which is associated to the presheaf U 7 ! G(U; MU )
e
log
(U 2 X et ) ([KN, p. 169]). Let MX be the log structure of X in X et . Then
the log Kummer sequence
(2:0:1; m)

0 ! (Z=m)(1) ! Mgp

X;log

m

! Mgp

X;log

!0
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e log ([KN, (2.3)]) gives an isomorphism
in X
et
(Mgp =OX )

(2:0:2; m)

Z

X



1) ! R1 e (Z=m):

(Z=m)(

Furthermore, the cup product R1 e (Z=m) r ! Rr e (Z=m) induces
Vr 1

R e (Z=m) ! Rr e (Z=m). The isomorphism
an isomorphism

Rr e (Z=m) ! (Z=m)( r)  in the proof of [Nak3, (1.8.3)] is the
X (r)

inverse isomorphism of the following composite isomorphism
(2:0:3; m) (Z=m)(



r) 

!

X (r)

r
^
f(Mgp =OX )

Z

X

r
^



(Z=m)(

1)g !


R1 e (Z=m) ! Rr e (Z=m):

By [Nak3, (1.4)] we have the following spectral sequence
(2:0:4; l)

E1;lk;hk 

M
jmaxf k;0g

Hhet

2j k



( X ; R2jk1 e (Z=ln )( j  1)) )
Hhlog-et (Xs ; Z=ln )

for a positive integer n. Using the identification (2:0:3; ln ) and taking the
projective limit with respect to n, we obtain the following l-adic weight
spectral sequence of X=s:
(2:0:5; l)

E1;lk;hk 

M
jmaxf k;0g

Hhet

2j k



(X

(2jk1)

; Zl )(

j

k) )
Hhlog-et (Xs ; Zl ):

However we do not use this spectral sequence in this paper. Instead of using
(2:0:3; ln ), we use the following isomorphism
(2:0:6; l)

(Z=ln )(

2j

k

( 1)jk


1) 

X (2jk1)

! (Z=ln )(

2j

k

1) 

X (2jk1)

(2:0:3;ln )


! R2jk1 e (Z=ln )

for the sheaf R2jk1 e (Z=ln ) in the direct factor of the E1 -term of (2.0.4; l)
and we use the following l-adic weight spectral sequence of X=s by the use of
the identification (2:0:6; l):
(2:0:7; l) E1;lk;hk 

M

Hhet

jmaxf k;0g

2j k



(X

(2jk1)

; Zl )(

j

k) ) Hhlog-et (Xs ; Zl ):

In (5.16.5) below, the reader shall know the reason for making the twist by
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the sign ( 1)jk by remembering the introduction in this section. Tensorizing (2:0:7; l) with Ql , we obtain the following l-adic weight spectral
sequence of X=s:
(2:0:8; l) E1;lk;hk 

M

Hhet

2j k



(X

(2jk1)

; Ql )(

j

jmaxf k;0g

k))Hhlog-et (Xs ; Ql ):

The weight spectral sequence (2:0:8; l) is isomorphic to (2:0:5; l) Zl Ql .
By [Nak3, (2.1)], (2:0:8; l) degenerates at E2 .
 2 Zl ( 1) the dual basis of T. On
Let T be a basis of Zl (1) and T
h
 Hh (Xs ; Zl ) !
Hlog-et (Xs ; Zl ), there exists an operator yl : (T id) T:
log-et
h
! Hlog-et (Xs ; Zl )( 1) ([Nak3, (2.4) (1)], cf. [Il2, p. 39]), which we call the ladic quasi-monodromy operator. By using the l-adic Steenbrink complex of
X=s (§5 below) and by interpreting yl by an endomorphism of it (cf. the p-adic
and 1-adic cases below), we see that yl is nilpotent. Hence, on Hhlog-et (Xs ; Ql ),
the l-adic monodromy operator
Nl : log T

 Hh (Xs ; Ql ) ! Hh (Xs ; Ql )(
T:
log-et
log-et

1)

is well-defined.
K. Kato has conjectured the following, which we call the l-adic monodromy weight conjecture ([Nak3, (2.4) (2)]) (this is a generalization of a
well-known conjecture):


(2.0.9; l): If X is projective over k, then the monodromy filtration on
Hhlog-et (Xs ; Ql ) and the weight filtration on Hhlog-et (Xs ; Ql ) coincide. That is,
the morphism
Nlr : grPhr Hhlog-et (Xs ; Ql ) ! grPh r Hhlog-et (Xs ; Ql )(

r)

(r 2 Z0 )

is an isomorphism. Here P is the weight filtration associated to the spectral
sequence (2:0:8; l) such that grPk Hhlog-et (Xs ; Ql )  Eh1;lk;k .
Nakayama has reduced (2.0.9;l) for any base field k to (2.0.9;l) for a
finite field ([loc. cit., (2.4) (4)]).
(B) p-adic case
Assume that k is a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Let W be the
Witt ring of k and K0 the fraction field of W. Let s  (Spec k; Ms ) be a log
point and let X=s be a proper SNCL variety. Let WLX be the ``reverse'' log
de Rham-Witt complex of X defined in [Hy] and [HK] and denoted by
WvX in [loc. cit.]. Then, in [Nakk3, (7.19)], I have completed the proof of
[HK, (4.19)] which claims, as a special case, that there exists a canonical
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morphism
(2:0:1; p)

Hhlog-crys (X=W) ! Hh (X; WLX )

and that it is an isomorphism. See [Nakk3, (7.19)] for details.
Let WAijX (i; j 2 N) be a W(OX )-module defined in [Mo, 3.8] with the
filtration P  fPk gk2Z which is the projective limit of the filtration in [Mo,
3.21]; to take the projective limit of the filtration is a nontrivial operation; I
have completed it in [Nakk3, §8]. By following the proof of [RZ, (1.7)], our
boundary morphisms of a p-adic double Steenbrink complex WA
X are as
follows:
(2:0:2; p)

Let WAX be the p-adic single Steenbrink complex associated to WA
X . Let
e i (i 2 N) be a W(OX )-module defined in [Hy, (1.2)] and [Mo, 2.3], and
WL
X
e 1 ) be a global section dee iX in [loc. cit.]. Let u 2 G(X; W L
denoted by W v
X
fined in [Hy, (1.2.2)], [Mo, 3.4 (3)] and [Nakk3, (8.1.3)]. Then, by [Mo,
e  ! WA of complexes induces a
Lemme 3.15.1], the morphism u^: W L
X
X
quasi-isomorphism
u^: WLX



! WAX :

(For the proof of [Mo, Lemme 3.15.1], we need the second isomorphism in
[Mo, 1.3.3]; in [Nakk3, (6.28) (7)] we have given the precise proof for the
second isomorphism in [loc. cit.].) Hence we have a composite isomorphism
(2:0:3; p)

u^





Hhlog-crys (X=W) ! Hh (X; WLX ) ! Hh (X; WAX ):

Let us also recall the p-adic weight spectral sequence of X=s in [Nakk3,
(9.11.1)], which is a correction of the p-adic weight spectral sequence in
[Mo, 3.23] (The construction of the weight spectral sequence in [Mo, 3.23] is
incomplete. See [Nakk3, §611] for details (cf. (2.2) (1) below).).
Consider the following exact sequence
(2:0:4; p)

0 ! grPk 1 WAX ! (Pk =Pk 2 )WAX ! grPk WAX ! 0:


Fix a total order on the irreducible components of X . Then we have
M
Res

(WV  (2jk1) ( j k); ( 1)j1 d)f 2j
(2:0:5; p) grPk WAX !
jmaxf k;0g

X

kg
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by [Nakk3, (9.9)]. Hence we have
M
(2:0:6; p) Hh (X; grPk WAX )
Hh

2j k

X

jmaxf k;0g

M



Hh

jmaxf k;0g

M



(X; (WV  (2jk1) ; ( 1)j1 d))(

2j k

(X; WV  (2jk1) )(
X



Hhcrys2j k ( X (2jk1) =W)(

j

k)

j

k):

j

k)

jmaxf k;0g

Here we have obtained the middle equality by using the Convention (6).
Using the identification (2:0:6; p), we have the following p-adic weight
spectral sequence of X=s:
M

Hhcrys2j k ( X (2jk1) =W)( j k))Hhlog-crys (X=W):
(2:0:7; p) E1;pk;hk 
jmaxf k;0g

Tensorizing (2:0:7; p) with K0 , we obtain the following p-adic weight spectral sequence of X=s:
M

Hhcrys2j k ( X (2jk1) =W)( j k) W K0 )
(2:0:8; p) E1;pk;hk 
jmaxf k;0g

Hhlog-crys (X=W)

W

K0 :

Mokrane has practically conjectured that (2:0:8; p) degenerates at E2
([Mo, 3.24]). If k is a finite field, one can immediately prove this conjecture
by using the purity of the weight [CL, (1.2)] or [Nakk3, (2.2) (4)] as in [Mo,
3.32]. In [Nakk3, (3.6)] we have generalized this fact: (2:0:8; p) degenerates
at E2 for any perfect field k of characteristic p > 0.
By following [Nakk3, (11.3.6)] (cf. [HK, (3.6)]), let
Np;n : Hhlog-crys (X=Wn ) ! Hhlog-crys (X=Wn )(

1)

be the boundary morphism obtained from the following triangle
Ru (CX=(Wn ;Wn (Ms )) )(

1)[

1]

d log t^

! Ru (Wn

Wn hti

CX=Wn ) !
1

Ru (CX=(Wn ;Wn (Ms )) ) !
(see the notation in [HK, (3.6)]; the u above is not the u in this paper). Here
we have used the Convention (4) and (5). Let
Np : Hhlog-crys (X=W) ! Hhlog-crys (X=W)(

1)

be the p-adic monodromy operator obtained from fNp;n gn2Z>0 (cf.
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[HK, (3.6)]). Let yp : WAX ! WAX ( 1) be a morphism of complexes defined by a family of morphisms ( 1)ij1 proj:: WAijX ! WAiX 1; j1
(i; j 2 N) ([Nakk3, §11], cf. [St1, (4.22)], [RZ, (1.6.2)]);
the morphism y in

[Mo, 3.13] is not a morphism of complexes if dim X  2; see [Nakk3, (11.9)]
for more details). Denote also by yp the induced morphism
Hh (X; WAX ) ! Hh (X; WAX )(

(2:0:8:1; p)

1)

of cohomologies. Then, under the identification (2:0:3; p), Np  yp ([Nakk3,
(11.4) (2), (11.10)]). In [Nakk3, (11.7)] we have proved the following: let k be a
positive integer. Under the identification (2:0:6; p), the induced isomorphism
M

(2:0:8:2; p) ykp :
Hh 2j k (X; WV  (2jk1) )( j k) !
X

jmaxf k;0g

M

Hh

jmaxf k;0g

2j k

(X; WV  (2jk1) )(
X

j

k)



by the isomorphism ykp : grPk WAX ! grP k WAX ( k) is the identity if k is
even and ( 1)h1 if k is odd. In the l-adic case and the 1-adic case stated
later, one can prove the obvious analogues.
Let G be the sum with signs of Gysin morphisms defined in [Mo, 4.10]
and r the sum with signs of induced morphisms by closed immersions
defined in [Mo, 4.12]. Then the boundary morphism between the E1 -terms
of (2:0:7; p) is as follows ([Nakk3, (10.1)]):
X
(2:0:8:3; p)
f( 1)j G  ( 1)jk rg:
jmaxf k;0g

E1;pk;hk 
! E1;pk1;hk 

M
jmaxf k;0g



Hhcrys2j k ( X (2jk1) =W)(

M
jmaxf k1;0g

Hhcrys2j

k2



( X (2jk) =W)(

j

k)
j

k  1):

Here we omit the shift fg in [loc. cit.] for the morphisms G and r. Note that
[Mo, 4.13] is wrong and the proof of it is incomplete; see [Nakk3, (10.2) (4),
(5)] for more details.
The following conjecture is the p-adic analogue of (2.0.9;l) (cf. [Mo,
3.27]):

(2.0.9;p): If X is projective over k, then the monodromy filtration on
Hhlog-crys (X=W) W K0 and the weight filtration on Hhlog-crys (X=W) W K0
coincide.
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(C) 1-adic case
Let s : ((Spec C)an ; N  C ) be a log point and let X=s be a proper
SNCL analytic variety. Though it has been thought that Steenbrink has
first constructed the weight spectral sequence of X=s in [St2], we follow
the formulation in [FN] which stems from that in [RZ] and [SZ]
(cf. [KwN]) because some constructions in [St2] obviously depend on the
choice of local charts of X (e.g., L1D in [St2, (4.5)]); Steenbrink's construction alone is incomplete because we cannot discuss, for example, the
functoriality of his weight spectral sequence; the Z-structure (resp. Qstructure) of the Steenbrink complex may (resp. might) depend on the
choice of local charts of X; in [FN], Fujisawa and Nakayama have shown
that Steenbrink's construction over Q does not depend on the choice of
the local charts by constructing an isomorphism from his complex over Q
to their complex.
Let us first construct a spectral sequence over Z which is closely related to the weight spectral sequence over Q in [FN]. We change some
signs in some morphisms of complexes in [SZ] and [FN] to obtain the same
description of the boundary morphism of the 1-adic weight spectral sequences (2:0:7; 1) and (2:1:10) below as that of the l-adic weight spectral
sequence (2:0:5; l); see (5:5)
and (5:10) below.

Let e  etop : X log ! X be the real blow up of X ([KN, (1.2)], (cf. [KwN,
p. 404±405]) (we do not use the notation t in [KN] for the real blow up
because we have to use the standard notation t for the canonical filtration
later (see, e.g., (4.5.2) below)): as a set,
f (x)
1
( f 2 OX;x )g;
X log f(x;h)jx 2 X; h 2 Homgp (Mgp
X;x ;S ) such that h( f )
j f (x)j
where S1 : fz 2 C j jzj  1g. Then there
is a natural map X log ! S1 of
p
topological spaces. Let R 3 x 7 ! exp (2p
1x) 2 S1 be the universal cover
1
log
of S . Take the fiber product X1 : X S1 R ([Us], cf. [KwN, pp. 404±

be an injective resolution
405]). Let p: X1 ! X log be the projection. Let IZ

1 

) is an inof ZX log . Set JZ : (ep) p (IZ ) (cf. [FN, §3]). Note that p 1 (IZ
jective resolution of ZX1 by the local property of the injectivity ([KS,



! JZ
be the induced automorphism by the covering
(2.4.10)]). Let T: JZ
transformation R 3 x 7 ! x  1 2 R over S1 . We consider the following
morphism
p 1


! JZ
( 1)
d : (2p
1) (T id): JZ
of complexes. Let MF(d) be the mapping fiber of d: MF(d) :
q
q 1


: JZ
 JZ
( 1)[ 1]; MF(d)q : JZ
 JZ
( 1), d(x; y)  (dx; dy  d(x)).
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Let
(2:0:1; 1)

u: MF(d) ! MF(d)(1)[1]


be a morphism of complexes on X defined by
(x; y) 7 ! (0; x) ((x; y) 2 MF(d)q )
(in [SZ, (5.12)] and [FN, (1.2.2)], the morphism (x; y) 7 ! (0; x) was conij
sidered). Define a double complex A
Z as follows: the component AZ
ij1
ij1
(i 2 Z; j 2 N) is, by definition, MF(d)
( j  1)=(tj MF(d))
( j  1),
where t means the canonical filtration on the complex MF(d). Following
the proof of [RZ, (1.7)], consider the following boundary morphisms of A
Z:

(2:0:2; 1)

Let AZ be the single complex of A
Z . Consider a composite morphism



mZ : JZ
3 x 7 ! (0; x) 2 MF(d)(1)[1]=t0 MF(d)(1)[1] ! AZ :

of complexes. By the proof of [FN, (3.17)], the morphism Hh (d): Hh (JZ
) !
h 
H (JZ )( 1) (h 2 Z) of cohomologies is the zero. Hence, by the argument
of [SZ, (5.13)], mZ is a quasi-isomorphism. Therefore Hh (X; AZ ) 

)  Hh (X1 ; Z). Let fPk gk2Z be the following filtration on AZ
 Hh (X; JZ
defined by

(2:0:3;1) Pk AijZ : (f(t2jk1  tj )MF(d)gij1 ( j  1))=(tj MF(d))ij1 ( j  1):
Then we have the following spectral sequence
M

k;hk
(2:0:4;1) E1;1

Hh 2j k (X ;H2jk1 (MF(d)( j  1)))) Hh (X1 ;Z):
jmaxf k;0g

By [FN, (3.2)] the following sequence


0 ! e (IZ
) ! JZ

T id


! JZ
!0



is exact. In particular, the morphism d: JZ
! JZ
( 1) is surjective. Hence
the morphism Ker d 3 x 7 ! (x; 0) 2 MF(d) is a quasi-isomorphism
(the

Convention (3)). Fix a total order on the irreducible components of X . Then
we have a canonical isomorphism
r
^



(Mgp
r) ! Z( r)  (r) (r 2 Z>0 )
(2:0:4:1; 1) Rr e (ZX log )
X =OX )(
X
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by [KN, (1.5)] and [Nak3, (1.8.1)] (cf. the proof of [Nak3, (1.8.3)]). Putting
these together, we have the following:

))  Rr e (ZX log )  Z(
(2:0:5; 1) Hr (MF(d))  Hr (Ker d)  Hr (e (IZ

r)  (r) :
X

As in the l-adic case, we make the following identification:
(2:0:6; 1) H2jk1 (MF(d))
(2:0:5;1)



Z(

2j

k

1)  (2jk1)
X

( 1)jk


! Z(

2j

k

1)  (2jk1) :
X

Using (2:0:4; 1) and the identification (2:0:6; 1), we obtain the following
spectral sequence
M

k;hk

Hh 2j k ( X (2jk1) ; Z)( j k) ) Hh (X1 ;Z):
(2:0:7; 1) E1;1
jmaxf k;0g

Tensorizing (2:0:7; 1) with Q, we obtain the following spectral sequence
M

k;hk
(2:0:8; 1) E1;1

Hh 2j k ( X (2jk1) ; Q)( j k) ) Hh (X1 ; Q):
jmaxf k;0g

DEFINITION 2.1. (1) We call the cohomology Hh (X1 ; Z) (resp.
H (X1 ; Q)) the log Betti cohomology of X=s with coefficient Z (resp. Q).
(2) We call the spectral sequences (2:0:7; 1) and (2:0:8; 1) the
weight spectral sequences of Hh (X1 ; Z) and Hh (X1 ; Q), respectively.
(3) We call the filtrations on Hh (X1 ; Z) and Hh (X1 ; Q) induced by
the weight spectral sequences (2:0:7; 1) and (2:0:8; 1), respectively, the
weight filtrations.
h

If X is algebraic, (2:0:7; 1) Z Zl is canonically isomorphic to (2:0:7; l) by
the proof of [FN, (7.1)]. In (5:10:1) below, we shall describe the boundary
morphism between the E1 -terms of (2:0:7; 1) by the sum with signs of
Gysin morphisms and the induced morphisms of closed immersions.
By the proof of [RZ, (1.7)], the morphism d: AZ ! AZ ( 1) is homotopic to a morphism y1 : AZ ! AZ ( 1) induced by a family of morphisms
i 1; j1
( 1) (i 2 Z; j 2 N). (See (3.6.5) below why
( 1)ij proj : AijZ ! AZ
ij1
does not appear.) Hence d: AZ ! AZ ( 1) is nilpotent.
the sign ( 1)
Therefore the morphism
p 1
(2:1:1)
1) log T: AZ Z Q ! AZ ( 1) Z Q
N1 : (2p
is well-defined. Let E
r;1 (r 2 Z1 ) be the Er -term of the spectral sequence
(2:0:8; 1). Since ( 1)ij proj(Pk AijZ )  Pk 2 AiZ 1; j1 ( 1), the morphism
k;hk
k
k
k;hk
k
! Ek;h
k) is equal to N1
: Er;1
! Ek;h
k).
yk1 : Er;1
r;1 (
r;1 (
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Let us recall another more traditional Steenbrink complex defined in
[FN, §3] (cf. [SZ, §5]) and another more traditional weight spectral sequence.



: IZ
Set IQ
Z Q. Then IQ is an injective resolution of QX log . Set
1
S



JQ
: (ep) p 1 (IQ
). Let B(JQ
) :
Ker(T id)e Z Q be a subcomplex of
e1


JQ
. Then Fujisawa and Nakayama have proved that the inclusion



) ! JQ
is a quasi-isomorphism ([FN, (3.5)], cf. [SZ, (5.9)]); thus we
B(JQ
h

)) and the well-defined morphism
have H (X1 ; Q)  Hh (X; B(JQ
p 1


(2:1:2)
1) log T: B(JQ
) ! B(JQ
)( 1)
N1 : (2p

induces a morphism
(2:1:3)



N1 : Hh (X1 ; Q)  Hh (X; B(JQ
)) ! Hh (X; B(JQ
))(

1) 

 Hh (X1 ; Q)(

1);

which we called the monodromy operator. Let MFQ (N1 ) be the mapping


) ! B(JQ
)( 1). Let
fiber of the morphism N1 : B(JQ
(2:1:4)

u: MFQ (N1 ) 3 (x; y) 7 ! (0; x) 2 MFQ (N1 )(1)[1]


be a morphism of complexes on X . Set
(2:1:5)

AijQ (N1 ) : MFQ (N1 )ij1 ( j  1)=(tj MFQ (N1 ))ij1 ( j  1)
(i 2 Z; j 2 N)

and consider the following boundary morphisms:

(2:1:6)


Then A
Q (N1 ) is a double complex. Let AQ (N1 ) be the associated single

complex to AQ (N1 ) (cf. [SZ, (5.12)], [FN, (3.6), (3.16)]). By [FN, (1.14),
(3.17)] (cf. [SZ, (5.13)]), the following composite morphism

(2:1:7)


) 3 x 7 ! (0; x) 2
mQ : B(JQ


2 MFQ (N1 )(1)[1]=t0 MFQ (N1 )(1)[1] ! AQ (N1 )
is a quasi-isomorphism as in the integral version above. On the other


hand, the morphism d: JZ
! JZ
( 1) induces surjective morphisms
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d0Q : JQ
! JQ
( 1) and dQ : B(JQ
) ! B(JQ
)( 1). By using dQ , we have

a double complex AQ (dQ ) and the associated single complex AQ (dQ )
0


1)) 
to A
Q (dQ ) (cf. [FN, (6.2)]). Note that Ker(dQ : JQ ! JQ (



) !
 Ker(N1 : B(JQ ) ! B(JQ )( 1)) and that the morphism N1 : B(JQ

)( 1) is surjective. Hence we have Hr (MFQ (N1 ))  Rr e (QX log )
! B(JQ
(r 2 Z). As in (2:0:3; 1), set

(2:1:8)

Pk AijQ (N1 ) :
(f(t2jk1  tj )MFQ (N1 )gij1 ( j  1))=(tj MFQ (N1 ))ij1 ( j  1):

Then, using the following identification
(2:1:9) H2jk1 (MFQ (N1 ))H2jk1 (MF(d0Q ))
( 1)jk


! Q(

2j

k

(2:0:5;1) Q



Q( 2j k 1)  (2jk1)
X

1)  (2jk1) ;
X

we have the following weight spectral sequence
k;hk
(2:1:10) E1;1


M

Hh

2j k



( X (2jk1) ; Q)(

j

k) ) Hh (X1 ; Q):

jmaxf k;0g

In (5:10:2) below, we shall describe the boundary morphism between
the E1 -terms of (2:1:10) by the sum with signs of Gysin morphisms and the
induced morphisms of closed immersions.
Fujisawa and Nakayama have proved that the weight spectral sequence
(2:0:8; 1) is isomorphic to the weight spectral sequence (2:1:10) ([FN,
(6.5)]).
Following the method of [SZ], Fujisawa and
Nakayama have proved in

[FN] that, if the irreducible components of X are compact and KaÈhler or
the analytifications of proper smooth schemes over C, Hh (X1 ; Q) has a
natural mixed Q-Hodge structure (and in particular, Hh (X1 ; Z) has a
mixed Z-Hodge structure) and that the spectral sequence (2:1:10) with
signs which are different from our signs is a spectral sequence of mixed QHodge structures. Because we have to recall some fundamental objects in
[SZ] and [FN] for the proof, we shall also show this fact in §3 below with the
change of signs in [SZ] and [FN].
yoga of weights
The spectral sequence (2:1:10) degenerates at E2 by the

in mixed Hodge theory if the irreducible components of X are compact and
KaÈhler or the analytifications of proper smooth schemes over C. As a
corollary, (2:0:8; 1) also degenerates at E2 under the same assumption
because (2:0:8; 1) is isomorphic to (2:1:10) ([FN, (6.5)]).
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By
the argument due to M. Saito [SaM, §4] (cf. [St2, p. 117]),

if X is projective, the monodromy filtration with respect to N1
and the weight filtration on Hh (X1 ; Q) coincide: the morphism
k;hk
! Ek;hk
k) is an isomorphism. Here E
N1 : E2;1
2;1 is the
2;1 (
E2 -term of the spectral sequence (2:1:10).
REMARK 2.2. (1) There are many non-minor mistakes and many
unproven facts in the theory of log de Rham-Witt complexes and p-adic
Steenbrink complexes in published papers. In [Nakk3, §611], we have
corrected all mistakes and checked all unproven facts in [Hy], [HK] and
[Mo] which are needed in this paper except counter-examples (6.8) (2) and
(4) below.
(2) In [FN], Fujisawa and Nakayama have proved that their method
and Kawamata-Namikawa's
method give the same cohomological mixed Q
Hodge complex on X up to canonical isomorphisms.
(3) (cf. [RZ, (1.7)], [SZ, (5.14)]) Let f : E ! E be an endomorphism
of a complex of objects of an abelian category. Let MF( f ) 
 s((E ; dE ) ! (E ; dE )) be the mapping fiber of f . Let d be the boundary
morphism of MF( f ) and let u: MF( f ) 3 (x; y) 7 ! (0; x) 2 MF( f )[1] be a
morphism of complexes. Consider a double complex G defined by
Gij  MF( f )ij1 =(tj MF( f ))ij1 with the following boundary morphism

Let e: Z  Z ! f 1g be a map. Let H: Gij 3 (x; y) 7 ! (e(i; j)y; 0) 2 Gi
be a morphism. Then, for (x; y) 2 Gij , we have the following formulas:

1; j

(uH  Hu)(x; y)  u(e(i; j)y; 0)  H(0; x)
 (e(i; j  1)x; e(i; j)y)
and
(dH  Hd)(x; y)  d(e(i; j)y; 0)  H(dx; dy  f (x))
 e(i; j)(dy; f (y))  e(i  1; j)(
 ((e(i; j)

dy  f (x); 0)

e(i  1; j))dy  e(i  1; j) f (x); e(i; j) f (y)):

Hence (uH  Hu)(x; y)   (x; y) and (dH  Hd)(x; y)   ( f (x); f (y)) and
the term before dy vanishes for any (x; y) 2 Gij and for all i; j if and only if
e(i; j  1)  e(i; j)  e(i  1; j) for all i; j. Let G be the single complex of
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G . If e(i; j)  1 (resp. e(i; j)  1) for all i; j, then the morphism
G 3 (x; y) 7 ! ( f (x); f (y)) 2 G is homotopic to the morphism y: G ! G
defined by proj:: Gij ! Gi 1; j1 . Thus I think that the statement [SZ,
(5.14)] and the proof of [loc. cit.] is not right in signs: the sign ( 1)pq1 in
[loc. cit.] must not appear.

3. Steenbrink mixed Q-Hodge complex.
Let s : ((Spec C)an ; N  C ) be a log point. Let X be a proper SNCL

analytic variety over s. Fix a total order on the irreducible components of X
as in §2. In this section, as a corollary of (3:8) below, we show that (2:1:10) is
a spectral sequence of mixed Hodge structures if the irreducible components of X are compact and KaÈhler or the analytifications of proper smooth
schemes over C. The proof of (3:8) is essentially the same as that in [FN]:
in [loc. cit.] Fujisawa and Nakayama have already obtained (3:8) with signs
which are different from those in §2 and this section. We add only (3:2)
below to [FN]. We shall use (3:2) for an argument about a sign ((4.6) below)
which gives an influence to almost all results in §4 and §5: only to give the
uniform descriptions of the boundary morphisms of the E1 -terms of the padic, the l-adic and the 1-adic weight spectral sequences ((2:0:8:3; p),
(5:5:1), (5:10:1), (5:10:2) below), we have changed and change signs in [SZ]
and [FN]. We also add (3:5) below to [St2]; (3:5) is an easy corollary of (3:2)
and (3:4), and a complement for [St2, (4.6), (4.7)], though our statement in
(3:5) is different from [St2, (4.6), (4.7)] whose proofs seem mistaken (see
(3:6) (2) below).
First let us recall some complexes in [SZ] and [FN].

By abuse of notation, we sometimes omit the symbol  in the notation X


below. Let IQ
(resp. IC
) be an injective resolution of QX log (resp. CX log ). Let

us recall natural morphisms p: X1 ! X log and e  etop : X log ! X in §2. Set
1
S





JQ
: (ep) p 1 (IQ
) and JC
: (ep) p 1 (IC
). Let B(JQ
) :
Ker(T id)e be
e1




a subcomplex of JQ
and B(JC
) a similar subcomplex of JC
.

 
In this section we denote AQ (N1 ) in §2 by A (JQ ). Let MFC (N1 ) 
 MFC (N1 ) be the mapping fiber of the morphism
p 1


1) log T: B(JC
) ! B(JC
)( 1):
N1  (2p

As in (2.1.5), by using the canonical filtration on MFC (N1 ), we have two




) and A (JC
). As in (2.1.8), A (JC
) and A (JC
) have filcomplexes A (JC
trations P's.
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By [FN, (1.14), (3.17)], a composite morphism




(3:0:1) B(JC
)3 x 7 ! (0; x)2MFC (N1 )(1)[1]=t0 MFC (N1 )(1)[1] ! A (JC
)




) ! JC
is a quasi-isomorphism. By [FN, (3.5)], the natural inclusion B(JC
is a quasi-isomorphism. Hence, using the quasi-isomorphism (3.0.1), we
have an isomorphism



mC : J C

(3:0:2)


! A (JC
)

in the derived category D (CX ). Using the quasi-isomorphism (2.1.7), we
have an analogous isomorphism

JQ

(3:0:3)




! A (JQ
)

in D (QX ), which we denote by the same symbol mQ . We also have a natural


! JC
of complexes. This morphism induces a morphism
morphism JQ


) ! A (JC
) of complexes and we have the following commutative
A (JQ
diagram

(3:0:4)

e
Let L
X=C be the log de Rham complex of the log analytic space
X=((Spec C)an ; C ). Let t be a global section pofM
 s whose image in
1) 1 log t. Let
G(s; Ms =Os )  N is the generator. Set u : (2p
C[u]

C

e  : (    ! C[u]
L
X=C

C

ei
L
X=C ! C[u]

C

e i1 !    )
L
X=C

be a complex with the following boundary morphism:
(3:0:5)

d(

r
X
j0

u[j] vj ) : (2p

p
1)

1

r
X
j1

(u[j

1]

d log t ^ vj ) 

r
X

u[j] dvj

j0

e i ; r 2 N);
(vj 2 L
X=C
where u[j] : ( j!) 1 uj ( j 2 N) is a divided power of u. The complex
e
e
C[u] C L
X=C is the linearization of LX=C with respect to the variable u
(cf. [BO1, 6.11 Lemma]); because we have to consider the first term on the
e  and do not use
right hand side of (3:0:5), we use the notation C[u] C L
X=C
e  [u] in [SZ] and [FN]. By [KN, (3.8)] and [FN, (3.3)] (cf. the
the notation L
X=C
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proof of [FN, (3.5)]), we have the following commutative diagram:

(3:0:6)

e ;log  Olog e 1 (O ) e 1 (L
e  ) (recall the definition of the sheaf Olog
Here L
X=C
X=C
X
X
X
in [KN, (3.2)]) and the right vertical morphism i is a natural inclusion

e
e
L
X=C ! C[u] C LX=C and the upper horizontal morphism l is a natural
quasi-isomorphism. By abuse of notation, we also denote by l the composite

e
quasi-isomorphism C[u] C L
~ ) be the mapping fiX=C ! JC . Let MF(NL
ber of the following morphism
p 1
e
e
(3:0:7) NL~ : (2p
1) d=du: C[u] C L
1)
X=C ! C[u] C LX=C (
of complexes. Let u be a morphism MF(NL~ ) 3 (x; y) 7 ! (0; x) 2 MF(NL~)
(1) [1] of complexes on X . By using the canonical filtration on MF(NL~ ), we
e  ) and a single complex
have a double complex A (C[u] C L
X=C
e  ) : : s(A (C[u] C L
e  )). By using the canonical filA (C[u] C L
X=C
X=C
e )
tration on MF(NL~ ) again, we have the filtrations P's on A (C[u] C L
X=C
e  ) (cf. (2.1.8)). In [FN, (3.7)] Fujisawa and Nakayama
and A (C[u] C L
X=C
have essentially proved that the quasi-isomorphism l induces the following
filtered quasi-isomorphism

); P)
(A (JC

(3:0:8)

(A (C[u]

C

e  ); P):
L
X=C

Let mL~ be the following composite morphism
(3:0:9)

C[u]

C

e  3 x 7 ! (0; x) 2 MF(N ~ )(1)[1]=t0 MF(N ~ )(1)[1]
L
X=C
L
L


! A (C[u]

C

e )
L
X=C

of complexes. Then we have the following commutative diagram

(3:0:10)

Next, consider the following morphism
(3:0:11) fi : MF(NL~ )i 
e  )  (C[u]
 ((C[u] C L
X=C

C

e  )(
L
X=C

1)[

ei
1])i ! L
X=C

(i 2 N)
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of abelian sheaves on X defined by the following formula
fi (v; h)  v0  d log t ^ h0 ;

(3:0:12)
where v 

r
P
j0

u[j] vj and h 

r0
P
j0

ei , h 2 L
e i 1 , r; r0 2 N). Beu[j] hj (vj 2 L
j
X=C
X=C

cause the formula f(x; y) : x0 d log t ^ y0 in [SZ, p. 530] does not give a
morphism of complexes and because we claim that the formula (3:0:12) is a
right formula as in [FN, (3.9.1)], we give the following proof without
omission.
The family f : ffi gi2N gives a morphism of com-

PROPOSITION 3.1.
plexes.
PROOF.

Indeed, we have the following formula:

fi1 d(v; h)  fi1 (dv; dh  NL~ (v))
r
r
 p X
X
 fi1 (2p
u[j 1] d log t ^ vj 
u[j] dvj ;
1) 1
j1

p
(2p
1)

r0
X
1
j1

u[j

j0
1]

d log t ^ hj

r0
X

p 1
 (2p
1) d log t ^ v1  dv0
p 1
 d log t ^ f (2p
1) d log t ^ h1
 dv0

j0

p
1)

1

r
X

u[j] dhj

(2p

dh0

p 1
1) v 1 g

(2p

u[j

1]


vj

j1

d log t ^ dh0  dfi (v; h):

p

e 3
Since NL~ is surjective, the natural inclusion morphism ei: L
X=C
3 v 7 ! (v; 0) 2 MF(NL~ ) is a quasi-isomorphism (Convention (3)). Since f ei
is the identity, f is a quasi-isomorphism (cf. [SZ, p. 531], [FN, (3.10)]). Consider the following composite filtered morphism
f
e  ; t) 
e  ; P):
! (L
(MF(NL~ ); t) ! (L
X=C
X=C

(3:1:1)

e  defined in [St2, p. 113];
Here P  fPk gk2Z is the weight filtration on L
X=C
however there is a mistype in [loc. cit.]: we have to replace ``Wm V pD 
V pD m in V pD '' in [loc. cit.] by ``Wm V pD  the image of
image of vm
D
vpD

m

p
Vm
D in V D ''.

LEMMA 3.2.
(3:2:1)

Let

e
grtk e (IC
) ! grPk L
X=C

(k 2 Z0 )
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be a morphism in D (CX ) obtained by the following natural diagram



); t) ! (MFC (N1 ); t)
(e (IC

(3:2:2)

f

MF(l)



(MF(NL~ ); t)



e  ; t) ! (L
e  ; P):
! (L
X=C
X=C



If k is a positive integer, then the following composite morphism
(3:2:3)
C  (k) (
X

k)

(2:0:4:1;1) Z C


!

Rk e (CX log )



Res


(3:2:1)


e  fkg ! V 
grtk e (IC
)fkg ! grPk L
X=C
(k)

X =C



in D (CX ) is the following composite morphism
(3:2:4)

C  (k) (
X

k)  C  (k)

( 1)k 

X

! C  (k)
X



! V  (k)

X =C

:

PROOF. Recall the sheaf LX log of the logarithms of local sections of
e 1 (Mgp
X ) ([KN, (1.4)]): LX log is the fiber product of the following natural
diagram

where ContX log ( ; T) is the sheaf of continuous functions on X log with values
in T for a topological space T. Then we have an exact sequence
(3:2:5)

0 ! Z(1) ! LX log

exp

! e 1 (Mgp
X ) !0

on X log . By [KN, (1.5)], the boundary morphism of Re ((3:2:5)) and the cup
product induce an isomorphism
r
^


r
Z  (r)  (Mgp
X =OX ) ! R e (Z(r))

(3:2:6)

X

(r 2 Z1 ):

First we prove (3:2) for the case k  1.

Let fXm gm be the irreducible components of X . Because the problem is
local on X, we may assume that there exists a section tm 2 G(X; MX ) (8m)

whose image tm 2 G(X; OX ) defines the closed subscheme Xm of X . Let
U : fUi gi be an open covering of X log such that each Ui is so small that
there exist sections Tm;i 2 G(Ui ; LX log ) such that exp (Tm;i )  e 1 (tm )jUi .
Set Uij : Ui \ Uj and Uijk : Ui \ Uj \ Uk . Then the image of
(0; . . . ; 0; 1 ; 0; . . . ; 0) 2 Z  (1) by the morphism (3.2.6) in R1 e (Z(1)) for the
m

X
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Q
ij

G(Uij ; Z(1)).

Ï ech double complex
On the other hand, consider the following C

(3:2:7)

Then (d  @)fTm;i g  fdTm;i g  fTm; j Tm;i gij . Hence fTm; j Tm;i gij 
 1 (U; L
e ;log ). By the definition of dTm;i (the last formula
fdTm;i g in H
X=C

in [KN, p. 174]), dTm;i  d log e 1 (tm )jUi . Hence fTm; j Tm;i gij 
 1 (U; L
e ;log ). Therefore, by the definition of the
fd log e 1 (tm )jUi g in H
X=C
morphism (3:2:3), (3:2:3) is equal to the minus natural inclusion
morphism C  (1) ! V  (1) .
X
X =C
Next consider the general case k  1. Note that the induced morphism
e ;log ) ! Hk (B(J ))  Hk (J )
l: Rk (ep) p 1 (L
C
C
X=C
e ;log is a resolution of CX log
is compatible with cup products because L
X=C
by the logarithmic PoincareÂ lemma ([KN, (3.8)]). The equality
e ;log ))  Hk (C[u] C L
e  ) is also compatible with cup
Hk (R(ep) p 1 (L
X=C
X=C
products because this equality is obtained by the equality
e q;log )  C[u] C L
eq
R(ep) p 1 (L
X=C
X=C for each q 2 N ([FN, (3.3)]). Hence we
obtain (3:2) for the general case.
p
COROLLARY 3.3.
isomorphism.

The morphism (3:2:1) for a positive integer k is an


PROOF. By (3:2), the PoincareÂ lemma for X (k) (k  1) shows that (3:2:1)
is an isomorphism.
p
LEMMA 3.4.
(3:4:1)
PROOF.

The diagram (3:2:2) induces the following isomorphism

e :
) ! grP0 L
grt0 e (IC
X=C


The source of (3:4:1) is equal to R0 e (CX log )



C  by the
X

proper base change theorem. Because the problem is local on X, we may
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assume that X is a SNCD on a smooth analytic space Y over (Spec C)an with
canonical log structure. Because a regular local ring is a UFD, we have a
surjective morphism V 1Y =C ! Ker(Res: V 1Y=C ( log X) OY OX ! OX (1) ).
Hence the target of (3:4:1) is equal to V Y=C =V Y=C ( log X) (cf. [Mo, (3.1)]).
By [DI2, (4.2.2) (c)], the sequence
0 ! V Y =C (

log X) ! V Y=C ! V  (1)

X =C

! 

of complexes is exact. Therefore the complex V Y =C =V Y=C ( log X) is quasiisomorphic to the single complex of the following double complex
(3:4:2)

(V  (1)

X =C

; d) ! (V  (2)

X =C

; d) ! (V  (3)

X =C

; d) !    :



By the classical PoincareÂ lemma for X (k) (k 2 Z1 ), the single complex is
quasi-isomorphic to the following complex
C  (1) ! C  (2) !    :

(3:4:3)

X

X

Obviously the complex (3:4:3) is isomorphic to C  . Therefore we obtain
X
(3:4).
p
COROLLARY 3.5.
isomorphism
(3:5:1)

(1) The diagram (3:2:2) induces the following filtered


e  ; P)
); t) ! (L
(e (IC
X=C

in D F(CX ).
(2) The natural morphism
(3:5:2)

e  ; P)
e  ; t) ! (L
(L
X=C
X=C

is a filtered quasi-isomorphism.
PROOF. (1): (1) is the conjunction of (3.3) and (3:4).


); t) ! (MFC (N1 ); t), MF(l) and f
(2): Because the morphisms (e (IC
are filtered quasi-isomorphisms, (2) immediately follows from (1).
p
REMARK 3.6. (1) (cf. [St2, p. 108]) C. Nakayama has kindly pointed
out to me that one can easily obtain that the filtered morphism
e  ; P) is a filtered isomorphism by a well-known method.
e  ; t) ! (L
(L
X=C
X=C
Indeed we have the following spectral sequence
(3:6:1)

e  ):
e  ) ) Hh (L
E1 k;hk  Hh (grPk L
X=C
X=C
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The spectral sequence


k
E1 m;k  Hk (GrW
m V X ( log D)) ) H (V X ( log D))

in [St2, p. 108] is mistaken; the right one is the following:


k
E1 m;km  Hk (GrW
m V X ( log D)) ) H (V X ( log D)):



For k  1, the PoincareÂ residue isomorphism gives an isomorphism


e
grPk L
X=C ! V  (k) f kg ([St2, p. 113]). Since the natural morphism
CX (k) ! V  (k)

X =C



is a quasi-isomorphism by the PoincareÂ lemma for X (k) , we
X =C
e  ). If k  0,
have E1 k;hk  0 for h 6 k and E1 k;2k  C  (k)  Hk (grPk L
X=C
X

e
is a quasi-isomorphism by the
then the natural morphism C  ! grP0 L
X=C
X
e  ).
proof of (3:4:1). Hence E0h  0 if h 6 0 and E00  C   H0 (grP L
1

1

X

0

X=C

Therefore the spectral sequence (3:6:1) degenerates at E1 . Consequently
e  )  Hm (grP L
e
we have Hm (grtk L
X=C
k X=C ) for all m; k 2 Z. This implies that
the morphism (3.5.2) is a filtered isomorphism.
(2) If the proof of [St2, (4.7)] is right, (3:5) (2) also follows from [St2,
(4.6)] and [St2, (4.7)]. However, even if X is the special fiber of an analytic
semistable family X with canonical log structure over a unit disk, there
e  and V  ( log X): there exists a
exists only a relation a priori between L
X=C
X=C
natural morphism
d

(3:6:2) V X =C ( log X) !(i (OX ) ! i (V 1X =C ( log X)

OX O X )


d
e
!    )i L
X=C

of complexes on X , where i is the closed immersion X ! X . (Note that the
differential operator d: V iX =C ( log X) ! V i1
X =C ( log X) (i 2 N) is not OX -linear.) Hence I do not understand the reduction to the local case in [St2, (4.7)]
e  ; P) by a filtered quasiobtaining a filtered quasi-isomorphism to (L
X=C

isomorphism to (V X =C ( log X); P). Moreover, since L1D in [loc. cit.] depends
heavily on the choice of local charts of X as mentioned in §2, the sheaf
Wm KDq (q  1, m 2 N) (in particular, KDq ) in [loc. cit.] is not (shown to be)
well-defined.
Let AX=C be the single complex associated to a double complex A
X=C
e ij1 =Pj L
e ij1 (i; j 2 N)
defined by the following (cf. [St2, (5.3)]): AijX=C : L
X=C
X=C
with boundary morphisms

(3:6:3)
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Note that the morphism d log t^ is independent of the choice of t. By using
e  , we have filtrations P's on A and A :
the weight filtration P on L
X=C
X=C
X=C
e ij1 =Pj L
e ij1
Pk AijX=C : (P2jk1  Pj )L
X=C
X=C

(3:6:4)

Since f  u 

(d log t ^ )  f,

Wij : (

(3:6:5)

(k 2 Z):

1)j1 f: Aij (C[u]

C

e  ) ! Aij
L
X=C
X=C

gives a morphism
W : (A (C[u]

(3:6:6)

C

e  ); P) ! (A ; P)
L
X=C
X=C

of filtered double complexes. Hence we have a morphism
W : s(W ): (A (C[u]

(3:6:7)

C

e  ); P) ! (A ; P)
L
X=C
X=C

of filtered complexes. We also have the following commutative diagram

(3:6:8)

By the filtered quasi-isomorphism (3.0.8) and a morphism (3.6.7), we
have the following morphism

c: (A (JQ
)

(3:6:9)

Q

C; P) ! (AX=C ; P)

in D F(CX ).
LEMMA 3.7.
PROOF.

The morphism c in (3.6.9) is an isomorphism in D F(CX ).

(3.7) immediately follows from (3.3).

p

By [St2, (5.5)] (cf. [Mo, Proposition 3.15]), the morphism d log t^: LX=C !
e  [1] induces the following quasi-isomorphism
!L
X=C
(3:7:1)

d log t^: LX=C ! AX=C :

The complexes AX=C and LX=C have Hodge filtrations FilH defined by the
following stupid filtrations:
(3:7:2)

FiliH (AX=C ) : Ai;
X=C ;

FiliH (LX=C ) : Li
X=C

(i 2 Z):

Hence we obtain the following which has been obtained in [FN, (3.12)] with
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signs which are different from ours:

THEOREM 3.8. The pair ((A (JQ
); P); (AX=C ; P; FilH )) is a cohomolo
gical mixed Q-Hodge complex if the irreducible components of X are
È hler or the analytifications of proper smooth schemes
compact and Ka
over C.


DEFINITION 3.9. Assume that the irreducible components of X are
compact and KaÈhler or the analytifications of proper smooth schemes over

); P); (AX=C ; P; FilH )) the Steenbrink cohomological
C. Then we call ((A (JQ
mixed Q-Hodge complex of X=s.




REMARK 3.10. (cf. [KwN, p. 406]) Since the diagram B(JQ
) ! JQ





JZ Z Q induces an isomorphism B(JQ ) ! JZ Z Q in D (QX ), the
triple


; (A (JQ
); P); (AX=C ; P; FilH ))
(JZ

is a cohomological mixed Z-Hodge complex. We also call the triple
Steenbrink cohomological mixed Z-Hodge complex of X=s.
Combining (3.0.6), (3.0,10) and (3.6.8), we have the following commutative diagram, which will be used in §10 below:

(3:10:1)

Therefore we have the following commutative diagram for h 2 Z:

(3:10:1; H)
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4. l-adic and 1-adic Gysin morphisms of smooth divisors.
In this section, paying attention to signs, we study the l-adic and the 1adic Gysin morphisms of smooth divisors on an irreducible component of a
SNCL variety over a log point. This study is necessary for the descriptions
in §5 below of the boundary morphisms between the E1 -terms of (2:0:7; l),
(2:0:7; 1) and (2:1:10).
First we consider the case where the base field is C and where the
ambient space is smooth over C.
Let Y be a smooth analytic space over C. Let D be a smooth divisor on
Y. Consider the following exact sequence
(4:0:1)

Res

0 ! V Y=C ! V Y=C ( log D) ! V D=C f 1g ! 0:

Here the PoincareÂ residue morphism is locally defined by v ^
^ d log f 7 ! vjD , where f  0 ( f 2 G(Y; OY )) is a local equation of D. Let
CY  V Y=C and CD  V D=C be the natural identifications in the derived
categories D (CY ) and D (CD ). By these identifications we have the following triangle
(4:0:2)

1

CY ! V Y=C ( log D) ! CD f 1g ! :

Let
d: CD f 1g ! CY [1]

(4:0:3)

be the boundary morphism of the triangle (4.0.2) obtained by the Convention (4).
LEMMA 4.1. Let G: CD f 1g ! CY [1] be the Gysin morphism of D on
Y. Then d  G.


PROOF. Let i: D ! Y be the natural closed immersion. Because i is
exact, we have the following formula
(4:1:1) H0 (RHomCY (i (CD )f 1g;CY [1]))  H0 (RHomCD(Li (CD );CY f1g[1]))
' H0 (RHomCD (CD ; Ri! CY f1g[1]))
 H0 (D; Ri! CY f1g[1])
 H2 (Y; Ri! CY )  H2 (D; R2 i! CY )
 H2 (D; CD [

2])  H0 (D; CD ):
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Here we obtain the isomorphism in (4.1.1) by (1.0.5) under the Convention
(1.0.4) and we have used the Convention (6) in the third equality in (4.1.1).
Since the problem is local, we may assume that there exists a locally
finite open covering fYi gi of Y such that D \ Yi is defined by an analytic
equation ti  0 (ti 2 G(Yi ; OYi )). Set Yij : Yi \ Yj and Yijk : Yi \ Yj \ Yk .
We follow the convention on the signs of torsors in [SGA 412, Cycle 1.1].
 1 (Y; V 1 ) of a
Then the section 1 2 H0 (D; OD ) defines the class [fsij g] 2 H
Y =C
D
Ï ech 1-cocycle defined by sij : d log tj d log ti by the exact sequence
C
(4.0.1) and by the convention in [loc. cit.]. Here we omit the restriction jYij
for the sections d log tj and d log ti . Set tij : ti =tj 2 G(Yij ; OYij ). Retaking
an open covering fYi gi of Y, we may assume that a branch
log (tij ) 2 G(Yij ; OYij ) of tij is defined.
On the other hand, since tj 1 =ti 1  tij , the line bundle OY (D) defines a
 1 (Y; O ). Set U : Y n D and let j: U 
! Y be the
1-cocycle ftij g 2 H
Y
D
natural open immersion. For an abelian sheaf E on Y, set K U (E) :
: Ker(E ! j (EjU )). The 1-cocycle ftij g and the exponential sequence
0 ! Z(1) ! OY

exp

! OY ! 0

gives a 2-cocycle fuijk g defined by uijk  log tjk log tik  log tij 2
Ï ech double complex
2 K U\Yijk (Z(1)Yijk ). Consider the following C

(4:1:2)

Here the horizontal morphisms d's are the usual boundary morphisms
Ï ech complex. Then fuijk g  fsij g  (d d)(flog tij g). Hence
of the C
 2 (Y; V  ). Because the image of [fuijk g] in
[fsij g]  [fuijk g] in H
Y=C
D

2
2
HD (Y; V Y=C )  HD (Y; C)  H2D (Y; Z(1)) Z C is the cycle class c(D) of
p
D, the image of [fsij g] in H2D (Y; C) is equal to c(D).
REMARK 4.2. The similar calculation at the end of [Gro, II §3] is
mistaken in signs if we follow the convention on the signs of torsors in
[SGA 412, Cycle 1.1].
Let the notations be as in [loc. cit.]. Because J is represented by a cocycle ft( j) =t(i) gi<j , c1 (J) is represented by a cocycle fd log (t( j) =t(i) )gi<j (not
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fd log (t(i) =t( j) )gi<j in [loc. cit.]). On the other hand, the image of the
Ï ech 0-cocycle fd log t(i) g is equal to
boundary morphism of the C
d log t( j) d log t(i)  d log (t( j) =t(i) ). Hence
f (1)  c1 (J)

(4:2:1)
H1 (X; Wn V 1X;log )

in
if one uses [Gro, II Proposition 3.5.6]. Obviously the
formula (4.2.1) is not a desirable formula.
Next we consider the case of a SNCD on a smooth analytic space over C.
Most of the following arguments except arguments on signs are included in [Mo, §4].
Let Y be a smooth analytic space over C. Let D be a SNCD on Y=C. Let
S
D  Di be a union of smooth divisors. Fix a total order on I. Let k be a
i2I

positive integer. Set Ik : f(i0 ; . . . ; ik 1 ) j i0 <    < ik 1 (ij 2 I)g and i :
: (i0 ; . . . ; ik 1 ). For an integer 0  j  k 1, set ij : (i0 ; . . . ; ^ij ; . . . ; ik 1 ).
Here ^ij means to omit ij . Set Di : Di0 \    \ Dik 1 and Dij :
^ i \    \ Di for k  2 and Di : Y. Set also D(k) : ` Di
: Di0 \    \ D
j
k 1
0
i2Ik

for k  1 and D(0) : Y. As in [Mo, p. 323], we have the following commutative diagram

(4:2:2)

Here Resij , Resi and Res(i; ij ) are usual PoincareÂ residue morphisms with
i
respect to Dij , Di and Di , respectively. The morphism Resi is locally defined
j

by a morphism vd log xi0 ^    ^ d log xik 1 7 ! ( 1)j vd log xij , where
xim  0 (xim 2 OY ) is a local equation of Dim (0  m  k 1). Note that the
formula ReÂsIIq (v)  a ^ dxiq =xiq jDIq in [Mo, p. 323, l. -9] have to be replaced
by ReÂsIIq (v)  ( 1)q 1 a ^ dxiq =xiq jDIq .
The boundary morphism
(4:2:3)

CDi f kg ! CDi f (k
j

1)g[1]
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by the lower exact sequence of (4.2.2), by the PoincareÂ lemma and by
i
the use of the Convention (4) is equal to (( 1)j Gij ) by (4.1), where
ij
Gi : CDi f 1g ! CDi [1] is the Gysin morphism of the closed immersion
j
P kP1
i

Di ! Dij . Set G :
( 1)j Gij . Then we have the following:
i2Ik j0

PROPOSITION 4.3 (cf. [Mo, Proposition 4.4]). Let k be a positive integer.
Let
d: grPk V Y =C ( log D) ! grPk 1 V Y =C ( log D)[1]
be the boundary morphism of the upper exact sequence of (4:2:2) by the use
of the Convention (4). Then the following diagram

is commutative.
REMARK 4.4. If one considers the short exact sequence in [Mo, Proposition 4.4] as a triangle and if one considers d1 in [loc. cit.] as the
boundary morphism in [Ha1] of a triangle, our commutative diagram in
(4.3) is the same as the 1-adic analytic analogue of the commutative diagram in [Mo, Proposition 4.4]. (Note that the boundary morphism of a
triangle in [Ha1] induces the minus traditional boundary morphism on
cohomologies as remarked in the Convention (5).) However I suspect that
the traditional morphism has been considered in [Mo, Proposition 4.4] and
hence that [loc. cit.] is mistaken in a sign.
Next we consider the case of a SNCL analytic variety over C.
Let s : ((Spec C)an ; N  C ) be a log point. Let X be a proper SNCL
S
analytic variety over s. Let X : Xi be the union of the irreducible


i2I

components of X . Fix a total order on I. Let k  2 be an integer. Let Ik , i, ij ,
Xi and Xij be analogous objects for X and I to those for D and I in the
SNCD case above. As in [Mo, p. 326] (cf. (4.2.2)), we have the following
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commutative diagram

(4:4:1)

Hence we have the following:
PROPOSITION 4.5.

Let k  2 be an integer. Let
P e
e
d: grPk L
X=C ! grk 1 LX=C [1]

be the boundary morphism of the upper exact sequence of (4.4.1) by the use
i
of the Convention (4). Let Gij : CXi f 1g ! CXij [1] be the Gysin morphism
P kP1
i

( 1)j Gij . Then the
of the closed immersion Xi ! Xij . Set G :
i2Ik j0
following diagram

(4:5:1)

is commutative.


Let etop : X log ! X be the real blow up of X. Then we have the following
triangle:
(4:5:2)

1

grtk 1 Retop (Z) ! (tk =tk 2 )Retop (Z) ! grtk Retop (Z) !

By (4.5.2), (2:0:4:1; 1) and the Convention (4), we have the following
boundary morphism
(4:5:3)

d: Z(

k)  (k) f kg ! Z(
X

(k

1))  (k 1) f (k
X

1)g[1]
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The boundary morphism (4.5.3) is equal to G.

PROOF. Let i  (i0 ; . . . ; ik 1 ) be an element of Ik . Let j  k 1 be

a nonnegative integer. Let i: Xi ! Xij be the natural closed immersion. We would like to prove that the morphism (4.5.3) induces a
morphism
(4:6:1)

(

i

1)j Gij : i (ZXi )(

k)f kg ! ZXi (

(k

j

1))f (k

1)g[1]

Because i is exact, we have the following formula as in (4.1.1):
(4:6:2) H0 (RHomZXi (i (ZXi )( k)f 1g;ZXi ( (k
j

j

1))[1]))H0 (D; R2 i! ZXi (1))
j

0

H (Xi ; ZXi ):
Hence it suffices to prove that the morphism (4.5.3)
(4:6:3)

C(

d

k)  (k) f kg ! C(
X

(k

ZC

1))  (k 1) f (k
X

1)g[1]

e  induces
is equal to G. Because the natural morphism Retop (CX log ) ! L
X=C

e  (r 2 Z>0 ) by (3:2:1), we have
an isomorphism grtr Retop (CX log ) ! grPr L
X=C
the following commutative diagram by (3:2:3) and (4.5.1):

(4:6:4)

The commutative diagram (4.6.4) shows (4.6).

p

Next we recall a well-known method ([SGA 4-3, XI 4]) quickly.
Let T be a topological space. Let Tcl be a site defined by the following:
(4.6.5) An object of Tcl is a local isomorphism U ! T of topological
spaces.
(4.6.6) A morphism in Tcl is a morphism of topological spaces over T.
(4.6.7) A family fUl ! Ugl of morphisms in Tcl is called a covering
family if the union of the images of Ul 's is U; the covering families define a
Grothendieck pretopology and hence a Grothendieck topology on the category Tcl .
Let X be an fs log analytic space over C in the sense of [KN, §1]. Let Xcllog
e
elog and X be the
be the site defined above for the topological space X log . Let X
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topoi defined by the classical topologies of X log and X , respectively. Then we
e
e
e log ! X cl , etop : X
e log ! X , mlog : X
e log ! X
e log
have natural morphisms ecl : X
cl
cl
e
e
and m: X cl ! X of topoi fitting into the following commutative diagram

(4:6:8)

The morphism mlog
 (resp. m ) gives an equivalence of categories. Hencee
e log and X except the first part of
forth, in this section, we do not consider X
the proof of (4.9) below. Set MXcl : m 1 (MX ) and OXcl : m 1 (OX ).
e log ([IKN, §2]) which is the analogue of the log
We obtain a topos X
et

etale topos of an fs log scheme ([Nak1, (2.2)]). (In [loc. cit.] this is
e ket .) By using the local
called the ket topos of X and denoted by X
description of a Kummer log etale morphism of fs log analytic spaces
over C ([IKN, (2.3)]) and using [KN, (1.3) (3)] and [KN, (1.2.1.1)], for a
Kummer etale morphism f : U ! V of fs log analytic spaces over C,
the associated morphism f log : U log ! V log is a local isomorphism of
topological spaces by the same proof as that of [KN, (2.2)]. Hence we
e log ! X
e log of topoi. We also have a
have a natural morphism bX : X
et
cl
e
log
e
natural morphism ean : Xet ! X et of topoi fitting into the following
commutative diagram

(4:6:9)

e
e
The morphism b  : X cl ! X et gives an equivalence of categories. HenceX
e
e
forth we identify X cl with X et by b  and denote b X only by b. Using this
X
identification, we have a formula ecl  ean  b by (4.6.9).
e log which is associated to the
Let MX;log be a sheaf of monoids in X
et

log
). Then we have a natural morphism
presheaf U 7 ! G(U; MU ) (U 2 Xet
1
ean (MXcl ) ! MX;log , which induces a morphism

(4:6:10)

ecl 1 (MXcl ) ! b 1 (MX;log ):
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LEMMA 4.7 [Analytic log Kummer sequence]. Let m be a positive integer.
Then the following sequence
0 ! (Z=m)(1) ! Mgp
X;log

(4:7:1)

m

! Mgp
X;log ! 0

e log .
is exact in X
et
PROOF.

The obvious analytic analogue of the proof of [KN, (2.3)] works.
p
e
Let E be an m-torsion abelian sheaf in X cl . Using (4.7.1) and (4.6.10), we
have a canonical morphism
(4:7:2)

k
^


(Mgp
Xcl =OXcl )

Z

(Z=m)(

k)

Z

E ! Rk ecl (ecl 1 (E))

(k 2 Z0 ):

By the same proof as that of [KN, (1.5)], we see that (4.7.2) is an isomorphism.

f
By [KN, (1.5)], for an abelian sheaf E on X cl , we have a canonical isomorphism
(4:7:3)

k
^


(Mgp
Xcl =OXcl )(

k)

Z



E ! Rk ecl (ecl 1 (E))

(k 2 Z0 ):

Next we consider the algebraic
case. Let X be an fs log scheme over C

whose underlying scheme X is locally of finite type over C. Let
e
e log ! X et be the forgetting log morphism. Then Kato and Nakayama
eet : X
et
have proved that the log Kummer sequence (2:0:1; m) gives the following
canonical isomorphism ([KN, (2.4)]):
(4:7:4)

k
^


(Mgp
X =OX )(

k)

Z



E ! Rk eet (eet1 (E))

(k 2 Z0 ):

f
e
elog
e log
Let hlog : (X
an )cl ! Xet ([KN, (2.1), (2.2)]) and h: ( X an )cl ! X et be the
natural morphisms of topoi.
Because a functor U 7 ! Uan (U 2 X log
et ) defines a continuous functor
log
! (Xan )log
Xet
et , we have a morphism
(4:7:5)

log
g
e log
het : (X
!X
an )et
et

of topoi. Then we have the following commutative diagram of topoi (cf. [KN,
p. 171]):
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(4:7:6)

elog . Then we have the following base
Let K be an abelian sheaf in X
et
change morphism
(4:7:7)

h 1 Reet (K) ! Recl (hlog; 1 (K)):

In particular, for a nonnegative integer k, we have the following morphism
(4:7:8)

h 1 Rk eet (K) ! Rk ecl (hlog; 1 (K)):

Hence we have a canonical morphism
(4:7:9)

Rk eet (K) ! Rh (Rk ecl (hlog; 1 (K))):

g
THEOREM 4.8. Let h (MX ) 2 ( X an )cl be the associated log structure
to the composite morphism h 1 (MX ) ! h 1 (OX ) ! O(Xan )cl . Let m be
e
a positive integer and let E be an m-torsion abelian sheaf in X et . Let
k be a nonnegative integer. Then the following diagram is commutative:

(4:8:1)

where the lower left vertical morphism is induced by the adjunction
morphism id ! Rh h 1 . Furthermore, if E is constructible, then the
lower left vertical morphism is an isomorphism.
PROOF. First we prove the commutativity of the upper square of the
diagram (4.8.1). Let Y be an fs log analytic space over C. Let F be an abelian
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e
sheaf in Y cl . To prove the commutativity, it suffices to prove the commutativity of the following diagram

(4:8:2)

We have a natural morphism
1
b 1 (Mgp
Y ;log ) ! ContY log ( ; S )
cl

e log induced by the natural morphism
of abelian sheaves in Y
log
G(V ; Mgp
; S1 )
Y;log ) ! ContY log (V

log
(V 2 Yet
)

cl

of presheaves on Ycllog . Set
(4:8:3)

L

y

Ycllog

: ContY log ( ;
cl

p
1R) exp;Cont

log (
Y
cl

;S1 )

b 1 (Mgp
Y;log ):

Then we have an exponential sequence
(4:8:4)

0 ! Z(1) ! L

y

exp

Ycllog

! b 1 (Mgp
Y;log ) ! 0:

We claim that, for a positive integer m, the multiplication morphism
(4:8:5)

m: L

y

Ycllog

!L

y

Ycllog

is an isomorphism. (Note that an analogous claim in the proof of [Il4, (5.9)]
that the sheaf of logarithms LX log in [KN, (1.4)] is uniquely m-divisible
an

(m  2) is mistaken because ecl 1 (Mgp
(Xan )cl ) is not m-divisible for the case
X  (Spec C; N  C ).) First we show the injectivity of (4.8.5). Let (a; s)
p
y
(a 2
1R; s 2 b 1 (Mgp
Y;log )) be a local section of L log such that m(a; s)  0.
Ycl

Then a  0 and s 2 (Z=m)(1). Because the natural composite morphism
(4:8:6)

C



1
! b 1 (Mgp
Y;log ) ! ContY log ( ; S )
cl

e log
Y
cl

is induced by the map c 7 ! c=jcj (c 2 C ), we
of abelian sheaves in
see that s  1. Hence the morphism (4.8.5) is injective. Next we show
the surjectivity of (4.8.5). For an object U of Ycllog , let (a; u)
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(a 2

p
y
1R; u 2 G(U; b 1 (Mgp
Y;log ))) be a section of G(U; L log ). We may
Ycl

assume that u 2 G(U; b 1 (MY;log )). Since MY;log is m-divisible by (4.7)
and since the functor b 1 is right-exact, there exists a section vl of
G(Ul ; b 1 (MY;log )) for some covering (Ul ! U)l of U in Ycllog such that
1
vm
l  ujUl . Let wl be the image of vl in ContYcllog (Ul ; S ). Then
z l : wl exp ( m 1 a) is an m-th root of unity. It is easy to check that
y
(m 1 a; vl z l 1 ) is indeed an element of G(Ul ; LY log ) and that
m(m 1 a; vl z l 1 )  (a; u)jUl . Hence the morphism (4.8.5) is surjective.

Consider the following well-defined morphism
(4:8:7)

exp (m

1

 ): L

y

Ycllog

! b 1 (Mgp
Y;log ):

p
p
y
Because (2p
1n=m; exp (2p
1n=m)) (n 2 Z) is a section of LY log , we
have a formula
p
p
p
1n; 1)  (2p
1n=m; exp (2p
1n=m)):
m 1 (2p
Hence we obtain the following commutative diagram

(4:8:8)

of exact sequences. Now the commutativity of the diagram (4.8.2) follows
from the commutative diagram (4.8.8) and from the definitions of the isomorphisms (4.7.3) and (4.7.2).
As to the commutativity of the lower square diagram of (4.8.1), it suffices to prove that the following diagram is commutative:

(4:8:9)

Let
(4:8:10)

het1 (MX;log ) ! MXan ;log
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be a natural morphism. Then we have the following commutative diagram

(4:8:11)

of exact sequences.
Using (4.8.11), we have the following commutative diagram of triangles

(4:8:12)

(Here we have used the Convention (4).) In particular, we have the commutativity of the diagram (4.8.9) for the case k  1 and E  Z=m. In the
general case, by using the Godement resolution of an abelian sheaf in a
topos with enough points and using the definition of the cup product, we
obtain the commutativity of the diagram (4.8.9).

Assume now that E is constructible. Since (Mgp
X =OX ) Z Z=m is a

e
constructible torsion abelian sheaf in X et , the lower left vertical morphism
in (4.8.1) is an isomorphism by Artin-Grothendieck's comparison theorem
([SGA 4-3, XVI (4.1)]) as used in the proof of [KN, (2.6)].
p
Let X be a SNCL variety over s  (Spec C; N  C ). Fix a total order
on the irreducible components of X . Let k  2 be an integer. Let m be a
positive integer. The triangle
1

(4:8:13) grtk 1 Reet (Z=m) ! (tk =tk 2 )Reet (Z=m) ! grtk Reet (Z=m) ! ;
the isomorphism (2:0:3; m) and the Convention (4) give the following
boundary morphism
(4:8:14)

d: (Z=m)(

k)  (k) f kg ! (Z=m)  (k 1) (
X

X

(k

1))f (k

1)g[1]:

(k

1))f (k

1)g[1]

Ï ech-Gysin morphism
We also have the C
(4:8:15)

G: (Z=m)  (k) (
X

k)f kg ! (Z=m)  (k 1) (
X

Ï ech-Gysin morphism in the analytic case.
which is analogous to the C
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THEOREM 4.9.
(4.8.15).

The boundary morphism d in (4.8.14) is equal to G in

PROOF. Let Z be a SNCL analytic variety over san . For a positive integer m, we have the following commutative diagram

(4:9:1)


Fix a total order on the irreducible components of Z. Then we have a canonical isomorphism
k
^

(4:9:2)


(Mgp
Z =OZ )

Z



Z=m ! (Z=m)Z(k)

and a canonical boundary morphism
(4:9:3)

d: (Z=m)Z(k) (

k)f kg ! (Z=m)Z(k 1) (

(k

1))f (k

1)g[1]

by the lower triangle of (4.9.1), by (4.7.3) and by the Convention (4). By (4.6)
and (4.9.1), the boundary morphism d in (4.9.3) is also equal to
G: (Z=m)Z(k) (

k)f kg ! (Z=m)Z(k 1) (

(k

1))f (k

1)g[1]:

e
e
e log (resp. Zcl ) with Z
e log (resp. Z) by mlog (resp. m ),
Using the identification Z


cl
we obtain the following commutative diagram
(4:9:4)

and a similar boundary morphism
(4:9:5)

d: (Z=m)Z(k) (
cl

k)f kg ! (Z=m)Z(k 1) (
cl

(k

1))f (k

1)g[1]

by the lower triangle of (4.9.4) is also equal to the Gysin morphism
G: (Z=m)Z(k) (
cl

k)f kg ! (Z=m)Z(k 1) (
cl

(k

1))f (k

1)g[1]:

By applying Rh to the lower triangle of (4.9.4) and by setting K  Z=m
in (4.7.7), we have the following commutative diagram
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(4:9:6)

of triangles. In fact, the three middle vertical morphisms in (4.9.6) are
isomorphisms by (4.8).
Now (4.9) follows from the commutative diagrams (4.9.6) and (4.8.1),
from the proved fact that the morphism (4.9.5) is equal to G and from the
compatibility of the cycle class of an algebraic smooth divisor on a smooth
scheme over C with that of the associated analytic smooth divisor.
p
Let k be a separably closed field of characteristic p  0. Let X be a
SNCL variety over s. Fix a total order on the irreducible components of X .
Then we have the boundary morphism
(4:9:7)

d: (Z=m)  (k) (
X

k)f kg ! (Z=m)  (k 1) (
X

(k

1))f (k

1)g[1]

obtained from the triangle
1

(4:9:8) grtk 1 Reet (Z=m) ! (tk =tk 2 )Reet (Z=m) ! grtk Reet (Z=m) ! ;
from the isomorphism (2:0:3; m) and from the Convention (4). We also have
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Ï ech-Gysin morphism
the C
(4:9:9)

G: (Z=m)  (k) (

k)f kg ! (Z=m)  (k 1) (

X

COROLLARY 4.10.
(4.9.9).

X

(k

1))f (k

1)g[1]:

The boundary morphism d in (4.9.7) is equal to G in

PROOF. First assume that p  0. Let k0 be an algebraically closed field
contained in k or containing k. Then (4.10) for k is equivalent to (4.10) for k0
by the functoriality of the cycle class of a smooth divisor in a smooth scheme
over a field and by the similar calculation to that in (4.1.1). Hence, by the
Lefschetz principle, we may assume that k  C. In this case, (4.10) is
nothing but (4.9).
Next assume that p > 0. Because the problem is local, we may as 

sume that there exists a classically etale morphism f : X ! X 0 :
: Spec(k[x0 ; . . . ; xd ]=(x0    xr )) such that the log structure of X is the
pull-back of that on Spec(k[x0 ; . . . ; xd ]=(x0    xr )) associated to a morphism
i

Nr1 3 ei : (0; . . . ; 0; 1; 0; . . . ; 0) 7 ! xi

1

2 k[x0 ; . . . ; xd ]=(x0    xr )
(1  i  r  1):

By the functoriality stated in the previous paragraph, it suffices to prove
(4.10) for X 0 .
Let W be a Cohen ring of k. Let K0 be the fraction field of W. Let X be
the log scheme whose underlying scheme is Spec(W[x0 ; . . . ; xd ]=(x0    xr ))
and whose log structure is associated to a morphism Nr1 3 ei 7 ! xi 1 2
e
2W[x0 ;. . . ; xd ]=(x0    xr ) (1ir1). Set Y:X W K0 . Let eX : Xe log
et ! X et
e
e log ! Y et be forgetting log morphisms. Let m be a positive integer
and eY : Y
et
prime to p. Then Rr eX  (Z=m)  (Z=m)X (r) ( r) and Rr eY  (Z=m) 
 (Z=m)  (r) ( r) by [KN, (2.4)]. To prove (4.10) for X 0 , it suffices to show,
Y
by the functoriality of the cycle class of a smooth divisor in a smooth
scheme, that the boundary morphism
Rr1 eX  (Z=m)f r

1g ! Rr eX (Z=m)f rg[1]

of the following triangle
1

grtr ReX  (Z=m) ! (tr1 =tr 1 )ReX  (Z=m) ! grtr1 eX  (Z=m) !
Ï ech-Gysin morphism for the irreducible components of
is given by the C

X . By the similar calculation to that in (4.1.1), it suffices to prove the
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claim for Y K0 K 0 . Consequently (4.10) in positive characteristic follows
from (4.10) in characteristic 0, which we have already proved.
p

5. Boundary morphisms between the E1 -terms of l-adic and 1-adic
weight spectral sequences.
In this section we prove that the three boundary morphisms d
1 between the E1 -terms of (2:0:7; l), (2:0:7; 1) and (2:1:10) are described by the
sum with signs of Gysin morphisms and the induced morphisms of closed
immersions. In the l-adic case, this is a generalization of a correction of
[RZ, (2.10)] (cf. (5.8) (1), (2) below).
First we consider the l-adic case.
Let us recall some facts in [Nak3] briefly. Let k  ksep be a separably
closed field. Let X be a (not necessarily proper) SNCL variety over the log
m
e s : lim (X Z[N]g
point s  (Spec k; Ms ). Recall the topos X
Z[N1=l ])log
et in
m
e
log
log
es ! X
e be the projection and let e : eX : X
e
§2. Let pX : X
! X et be the
et
et
forgetting log morphism ([Nak1, (1.1.2)]). Fix a generator T of Zl (1). Let I
e log . Set K  : (eX pX ) p 1 (I ), and let
be an injective resolution of Z=ln in X
et
X
T 1

L be the mapping fiber of T 1: K  ! K  : L : s((K  ; d) ! (K  ; d)),
where s means the single complex of a double complex (cf. Convention (8)).
Then [loc. cit., (1.3.1)] tells us that the natural morphism eX (I ) ! L isa
quasi-isomorphism. Fix a total order on the irreducible components of X .
Then, by the proof of [Nak3, (1.8.3)] using the log Kummer sequence
(cf. §2), we have a canonical isomorphism
(5:0:1)



Hr (L )  Rr eX (Z=ln ) ! (Z=ln )  (r) (
X

r) (r 2 Z1 ):

By following [SaT, (1.6)], let u: L ! L (1)[1] be the following vertical
morphism

(5:0:2)

ij
Let A
X;l;n be the double complex defined by sheaves AX;l;n :
i
: (L ( j  1)[j  1]=tj L ( j  1)[j  1]) (i; j 2 Z) of (Z=ln )  -modules with
X
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the following boundary morphisms as in the proof of [RZ, (1.7)]

(5:0:3)

Let AX;l;n be the single complex of A
X;l;n .
To give the explicit description of the boundary morphism between the
E1 -terms of (2:0:7; l), we prove the following (cf. [Mo, 4.12] in the p-adic
case and [RZ, (2.9)] in the l-adic case for a semistable family):


LEMMA 5.1.

Let the notations be as above. Let X :


S
i2I

Xi be the union of

the irreducible components of X . Fix a total order on I. Let Ir (r 2 Z1 ) be
the set defined in §4 for I. Then the following diagram

(5:1:1; l)

is commutative. Here r is defined by the following formula
r :

(5:1:2; l)

r
XX
i2Ir j0

i

where iij : Xi

(

i

1)j (iij ) ;



! Xij is the natural closed immersion.

PROOF. By [Nak1, (4.6)] the category of Z=ln -modules on the site slog
et is
equivalent to the category of Z=ln -modules with p1 (s)-continuous actions,
where p1 (s) is the log fundamental group of s. Let Gl be the pro-l-part of
p1 (s). The group Gl is identified with Zl (1) by the following isomorphism
(5:1:3)

i

i

Gl 3 T 7 ! (T(ml1 )=ml1 )i2N 2 Zl (1);

where m1 is a section of Ms whose image in Ms =Os ' N is the generator.
By using the identification (5.1.3) and by abuse of notation, we denote
n
n
simply by T the element T(ml1 )=ml1 2 Z=ln (1). We endow Z=ln (1) with
the trivial action of Gl as in [RZ, §1].
Step 1. As in [RZ, (1.2)], consider the following extension of Z=ln [Gl ]-
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modules:
proj



0 ! Z=ln (1) ! Z=ln  Z=ln (1) ! Z=ln ! 0;

(5:1:4)

1

where the Gl -action on the middle term is given by T(x; y)  (x; y  x T)
T 1
(x 2 Z=ln ; y 2 Z=ln (1)). Let RGl : D (Z=ln [Gl ]) 3 (C  ; d)7 ! s((C  ; d) !

(C  ; d)) 2 D (Z=ln ) be a functor of derived categories ([RZ, (1.1)]). As in
[RZ, (1.2)], we have the following triangle by using (5.1.4):
1

   ! RGl (K  (1)) ! RGl (K   K  (1)) ! RGl (K  ) !    :

(5:1:5)

1

In particular, we have the boundary morphism
L ! L (1)[1]

(5:1:6)

by using the Convention (4). Let (x; y) 2 K r  K r 1 be a local section such
that dx  0 and dy  (T 1)(x)  0. For a local section ((x; 0); (y; 0)) 2
2 fK r K r (1)g  fK r 1  K r 1 (1)g, we have the following formula
1

1

d((x; 0); (y; 0))  ((0; 0); (T

1)(x; 0))  ((0; 0); (

 ((0; 0); ((T

1)(x); x

 ((0; 0); (0; x

T)):

dy; 0))

T))  ((0; 0); (

(T

1)(x); 0))

Hence the induced morphism u: Hr (L ) ! Hr1 (L (1)) is equal to the
boundary morphism Hr (L ) ! Hr (L (1)[1]) induced by the morphism
(5.1.6).
Step 2. Let @: Hr (L ) ! Hr (L (1)[1]) be the induced morphism by
the boundary morphism (5.1.6). Let 1 be the unit element of Z=ln . Then,
by a general property of the cup product, @(a)  @(1 [ a)  @(1) [ a,
where a is a local section of Hr (L ). Here @(1) is an element of
H1 (HomZ=ln [Gl ] (Z=ln ; I )), where I is an injective resolution of Z=ln (1) as
a Z=ln [Gl ]-module. By the definition of (5.1.4) and by (5.2) below, the
image of 1 by the composite morphism (5.2.1) below is equal to the
cocycle
(5:1:7)

Gl 2 T 7 ! T 2 Z=ln (1)

in H1 (Gl ; Z=ln (1)).
Step 3. We calculate the cocycle (5.1.7) by another exact sequence.
Namely, consider the following exact sequence of Z[Gl ]-modules:
(5:1:8)

0 ! Z=ln (1) ! Mgp
s;log

ln 

! Mgp
s;log ! 0:
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Then we have an isomorphism
(5:1:9)


(Mgp
s =Os )

Z

Z=ln



! H1 (Gl ; Z=ln (1))  R1 es (Z=ln (1))

as the boundary morphism by using injective resolutions of the terms in
(5.1.8) (see the Convention (5)).
The image of m1 1 in H1 (Gl ; Z=ln (1)) by the composite isomorphism
(5.2.1) below is equal to the following cocycle
(5:1:10)

n

n

[(T 7 ! T(ml1 )=ml1 )]  [T 7 ! T] 2 H1 (Gl ; Z=ln (1)):

Furthermore there exists a canonical isomorphism
(5:1:11)


(Mgp
s =Os )

Z

Z=ln 3 m1



1 7 ! 1 2 Z=ln :

Hence we have the following composite isomorphism



(5:1:12) Z=ln ! (Mgp
s =Os )

Z



Z=ln ! R1 es (Z=ln (1))  H1 (Gl ; Z=ln (1)):

The image of 1 by the isomorphism (5.1.12) is the cocycle [T 7 ! T].
Step 4. Let f : X ! s be the structural morphism. Then we have the
following obvious commutative diagram

Let u0 be the image of 1 2 Z=ln by the composite morphism of the horizontal
lower arrow and the right vertical arrow. The cup product
u0 ^: Rr eX (Z=ln )  Hr (L ) ! Rr1 eX (Z=ln (1))  Hr1 (L (1)) is the boundary morphism obtained from the triangle (5.1.5) by the Step 2 and the
Step 3. By the Step 1, this boundary morphism is equal to
u: Hr (L ) ! Hr1 (L (1)). Obviously the image of 1 2 Z=ln by the left ver
n
tical morphism is (1; . . . ; 1) 2 (Z=ln )  (1)  (Mgp
X =OX ) Z Z=l . Because the
X
r
V

gp
isomorphism ( (MX =OX )) Z (Z=ln ) ! Rr eX (Z=ln (r)) is obtained by

the isomorphism (Mgp
X =OX )

duct (R1 eX (Z=ln )(1))

r

Z

Z=ln



! R1 eX (Z=ln (1)) and the cup pro-

! Rr eX (Z=ln (r)) (cf. [KN, (2.4)], the proof of

[Nak3, (1.8.3)]), we obtain (5.1.1; l).

p

The following lemma is only roughly well-known; I give the proof because the sign is considerably delicate in the Hom-complex and because I
cannot find the following quite delicate calculation in the references.
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G-action. Let
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Let G be a group and let R be a commutative ring with trivial
0 !A !B !C !0

be an exact sequence of left R[G]-modules. Let c be an element of C G . Let b 2 B
be a lift of c. Let (I ; dI ), (J  ; dJ ) and (K  ; dK ) be injective resolutions of A, B
and C, respectively, as left R[G]-modules fitting into the following diagram

Assume that the upper horizontal sequence is exact. Let (R ; dR ) be the
standard homogeneous projective resolution of R. Then the image of c 2 C G
by the following composite morphism
(5:2:1)

CG

@

! H1 (HomR[G] (R; I ))  H1 (HomR[G] (R; I ))



! H1 (HomR[G] (R ; I ))

(1:0:7)




H1 (HomR[G] (R ; A))

H1 (HomR[G] (R ; A))  H1 (G; A)

is a 1-cocycle G 3 s 7 ! a 1 (s(b)

b) 2 A.

PROOF. Let iI : A ! I0 , iJ : B ! J0 and iK : C ! K 0 be the injective
morphisms. Let b0 be an element of (J 0 )G such that b 0 (b0 )  iK (c) in (K 0 )G .
Then there exists an element a1 2 (I1 )G such that a1 (a1 )  dJ (b0 ) 2 (J1 )G .
By the definition of @(c), @(c) in H1 (HomR[G] (R; I )) has a representative
1 7 ! a1 . Since b0 (b0 iJ (b))  0, there exists an element a0 2 I0 such that
a0 (a0 )  b0 iJ (b). Since
a1 (dI (a0 ))  dJ (a0 (a0 ))  dJ (b0

iJ (b))  dJ (b0 )  a1 (a1 )

and since a1 is injective, dI (a0 )  a1 . By the following diagram
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the image of a0 2 I0  Hom0R[G] (R ; I ) by the boundary morphism
Hom0R[G] (R ; I ) ! Hom1R[G] (R ; I ) is equal to f(e; s) 7 ! (s(a0 ) a0 )g
 a1 . Hence we have an equality [(e; s) 7 ! (s(a0 ) a0 )]  a1 in
H1 (HomR[G] (R ; I )). Therefore the image of c by the composite morphism (5.2.1) is equal to ( 1)  f(e; s) 7 ! (s(a0 ) a0 )g  f(e; s) 7 !
(s(a0 ) a0 )g. Since b0 is G-invariant, a0 (s(a0 ) a0 )  iJ (b) s(iJ (b)). Now
p
we see that the desired cocycle is represented by s 7 ! a 1 (s(b) b).
REMARK 5.3. Let the notations be as in [RZ, p. 26]. To obtain the
equality H1 (G; L(1))  HomD L[G] (L(1); L(1)[1]) in [loc. cit], we have to
make the convention on signs about the Hom-complex, e.g., as in [Co]
(=the Conventions (9), (10) in this paper), which was not made in [RZ].
Furthermore, (5.2) is missing in [RZ]. Note that the analogue of (5.2) for
the Hom-complex in [SaT, p. 586] is also missing in [loc. cit.]. This analogue is necessary for the proof of [SaT, (1.6) (2)]. Consequently the
proofs of [RZ, (1.2)] and [SaT, (1.6) (2)] are not complete in arguments on
signs.
LEMMA 5.4.

Let the notations and the assumptions be as in (5.1). Let
d: Hr1 (L )f r

1g ! Hr (L )f rg[1]

be the boundary morphism of the following triangle
1

grtr L ! (tr1 =tr 1 )(L ) ! grtr1 L

!

by using the Convention (4). Then the following diagram

(5:4:1)

is commutative. Here G :
(5:4:2)

i

r
PP
i2Ir j0

Gij : (Z=ln (

(

i

1)j Gij , where

1))Xi f 1g ! (Z=ln )Xi [1]

is the Gysin morphism of the closed immersion Xi
PROOF.

j



! Xij .

(5.4) is nothing but (4.10) for the case m  ln .

p
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COROLLARY 5.5. The boundary morphism d1 k;hk : E1;lk;hk !
of the spectral sequence (2:0:7; l) is identified with the following
morphism:
X
(5:5:1)
f( 1)j G  ( 1)jk rg:
E1;lk1;hk

jmaxf k;0g

PROOF. Let j and k be the indexes in (2:0:7; l). By the commutative
diagram (5.4.1), we have the following commutative diagram

(5:5:2)

Hence we have the part ( 1)j1 ( G) in (5:5:1) by the diagram (5.0.3). By
the commutative diagram (5.1.1; l), we have the following commutative
diagram

(5:5:3)

Hence we obtain the part ( 1)jk r in (5:5:1) by (5.1) and by the diagram
(5.0.3) for the case i  j  1  2j  k  1, i.e., i  j  k.
p
Next, in the following propositions (5.6) and (5.7), we compare (5:5) with
a correction of Rapoport-Zink's work ([RZ, (2.10)]).


5.6. Assume that X is the special fiber of a semistable
PROPOSITION

ring A of mixed characterfamily X over a complete discrete valuation

istics with residue
field k. Endow X with the canonical log structure

Let G be the
obtained from X and let X be the resulting log scheme.

absolute Galois group of the fraction field of A. Let X h be the generic fiber
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of X . Let i: X ! X and j: X h ! X be the natural
closed immersion and

the natural open immersion, respectively. Let R C (Z=ln ) be the classical

nearby cycle sheaf in D ( X ; G; Z=ln ). Then there exists the following
natural commutative diagram

(5:6:1)

PROOF. Let RC(Z=ln ) be the log nearby cycle sheaf in D (Xs ; G; Z=ln )
([Nak2, §3]). Then we have K   RC(Z=ln ) (cf. the latter part of the proof of
e
fs log ! X et be the natural functor. By [Nak2, (3.2) (ii),
[Nak3, (1.9)]). Let e0 : X
et
(iv), (v)],
(5:6:2)



R C (Z=ln )  Re0 RC(Z=ln )  Re0 (Z=ln ):


Let X be the
log scheme X with canonical log structure. Let i: X ! X and

j: X h : ( X h ; O ) ! X be the natural exact closed immersion and the
Xh

natural open immersion, respectively. Then we have the following commutative diagram

(5:6:3)

(We leave the reader to the proof of the commutativity of (5.6.3) by using the
adjoint property of morphisms of ringed topoi.) By [FK, (3.1)] ([Il4, (7.4)]),
the adjunction morphism Z=ln ! Rj (Z=ln ) is an isomorphism. Hence the
left vertical morphism in (5.6.3) is an isomorphism. Furthermore there


exists a natural morphism i  R j  ! Re i Rj of functors. Indeed, let


e
e00 : Xeetlog ! X et be also the forgetting log morphism. Then i  R j  



 i  Re00 Rj . Since L i   i  , it suffices to construct a natural morphism



Re00 ! Ri  Re i . Since i  e  e00  i, Ri  Re i  Re00 Ri i . Consequently


the adjunction morphism id ! Ri i gives the morphism i  R j  !
! Re i Rj . Because the equality (5.6.2) is similarly obtained by adjunc-
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tion morphisms, the following diagram

(5:6:4)

is commutative. By the commutative diagrams (5.6.3) and (5.6.4), we obtain
(5.6).
p
Let the notations and the assumptions be as in (5.6). Then, by the following triangle
(5:6:5)

1

! grtr 1 Re (Z=ln ) ! (tr =tr 2 )Re (Z=ln ) ! grtr Re (Z=ln ) !
(r 2 Z2 );

we have the following boundary morphism
(5:6:6)

d: Rr e (Z=ln )f rg ! Rr 1 e (Z=ln )f r  1g[1]:

Similarly, we have the following boundary morphism
(5:6:7)







d: i  Rr j  (Z=ln )f rg ! i  Rr

1



j  (Z=ln )f r  1g[1]:

By Gabber's purity [Fu2, §8, third Consequence],




i  Rr j  (Z=ln )

(5:6:8)



(Z=ln )  (r) (

r):

X

The isomorphism (5.6.8) is obtained from the isomorphism




i  R1 j  (Z=ln )

(5:6:9)



(Z=ln )  (1) (

1)

X

and the cup product
(5:6:10)

r 
^


 
i  R1 j  (Z=ln ) ! i  Rr j  (Z=ln ):

The isomorphism (5.6.9) is obtained by the Kummer sequence
(5:6:11)

0 ! Z=ln (1) ! Gm ! Gm ! 0

e
in X h;et . Here the section (1; . . . ; 1) on the right hand side of (5.6.9)(1) goes to






i (@(p)), where p is a uniformizer of A and @: R0 j  (Gm ) ! R1 j  (Z=ln (1))
is the boundary morphism of (5.6.11).
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PROPOSITION 5.7. The induced morphism i  Rr j  (Z=ln ) ! Rr e (Z=ln )
by the left vertical isomorphism in (5.6.1) fits into the following commutative diagram:

(5:7:1)

PROOF. Using the adjunction morphism id ! Rj j , we have a canonical morphism
Re i ! Re i Rj j

(5:7:2)

of functors. We have also obtained a canonical morphism
(5:7:3)





i  R j  j ! Re i Rj j

of functors in the proof of (5.6). Let MX ;log be the log structure in Xeetlog .
n
Using (5.7.2) and (5.7.3) for Mgp
X ;log and Z=l (1), we have the following
natural commutative diagram

(5:7:4)

Here we have used the fact Rj (Z=ln )  Z=ln ([FK, (3.1)], [Il4, (7.4)]).
Hence we have the commutative diagram (5.7.1).
p
The following remark is only for the reader; in this paper I shall not use
the facts in the remark.
REMARK 5.8. (1) It is better to replace the boundary morphisms of the
double complex C in [RZ, p. 38] by the following boundary morphisms in
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(5.8.1) below (cf. [Nakk3, (5.1.2)]): let fd g be the boundary morphisms of
I in [RZ, p. 37]. First set Dij : C ji . Then D becomes a double complex
with the following boundary morphisms:

(5:8:1)

Ï ech-Gysin morphism in (5.4). The two boundary morphisms
Here G is the C
in (5.8.1) are different from the two boundary morphisms in [loc. cit., p. 25,
p. 38]. Rapoport-Zink's boundary morphisms in [loc. cit.] are not good
Ï ech Gysin morphism in the double complex C in [loc. cit.] has
since each C
different signs which depend on the parity of the degrees of I .
If we follow the convention in [RZ, §1] and if we use the identification
(5:8:2)

ar b!r I  ar Rb!r (Z=ln )  ar (Z=ln )(

r)[

2r] (r 2 Z>0 )

in [loc. cit., p. 37], the following diagram

(5:8:3)

tells us that we have to replace the formula
X
d01 
( 1)j dj : Hp (Y (q) ; Z=ln ( q)) ! Hp2 (Y (q

1)

; Z=ln (

(q

1)))

in [loc. cit., p. 39] (dj in [loc. cit., p. 39] is mistaken; the right dj is in
[loc. cit., p. 36]) by
X
X
( 1)j dj  ( 1)p
( 1)j dj :
(5:8:4)
d01  ( 1)p2q
As a result, we also have to replace the sign (
2.10] by
(5:8:5)

(

1)(k1)(q

r 2k)

(

1)k before d01 in [loc. cit.,

1)qkr1 :

Here, note that we have to replace ( 1)k d01 in [loc. cit., p. 31] by ( 1)k1 d01 .
Ï ech Gysin morphism G is equal to P ( 1)j dj in [RZ], the
Since our C
j

part of the Gysin morphism in (5:5:1) is accidentally the same as that of
[RZ, (2.10)] if we correct the sign ( 1)k in [loc. cit.] before d01 by ( 1)k1
as in (5.8.5).
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(2) Let the notations
be as in (5.6). There are at least two canonical



(Z=ln )  (1) . One is obtained by the
isomorphisms i  R1 j  (Z=ln )(1)
X



Kummer sequence on X h as in (5.6.9). The other is obtained by a cano



@




nical boundary isomorphism i  R1 j  (Z=ln ) ! R2 i ! (Z=ln ) which is obtained by the localization
sequence and by a canonical isomorphism


(Z=ln )  (1) ! R2 i ! (Z=ln )(1) which is obtained by the cycle classes of
X

Xi0 \ Xi1 ((i0 ; i1 ) 2 I2 ) on Xi0 and Xi1 . These two isomorphisms have a gap
of signs by the anti-commutative diagram in [SGA 412, Cycle (2.1.3)].
I do not understand the proof for the part ( 1)rk u in [RZ, (2.10)]. In
the proof of [RZ, (2.9)], we have to use the resolution in [RZ, (2.6)] of
i j j I in addition to the formula (5.8.2). I do not understand where the
resolution for the description of the part ( 1)rk u has been used; we have
to describe how u acts on the resolution.
Using the better complex D , we correct the proof of [RZ, (2.10)] as
follows.
Let (S; s; h) be the base henselian discrete valuation ring with closed


point and generic point in [RZ] and let ib : s ! S (resp. jb : h ! S) be the
natural closed (resp. open) immersion. Let Ib be an injective resolution of
Z=ln on S. Then we have the following exact sequence
0 ! i!b (Ib ) ! ib (Ib ) ! ib jb jb (Ib ) ! 0
since ib ib  id. Then H2 (i!b (Ib ))  Z=ln ( 1) and Hq (i!b (Ib ))  0 (q 6 2). By
the boundary morphism d: H1 (ib jb jb (Ib ))(1) ! H2 (i!b (Ib ))(1)  Z=ln , the
class u 2 H1 (ib jb jb (Ib ))(1) is mapped to the minus cycle class of the closed
point s of S by (5.2) and [SGA 412, Cycle (2.1.3)]. By the functoriality, this
minus class defines a cohomology class in a1 R2 b!1 (Z=ln ). Hence, if we use
the double complex D and if we use the following identification
(5:8:6) Hh (Y; (ar Rb!r (Z=ln ); (

1)r d))  Hh (Y; (ar b!r I ; (

Hh (Y; (ar b!r I ; d))  Hh

2r

(Y; ar (Z=ln )(

r))

1)r d)) 
(h 2 Z; r 2 Z>0 )

by using the Convention (6) in the case where r is odd, we have the following
description
X
(5:8:7)
f( 1)j1 G  ( 1)jk1 rg
d1 
jmaxf k;0g

instead of the description d1 in [RZ, (2.10)]. If we use the double complex C
and the formula (5.8.2), the correction of [RZ, (2.10)] is as follows:
X
d1 
(5:8:8)
f( 1)qkr1 GRZ  ( 1)kr1 rg;
kmaxf r;0g
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Ï ech-Gysin morphism in [RZ, (2.8)], which
1)j dj is the C

(

is G in (5.4). However we do not use the double complexes D and C in this
paper; we do not use these descriptions (5.8.7) and (5.8.8) either in this
paper; we use only the description (5:5:1).
Last but not least in (2), Rapoport and Zink have used two identifications(=(5.8.2) and the identification in the proof of [RZ, (2.8)]) of the E1 terms with classical etale cohomologies at the same time. When we give the
description of the boundary morphisms between the E1 -terms, we have to
fix only one identification until the end of the proof for the description.
(3) Note that the morphism R1 j (Z=ln (1)) ! i R2 i! (Z=ln (1)) considered
in [SaT, (1.5) (1)] is the opposite morphism of the traditional boundary
morphism obtained from the localization sequence; we consider only the
traditional boundary morphism as in (2) above.
As pointed out in (5.3) and (5.8), the weight spectral sequence in [RZ,
(2.10)] is an incomplete and mistaken spectral sequence. The proof for
[Nak3, (1.9)] that Nakayama's weight spectral sequence in [loc. cit.] is
isomorphic to the mistaken weight spectral sequence in [RZ, (2.10)] is incomplete because we need the commutative diagrams (5.6.1) and (5.7.1) for
the proof of [Nak3, (1.9)] (Nakayama has proved (5.9) (1) below). Hence we
would like to give a correction of the weight spectral sequence of [RZ,
(2.10)] and to establish a relation between the weight spectral sequence
(2:0:7; l) and the corrected weight spectral sequence as follows.
discrete
Let X be a proper strict semistable family over a complete

valuationring A. Let h be the generic point of Spec A. Let X be the special
fiber of X . Let j; k be two indexes in the direct factor of the E1 -term of
(2:0:7; l). Then we have the following isomorphism
(5:8:9)

( 1)jk


(Z=ln )( 2j k 1) 

X (2jk1)

! (Z=ln )( 2j k

1) 

(5:6:8)






! i  R2jk1 j  (Z=ln ):

X (2jk1)

Hence we have the following spectral sequence
M

(5:8:10) E1;lk;hk 

Hhet

2j k



(X

(2jk1)

jmaxf k;0g



; Z=ln )( j k))Hhet (X h ; Z=ln ):

Taking the projective limit of (5.8.10) with respect to n, we have the following weight spectral sequence
(5:8:11) E1;lk;hk 

M

Hhet

jmaxf k;0g

2j k



(X

(2jk1)

; Zl )(

j



k) ) Hhet (X h ; Zl ):
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The following is worth stating (cf. [FN, §4] for the 1-adic analogue):
COROLLARY 5.9 [cf. [Nak3, (1.9)]]. Let the assumptions be as in (5.6).
Then the following hold:
(1) ([Nak3, (1.9)]) The complex AX;l;n is canonically isomorphic to
the complex A constructed in [RZ].
(2) The preweight spectral sequence (2:0:7; l) is canonically isomorphic to the weight spectral sequence (5.8.11).
PROOF. (1): (1) has been proved in the proof of [Nak3, (1.9)].
(2): (2) immediately follows from (5.6) and (5.7).

p

Next let us consider the 1-adic case.
Let X be a SNCL analytic variety over a log point s 
 ((Spec C)an ; N  C ). If X is algebraic, then the boundary morphism
between the E1 -terms of (2:0:7; 1) is the obvious 1-analogue of (5:5:1) by
(5:5) and by the comparison theorem of (2:0:7; 1) with (2:0:7; l) ([FN,
(7.1)]). In fact, we need not assume that X is algebraic. Let us prove it
briefly. We follow the formulation of [RZ].

Let the notations be as in §2. Let eX : X log ! X be the real blow up of X

.
and let pX : X1 ! X log be the projection defined in §2. Set J : JZ
d



Let L1 be the single complex s((J ; d) ! (J ( 1); d)). Then
u: L1 ! L1 (1)[1] in (2.0.1; 1) is the vertical morphism in the following
diagram:
(5:9:1)

Assume that X  s. Then the isomorphism (3.2.6) for r  1 is equal to


1

1
1
1
log
(5:9:2) Z  Mgp
s =Os ! R es (Z(1))  Hsing (S ; Z(1))  H (p1 (s ); Z(1)):

Let T be an automorphism of R over S1 defined by x 7 ! x  1 (x 2 R).
Since s1  R, the following sequence
exp

0 ! G(s1 ; Z(1)) ! G(s1 ; ps 1 (Lslog )) ! G(s1 ; ps 1 es 1 (Mgp
s )) ! 0

gp
log
1
is exact. Let e  (1; 1) be a section of G(s
p; es (Ms ))  Z  C . Let f
1
1R)) defined by s1  R 3
be an element
G(s
p ofp
 1 ; ps Contslog ( ;
3 x 7 ! 2p
1x 2
1R. Let h: Z ! S1 be a point of slog . Then, by
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using the identification slog 3 h 7 ! h(1) 2 S1 , the image of e by the
1
1
1
log
morphism G(slog ; es 1 (Mgp
s )) ! Cont(s ; S )  Cont(S ; S ) is the identity. Since the following diagram

is obviously commutative, the pair ( f ; e) is indeed an element of
G(s1 ; ps 1 (Lslog )). Set l(1) : ( f ; e). Obviously we have exp (l(1))  e. As in
the l-adic case, consider the following 1-cocycle
p
(5:9:3)
1 2 Z(1):
p1 (slog ) 3 T 7 ! T(l(1)) l(1)  2p
and identify T(l(1)) l(1) with T. The map (5.9.3) is an isomorphism. By
(5.2), the 1-cocycle (5.9.3) corresponds to the following extension
0 ! Z(1) ! Z  Z(1) ! Z ! 0;
1

the p1 (slog )-action on
where the p1 (slog )-actions on Z(1) and Z are trivial and
p
the middle term is given by T(x; y)  (x; y  x 2p
1)  (x; y  x T)
T 1

(x 2 Z, y 2 Z(1)). Set L01 : s((J ; d) ! (J ; d)). By the same proof
as that of (5.1), the left cup product of the cocycle (5:9:3):
Hr (L01 ) ! Hr (L01 (1)[1]) is induced by the following vertical morphism
of complexes

p
Since T is identified with 2p
1 by the isomorphism (5.9.3) and since we
have the following commutative diagram

the left cup product Hr (L1 ) ! Hr1 (L1 (1)) by the image of the cocycle
(5.9.3) in R1 eX (Z(1)) is induced from a morphism (5.9.1). Hence we have the
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1-adic analogue of (5.1) for a SNCL analytic variety as in (5.1) by using the
exponential sequence (3.2.5) for X  s instead of the log Kummer sequence
(5.1.8).
In (4.6) we have already proved the 1-adic analogue of (5.4). Therefore
we obtain the following (1) by the argument in the proof of (5:5):
k;hk
!
THEOREM 5.10. (1) The boundary morphism d1 k;hk : E1;1
k1;hk
of the spectral sequence (2:0:7; 1) is identified with the fol! E1;1
lowing morphism:
X
(5:10:1)
f( 1)j G  ( 1)jk rg:
jmaxf k;0g
k;hk
k1;hk
(2) The boundary morphism d1 k;hk : E1;1
! E1;1
of the spectral sequence (2:1:10) is identified with the following morphism:
X
(5:10:2)
f( 1)j G  ( 1)jk rg:
jmaxf k;0g

PROOF. We have only to prove (2). Because the spectral sequence
(2:0:8; 1) is isomorphic to the weight spectral sequence (2:1:10) ([FN, (6.5)])
and because the endomorphism
log T=(T

1)  1

2 1 (T

1)    


of IQ
is the identity, (2) immediately follows from (1).

p

REMARK 5.11. (1) We have another proof of (5:10) (2): we may apply
the tensor product Q C to the E1 -terms of (2:1:10). Using the isomorphism
(3.6.9) and the complex AX=C , we have (5:10) (2) by the same proof as that
for the description (2:0:8:3; p) in [Nakk3, (10.1)]. Consequently we have
(5:10) (1) again by [FN, (6.5)].
(2) In general, we use the boundary morphisms in (2:0:8:3; p), (5:5:1),
(5:10:1) and (5:10:2). However, to keep the symmetry for specific examples
in §6, §7 and §11, we consider an order which does not satisfy the transitive
law in (6.1) (1) below. Consequently, the signs before G and r will change
for specific examples.
PROPOSITION 5.12. Let r be a positive integer and k a nonnegative integer. Let fEr (d)g (resp. fEr (N1 )g) be the Er -terms of
the spectral sequence (2:0:7; 1) (resp. (2:1:10)). Then the morphism
yk1 : E2 k;hk (d) Z Q ! E2k;h k (d)( k) Z Q is an isomorphism if and
k
only if so is N1
: E2 k;hk (N1 ) ! E2k;h k (N1 )(

k).
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PROOF. Let the notations be as in the 1-adic case in §2. Let E
r (dQ )
(r 2 Z>0 ) be the Er -terms of the weight spectral sequence obtained from


) ! B(JQ
)( 1). Then we
the use of the mapping fiber MF(dQ ) of dQ : B(JQ
have the following three morphisms:
k
(d)( k)
(1) yk1 : E2 k;hk (d) Z Q ! Ek;h
2
k;hk
k;h k
k
(2) y1 : E2
(dQ ) ! E2
(dQ )( k),
k
k
(3) N1
: E2 k;hk (N1 ) ! Ek;h
(N1 )( k).
2

Z

Q,

Since we have the following commutative diagram

and since the morphism E1 k;hk (dQ ) ! E1 k;hk (d) Z Q is an isomorphism, the morphism (1) is identified with the morphism (2). Next, by noting
the obvious commutative diagram

k
it is easy to see that the morphism yk1 : E1 k;hk (dQ ) ! Ek;h
(dQ )(
1

k) is

k
k
equal to the morphism N1
: E1 k;hk (N1 ) ! Ek;h
(N1 )( k) (cf. [RZ,
1
k;hk
(dQ )  E2 k;hk (N1 ). Hence
(1.7)]). By (5:10:1) and (5:10:2), we have E2

the morphism (2) is equal to the morphism (3).

COROLLARY 5.13.
coincide:

p



If X is projective, then the following four filtrations

(1) the weight filtration on Hh (X1 ; Q) by the spectral sequence
(2:0:8; 1),
(2) the monodromy filtration on Hh (X1 ; Q) defined by the isomorphism Hh (X1 ; Q) ' Hh (X; AZ Z Q) and the monodromy operator
(2.1.1),
(3) the weight filtration on Hh (X1 ; Q) by the spectral sequence (2:1:10)
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and
(4) the monodromy filtration on Hh (X1 ; Q) defined by the monodromy operator (2.1.3).
PROOF. The coincidence of (3) and (4) follows from the argument due to
M. Saito [SaM, §4] (cf. [St2, p. 117]). By using the monodromy operator
(2.1.1), the morphism
p 1
(2p
1) log T: Hh (X1 ; Z) Z Q ! Hh (X1 ; Z)( 1) Z Q




is well-defined. Because the natural inclusion B(JQ
) ! JQ
is a quasiisomorphism ([FN, (3.5)]), the coincidence of (2) and (4) follows. By the
proof of (5.12), the morphism (3) in the proof of (5.12) is equal to the
morphism (2) in that of (5.12). Because it is easy to see that the morphism (2)
in the proof of (5.12) is equal to the following morphism

(5:13:1)

k
k
: E2 k;hk (dQ ) ! Ek;h
(dQ )(
N1
2

k);

we see that the morphism (5.13.1) is an isomorphism. The weight spectral
sequence (2:0:8; 1) degenerates at E2 . Now the coincidence of (1) and (2)
follows from the definition of the monodromy filtration of (2).
p
REMARK 5.14. (1) The incomplete construction of the Z-structure of
the weight filtration in [St2] makes no sense as pointed out in §2 and §3.
Even if the Z-structure is proved to be well-defined, I do not know whether
the Z-structure is equal to the Z-structure induced by the weight spectral
sequence (2:0:7; 1).
(2) The explanation in [Il4, p. 312] that one recovers the degeneration at
E2 of the weight spectral sequences for the algebraic cases in [St1] and
[St2] from that of the l-adic weight spectral sequence in [Nak3] by using
the classical comparison theorem is incomplete because nothing about the
boundary morphisms between the E1 -terms of the weight spectral sequences is mentioned. We complete the explanation as follows. For the
former case [St1], by the same proof as that in [Nakk3, (10.1)], the
boundary morphism between the E1 -terms of the weight spectral sequence
in [St1] (with the variant of Steenbrink's double complexes (cf. (2.1.6))) has
the description (5:10:2) (cf. [GN, (1.8), (2.7)]). Hence, by using the explicit
description (5:5:1), the dimensions of the E2 -terms are equal to the dimensions of the E2 -terms of the l-adic weight spectral sequence. Therefore
the desired degeneration follows from the classical comparison theorem.
For the latter case [St2], the desired degeneration follows from
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(a) Fujisawa-Nakayama's comparison theorem ([FN, (5.8)]) between
their weight spectral sequence and Steenbrink's weight spectral sequence
in [St2],
(b) their another comparison theorem (the proof of [FN, (7.1)]) between
the filtered Steenbrink complex (AZ Z Zl ; P) and the projective system
f(AX;l;n ; P)gn2N in §5 of filtered complexes (it is easy to check that the
family f(AX;l;n ; P)gn2N is indeed a natural projective system)
and
(c) the explicit descriptions (5:5:1) and (5:10:2)
or
(c)0 (AQ ; P) ' (AZ Z Q; P Z Q) ([FN, (6.5)]).
We define convenient notations for later sections and the remark (5.16)
below. Set
8
>
(?  l);
Hh (Z; Ql )
>
< et
h
h
H? (Z) : Hcrys (Z=W) W K0 (?  p);
>
>
: h
(?  1):
H (Zan ; Q)
for a proper (smooth) variety Z over k, where k is a field, a perfect field of
characteristic p > 0 and the complex number field C, respectively. Set
also
8
>
Hh
(X ; Q )
(?  l);
>
< log-et s l
h
h
Hlog;? (X) : Hlog-crys (X=W) W K0 (?  p);
>
>
: h
(?  1)
H ((Xan )1 ; Q)
for a proper SNCL variety X=s. When we consider (log) crystalline cohomologies and the Witt ring W : W(k) of k, we always assume that the
base field k is a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. We often use the notations Hhlog;? (X) and Hh? (Z) in order to avoid giving statements with respect
to ?  l, p and 1 repeatedly, though we admit that the notations are confusing in the l-adic case because we always consider the (log) l-adic cohomologies of Z and Xs (neither Z nor X) in this paper. We shall also use the
following notations in §7 and §11:
8
>
Hh (Z; Zl )
>
< et
Hh? (Z) : Hhcrys (Z=W)
>
>
: h
H (Zan ; Z)

(?  l);
(?  p);
(?  1);
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8
>
Hh
(X ; Z ) (?  l);
>
< log-et s l
h
h
Hlog;? (X) : Hlog-crys (X=W) (?  p);
>
>
: h
H ((Xan )1 ; Z) (?  1):
In the case ?  1, we use the same notations Hh? (Z), Hh? (Z), Hhlog;? (X) and
Hhlog;? (X) for a proper (smooth) analytic variety Z over C and a proper
SNCL analytic variety X=(Spec C; C  N).
Set
8
>
< Ql (?  l);
1? : K0 (?  p);
>
:
Q (?  1)
and

8
>
< Zl
1? : W
>
:
Z

(?  l);
(?  p);
(?  1):


PROPOSITION 5.15. Assume that X is of pure dimension d. Let

fEr;? gr1 (?  l; p; 1) be the Er -terms of the weight spectral sequence
(2.0.8;?) or (2:1:10). Then the PoincareÂ duality pairing
(5:15:1)

h ; i: E1;?k;2d

h k

1?

Ek;hk
! 1? (
1;?

d)

Ek;hk
! 1? (
2;?

d):

induces the following perfect pairing
(5:15:2)

h ; i: E2;?k;2d

h k

1?

PROOF. In the p-adic case, we have proved (5.15) in [Nakk3, (10.5) (2)].
In the l-adic case and the two 1-adic cases, the proof is the same as that in
the p-adic case by using (5:5:1), (5:10:1) and (5:10:2), respectively, and only
by replacing crystalline cohomologies in [loc. cit.] with l-adic and Betti cohomologies, respectively.
p
At last we can conclude the part I of this paper by giving the following
remarks on signs of the ?-adic weight spectral sequence (?  l; p; 1).
REMARK 5.16. If we do not make the twist of the identification by the
signs in (2:0:6; l) (resp. (2:0:6; 1)), the description of the boundary
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morphism
d1 k;hk : E1;?k;hk 

M

Hh?

2j k



(X (2jk1) )(

jmaxf k;0g

j

k) !E1;?k1;hk (?l;1)

of the E1 -terms of (2:0:5; l) (resp. (2:0:4; 1) by the use of (2:0:4:1; 1)) is
X
(5:16:1)
f( 1)j1 G  ( 1)jk rg:
jmaxf k;0g

If we consider the anti-commutative diagram in [SGA 412, Cycle (2.1.3)], it is
natural to make the following twist by a sign
(5:16:2) ( 1)2jk1 : Hh?

2j k



(X (2jk1) )( j k) !Hh?

2j k



(X (2jk1) )( j k):

Then the boundary morphism d1 k;hk of the E1 -terms of (2:0:5; l) (resp. (2:0:4; 1) by the use of (2:0:4:1; 1)) with the twist above is described by
X
(5:16:3)
f( 1)j G  ( 1)jk1 rg:
jmaxf k;0g

Note that the twist in (5.16.2) for ?  1 is compatible with (3:2:3) and (3.2.4)
in the following sense: for the integer i : 2j  k  1, the following diagram

(5:16:4)

in D (C  ) is commutative. The sign in (5.16.2) corresponds to the sign in
X

(3.2.4). Note also that the composite sign by the twist (5.16.2) and the sign
(

1)j1 appearing in (3.6.5) is equal to

(5:16:5)

(

1)2jk1j1  (

1)jk

which appears in (2:0:6; l) and (2:0:6; 1). By the sign ( 1)j1 and by the
obvious 1-adic analogue of (5.5.2), one sees the reason why the sign before
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G in (5.16.3) is the same as that in (5:10:1) and (5:10:2). Similarly, by the
obvious 1-adic analogue of (5.5.3), one sees the reason why the sign before
r in (5.16.3) is the multiplication of that in (5:10:1) by 1.
As a summary, we give only the following seven types of the explicit
descriptions of the boundary morphisms of the E1 -terms of the weight
spectral sequences of proper SNCL algebraic and analytic varieties over a
log point:
(Type
(Type
(Type
(Type
(Type
(Type
(Type

I) (5:5:1)=[Nakk3, (10.1)] =(5:10:1)=(5:10:2),
II) (5.16.1),
III) (5.16.3),
IV) (5.8.7),
V) [GN, (2.7)] (cf. [Nakk3, 10.4.3; ?]),
VI) [SaT, (2.10)],
VII) (5.8.8).

Part II. Weight spectral sequences of log surfaces.
6. Weight spectral sequences of analytic reductions of rigid analytic
elliptic surfaces.
In this section we give examples of proper SNCL surfaces over a log
point s  (Spec k; Ms ) whose first and third ?-adic (?  l, p, 1) log cohomologies have different monodromy filtrations and weight filtrations.
Let p be a global section of Ms whose image in G(s; Ms =Os ) is the
generator. Let q be a global section of Ms such that the image in k is 0. Let
Eq be the q-Tate curve over s ([Kk2, §2.2], cf. [DR, VII 1], [Il3, 3.1]): Eq
represents the following functor from the category of the fs(=fine and
saturated) log schemes over s to (Sets):
a

[
n
n1
(6:0:1)
f f 2 G(Z; Mgp
g=qZ ;
Z7 !
Z ) j p j f jp
n2Z

where a means the sheafification and f jg ( f ; g 2 G(Z; Mgp
Z )) means

1

f g 2 G(Z; MZ ). The multiplicative group Gm=s over s naturally acts on Eq .
Let Y be an fs log scheme over s and let L be an invertible sheaf on the un

derlying scheme Y . Consider the following log scheme which is obtained by
S
twisting Eq s Y by L: let Y  Ui be an open covering of Y such that L is
i
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trivialized on U i . Let (gij ) (gij 2 Gm (Ui \ Uj )) be a cocycle representing L. To
fix
our idea, we follow the rule in [SGA 412, Cycle (1.1.2)] for the Gm -torsors on

S
(Ui s Eq ) whose gluing on (Ui s Eq ) \
Y . Let Eq;Y (L) be a union
i2I

\ (Uj s Eq ) is given by an automorphism f mod qZ 7 ! gij f mod qZ with respect to Eq . This construction of Eq;Y (L) is due to K. Kato ([Kk3]).
Write q as the following form: q  upe (u 2 k ; e 2 Z1 ). Assume that
e  2 in this paper. Then the fibers of the underlying scheme of Eq;Y (L)
over Y are the e-gon of P1k and Eq;Y (L) is a SNCL variety over s.
We can also construct Eq;Y (L) concretely without using (6.0.1). Indeed,


consider the e-gon P over k. The scheme P has a log structure of SNCL
type (cf. [Kf, (11.7) 2]), and we have an fs log scheme P over s. Consider the
`
following disjoint union of fs log schemes: (Ui s P). Set Uij : Ui \ Uj .
i



Let fij : Uj jUij ! Ui jUij be the gluing isomorphism (fii  id and
S
fij  fjk  fik ) of the open covering Y  Ui . Let u be a local section of OUij
i

and x; y homogeneous coordinates of P1k . Then we have an isomorphism

hij : (Uj jUij ) s P ! (Ui jUij ) s P such that hij (u 1)  fij (u), hij (1 x) 
 1 x and hij (1 y)  gij y in the ring OUij k OP . The family fhij g
satisfies the cocycle condition, and thus we have a scheme, in fact, a proper
SNCL variety Eq;Y (L).
REMARK 6.1. (1) The following convention is important. First consider
the case e  2. Then we fix an order 0 < 1 in the elements of Z=2. Next
consider the case e > 2. Then we fix the following two-term relation for the
elements of Z=e
0 < 1; 1 < 2; . . . ; e

2<e

1; e

1 < 0:

Note that this two-term relation does not satisfy the transitive law. By
using this relation, for example in the p-adic case, we define the PoincareÂ
residue isomorphism, and G and r in [Mo, 4.10] and [Mo, 4.12], respectively.
(L) and let Xi (i  0; 1; . . . ; e 1) be the irreducible compoSet X  E
 q;Y
nents of X . In the l-adic and the 1-adic cases, we use this relation for the
r
L
V

ZXi \Xj (cf. the proof of [Nak3, (1.8.3)]).
isomorphism (Mgp
X =OX ) '
i<j

(2) If Y is a proper smooth curve C over k with a log structure which is
the pull-back of that of s, Eq;C (L) is expressed as follows:
(a): If k  C, Eq;C (L) is the degeneration of a proper strict semistable
family of non-KaÈhler elliptic surfaces over a unit disk. (We do not use this
fact in this paper.)
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(b): Let k be a not necessarily perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Let
W be a Cohen ring of k and K0 the fraction field of W. Then Eq;C (L) is the
special fiber of a formal proper strict semistable family of surfaces over
Spf W with the canonical log structure in the sense of (6.2) below. (Only as
to the underlying scheme Eq;C (L), this fact is obtained by [Ue, §6 a)] and by
the analytic reduction with respect to a pure covering which produces
Eq;C (L).) Because there is no appropriate reference for this fact and because we shall use this fact in (7.10), (7.11) and (7.12) below, we construct
this formal proper strict semistable family in (6.3) below.
For (6.3) below, we need the log structure associated to a formal strict
semistable family, which is a vertical version of the log structure defined in
[NS, §8].

Let V be a complete discrete valuation ring. Let Y be a formal strict
the smooth irreducible comsemistable family over Spf V . Let fYj gm
j1 be



ponents of the special fiber Y of Y. Let Div( Y )0 be the monoid of effective



Cartier divisors on Y. Let Div  ( Y )0 be a submonoid of Div( Y )0 conY

sisting of effective Cartier divisors E's on Y such that there exists an open


S 
covering Y
U i of Y such that EjU is contained in the submonoid of


i

i2I

Div( Ui )0 generated by Yj jU (1  j  m).


i

The scheme Y gives a natural fs(= fine and saturated) log structure in
e
Yzar as follows (cf. [Kk1, p. 222±223], [Fa, §2]).
e
Let M0 be a presheaf of monoids in Yzar defined as follows: for an open

subscheme V of Y, set
(6:1:1) G(V; M0 ) : f(E; a) 2 Div  (V)0  G(V; O  )j a is a generator of
Y jV

Y

G(V; O  (
Y



Y ))g

and with a monoid structure defined by (E; a)  (E0 ; a0 ) : (E  E0 ; aa0 ). The
second projection M0 ! O  induces a morphism M0 ! (O  ; ) of preY
Y
e
sheaves of monoids in Yzar . The log structure M is, by definition, the associated log structure to the sheafification of M0 .


DEFINITION 6.2. We call M the canonical log structure of Y=Spf V .
PROPOSITION 6.3. Assume that k is a perfect field of characteristic
p > 0. Let W be the Witt ring of k. Let Y be a proper smooth scheme over k.
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Assume that there exists a pair (Y; L) of a formal proper smooth scheme
with an invertible sheaf such that Y W k  Y and L W k  L. Then
there exists a formal proper strict semistable family Y over Spf W with
canonical log structure such that Y W k ' Eq;Y (L).
In particular, for a proper smooth curve C over k, there exists a formal
proper strict semistable family X over Spf W with canonical log structure
such that X W k ' Eq;C (L).
PROOF. Let fU i gi be an affine open covering of Y such that there exists
an isomorphism LjU i ' OU i . Let L : Spf Y (Sym L) be an affine line bundle
over Y associated to L. Let f0g be the zero section of L. Then
^ m=W . Consider the following rigid analytic spaces
b Spf W G
(L n f0g)jU i ' U i 
for integers j  1; 2; . . . ; e:

Vj  ``fz 2 K0 j jpjj  jzj  jpjj 1 g''  `` Spm K0 fz=pj 1 ; pj =zg''
: Spm K0 fz; uj ; vj g=(z

pj 1 uj ; zvj

' Spm K0 fuj ; vj g=(uj vj

p):

pj );

Natural inclusions


K0 fz=pj 1 ; pj =zg ! K0 fz=pj ; pj =zg



K0 fz=pj ; pj1 =zg ( j  1; . . . ; e

1)

and two inclusions


K0 fz=pe 1 ; pe =zg ! K0 fz; 1=zg



K0 fz; p=zg

gives the patching Vj and Vj1 ( j  1; . . . ; e 1) along Vj;j1 :
: Spm K0 fz=pj ; pj =zg, and Ve and V1 along Ve;1 : Spm K0 fz; 1=zg. Here


is the
the last ! is given by z=pe 1 7 ! pz and pe =z 7 ! 1=z and the last
e
S
natural inclusion. The union
Vj is, what is called, the Tate curve
e Z
j1
Gm=K0 =(p ) .
Each Vj ( j 2 Z=e) has a formal model V j : Spf Wfuj ; vj g=(uj vj p),
which has strict semistable reduction over Spf W. Set V j; j1 :
Spf Wfuj1 ; vj g=(uj1 vj 1), and patch V j and V j1 along V j; j1 as follows
by imitating the patching above:
(6:3:1) Wfuj ; vj g=(uj vj



p) ! Wfuj1 ; vj g=(uj1 vj

1)



Wfuj1 ; vj1 g=
(uj1 vj1

p):

The left morphism in (6.3.1) is given by uj 7 ! puj1 , vj 7 ! vj and the right
j u
j v
one is given by uj1
j1 , pvj
j1 . Set U ij : U i \ U j . Let
^ m=W ) be a cocycle representing the invertible sheaf L.
e
gij 2 G(U ij ; G
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e
e


S
S
b Spf W
b Spf W
Consider a product U i 
V k . Patch U i 
V k and
k1
k1
e

S
b Spf W
Uj 
V k by the following isomorphism
k1

OU j jU ^W OV k
ij

x

17 !x

1;

1

uk 7 ! e
gij



! OU i jU ^W OV k
ij

uk ;

1

vk 7 ! e
gij 1

vk



(x 2 OU j jU ):
ij



Let Y be the resulting formal scheme over Spf W. Then Y has strict
semistable reduction over Spf W. Endow Y with the canonical log structure
and let Y be the resulting log scheme. Then Y is a desired formal log
scheme.
The latter statement immediately follows from the existence of a formal
lift of (C; L) ([SGA 1, III (6.10)]).
p
REMARK 6.4. By the construction in the proof of (6.3), the generic fiber
of X is nothing but the rigid analytic space in [Ue, §6 a)] and the special
fiber of X is Eq;C (L).
THEOREM 6.5. Let C be a proper smooth curve over k endowed with
log structure which is the pull-back of that of s. Let L be an invertible
sheaf on C with non-zero degree d. Let fE
2;? g (?  l, p, 1) be the E2 -terms
of the weight spectral sequence (2:0:8; ?) for X : Eq;C (L). Then E2;?12  0,
but E10
2;? is a 1-dimensional vector space over 1? . In particular, the ?-adic
monodromy operator on H1log;? (X) does not induce an isomorphism from
1).
E2;?12 to E10
2;? (
PROOF. We may assume that k is algebraically closed. Because the dual
12
graph of X is a circle, the claim on E10
2;? is obvious. We prove that E2;?  0.


Let fXk gk2Z=e be the irreducible components of X such that Ck :
: Xk \ Xk1 6 f. The double curves Ck and Ck 1 are sections of Xk . Let
S
C  Ui be an open covering of Ui such that LjUi ' OUi . Let Pk ( ' P1k ) be


i

the irreducible component of the e-gon P =k corresponding to Xk . We have

an isomorphism gk : Xk ! P(OC  L) over C because the ratio of relative
homogeneous coordinates of Xk over C changes by the multiplication gij
with respect to the open covering fUi s Pk gi of Xk ; we identify Xk with
P(OC  L) by gk . Let pk : Xk ! C be the projection. Let Dk;1 (resp. Dk;2 ) be
pr1

a section of Xk which corresponds to the projection OC  L ! OC (resp.
pr2

OC  L ! L). Then, by [Ha2, V (2.6)], pk (L)  OXk (1) OXk ( Dk;1 ) and
pk (OC )  OXk (1) OXk ( Dk;2 ). Thus pk (L)  OXk (Dk;2 Dk;1 ). Because
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fCk ; Ck 1 g  fDk;1 ; Dk;2 g,
(6:5:1)

pk (L)  OXk ( (Ck

Ck 1 )):

Consider the following commutative diagram

where the vertical morphisms are first Chern classes. By (6.5.1) we have
c1;Xk (Ck ) c1;Xk (Ck 1 )   pk (c1;C (L)). Since deg L 6 0, c1;C (L) 6 0, and
since pk : H2? (C) ! H2? (Xk ) is injective, pk (c1;C (L)) 6 0. Hence c1;Xk (Ck )
c1;Xk (Ck 1 ) 6 0.
The boundary morphism
d1 12 : H0? (X (2) )(

1) ! H2? (X (1) )

is obtained by the first Chern classes c1;Xk of Xk as follows by ((2:0:8:3; p),
(5:5:1), (5:10:1), (5:10:2)):
(6:5:2) (ak )k2Z=e 7 !

(ak c1;Xk (Ck )

ak 1 c1;Xk (Ck 1 ))k2Z=e
(ak 2 H0? (Xk \ Xk1 )(

1)):

Assume that (ak )k2Z=e 2 Ker d1 12 . Using the compatibility of the cup
products of ?-adic cohomologies with intersection theory [Mi, VI (10.7)],
[DI1, (3.3)] and [GH, p. 470], respectively, we see that ak  ak 1 (8i 2 Z=e)
by considering the intersection with a fiber of Xk =C. Because c1;Xk (Ck )
p
c1;Xk (Ck 1 ) 6 0, ak  0.
REMARK 6.6. In [Kk3], Kato suggested that the weight filtration and
the monodromy filtration on the first log l-adic cohomology of the degeneration of a Hopf surface (C  P1 and L  OP1 (1)) are different.
Though X  Eq;C (L) is the special fiber of a formal proper strict
semistable family ((6.3)), X is not the special fiber of an algebraic proper
strict semistable family. This has been suggested by T. Saito:
COROLLARY 6.7. Assume that k is a field of characteristic p  0. Then
the following hold:
(1) X  Eq;C (L) cannot be the special fiber of an algebraic proper strict
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semistable family over a complete discrete valuation ring with residue
field k.
(2) Assume that the genus of C is positive. Then there does not exist an
algebraic proper strict semistable family Y over a complete discrete valuation ring such that there is a morphism f with deg f 6 0 from the
special fiber of Y with canonical log structure to X (See [Nak4] for the
definition of deg f ).
PROOF. (1): If X were the special fiber of a proper algebraic strict
semistable family above, then (6.5) would contradict [RZ, (2.13)] (cf. (8.1)
below).
(2): Assume that Y in (6.7) existed. Let Y be the special fiber of Y with
canonical log structure. Then, by [Nak4], Hhlog-et (Xs ; Ql ) would be a direct
factor of Hhlog-et (Ys ; Ql ) (h 2 Z) and we have the following commutative
diagram for h 2 Z:

(6:7:1)

By (8.1) below, the graded pieces of the monodromy filtration on
H1log-et (Ys ; Ql ) are pure in the sense of [SGA 7-I, I, (6.3)] (cf. the proof of (8.1)
below), and hence those for H1log-et (Xs ; Ql ) are also. Because E2;l12  0 by (6.5),
Nl  0 on H1log-et (Xs ; Ql ). Hence the monodromy filtration fMk gk2Z on
H1log-et (Xs ; Ql ) is as follows: M0  0 and M1  H1log-et (Xs ; Ql ). Because

1
E10
6 0 and E01
6 0 (see (7.1) below), M1 =M0 is not pure. This
2;l 
2;l  Het (C; Ql ) 
is a contradiction.
p

REMARK 6.8. (1) The coincidence of the monodromy filtrations and the
weight filtrations on the 0, 2, 4-th's ?-adic (?  l, p, 1, respectively) log
cohomologies of a proper SNCL surface follows from the E2 -degeneration
of (2:0:8; ?) ([Nak3, (2.1)] [Nakk3, (3.6)], the theory of weight in Hodge
theory, respectively) and the argument of Rapoport-Zink ([Mo, §6]).
(2) Let fE
2;p g be the E2 -terms of the spectral sequence (2:0:8; p). In
[Mo, 4.15 (ii)], Mokrane claimed that there exists a perfect pairing between
E2;pk;hk and E2;pk;2d hk for a proper SNCL variety over k. The log scheme
X  Eq;C (L) in (6.5) is also a counter-example of this duality. Indeed, we
and E2;pk;2d h k are dual by [Nakk3, (10.5) (2)] ((5.15)).
first note that Ek;hk
2;p
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10
Hence E12
2;p  0 by (6.5); however E2;p ' K0 since the dual graph of X is a
12
10
circle. Therefore E2;p and E2;p are not dual. Note that, if one neglects the
torsion in [Mo, 4.15 (ii)] and if (2.0.9;p) holds for a projective SNCL variety,
the duality in [Mo, 4.15 (ii)] holds.


(3) Since the dual graph of X Eq;C (L) is a circle, E2;?14 is a 1-dimensional
1)  0. In particular, the induced morphism
vector space. By (2), E12
2;? (
(
1)
is
not
an
isomorphism for X in (6.5).
N? : E2;?14 ! E12
2;?
(4) Considering (6.5) and (3) in this remark into account, one knows
that [Mo, 6.2.1] for the proof of the statement that the morphisms
12
! E10
N? : E2;p14 ! E12
2;p and N? : E2;p
2;p are isomorphisms is incomplete
because the projectivity or the existence of the semistable family have not
been used for the proof (cf. [loc. cit., 6.2.4]). However Mokrane let me
know a fact (by an e-mail) that, by [Mo] and [R2] or [CI], the monodromy
filtrations and the weight filtrations on the log crystalline cohomologies
of the special fiber of an algebraic proper strict semistable family of
surfaces over a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristics
with finite residue field coincide. We generalize it for any complete discrete valuation ring with any perfect residue field of positive characteristic in (8.3) below.
Next, we consider a part of the p-adic analogue of Clemens-Schmid
(exact) sequence (cf. [Nakk2]).
Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0 and W the Witt ring of k.
In the introduction of [Ch], Chiarellotto has conjectured that the sequence

(6:8:1; p) Hh (Y; Ker yp )

W

K0 ! Hhlog-crys (Y=W)

W

K0

yp

!

Hhlog-crys (Y=W)(

1)

W

K0

is exact for a proper SNCL variety Y=s, where yp is the canonical morphism
in §2 (We need the Tate twist ( 1) in the right term of (6.8.1; p); it is forgotten in [Ch].). Note that Hh (Y; Ker yp ) W K0  Hhrig ( Y =K0 ) ([Ch, (3.6)]).
In (6.11) below we show that this conjecture does not hold in general and
that the l-adic and the 1-analogues of the above do not hold in general
either (cf. [Cl, p. 229]).
PROPOSITION 6.9. Let k be a field of characteristic p  0. Then the
following hold:
(1) Let l 6 p be a prime number. Let Y=s be a (not necessarily proper)
SNCL variety. Then there exists a natural sequence
(6:9:1; l)



yl

Hh ( Y ; Zl ) ! Hhlog-et (Ys ; Zl ) ! Hhlog-et (Ys ; Zl )(

1):
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(2) Assume that k is a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Let Y=s be a
(not necessarily proper) SNCL variety. Then there exists a natural sequence
(6:9:1; p)

yp

Hh (Y; Ker yp ) ! Hhlog-crys (Y=W) ! Hhlog-crys (Y=W)(

1):

(3) Let Y=((Spec C)an ; N  C ) be a SNCL analytic variety. Then there
exists a natural sequence


y1

Hh ( Y ; Z) ! Hh (Y1 ; Z) ! Hh (Y1 ; Z)(

(6:9:1; 1)

1):

(4) Let Y=((Spec C)an ; N  C ) be a SNCL analytic variety. Then there
exists a natural sequence


N1

Hh ( Y ; Q) ! Hh (Y1 ; Q) ! Hh (Y1 ; Q)(

(6:9:2; 1)

1):



Èhler or the anaIf the irreducible components of Y are compact and Ka
lytifications of proper smooth schemes over C, then (6:9:2; 1) is a sequence of mixed Hodge structures.
PROOF. (1): Let the notations be as in the l-adic case in §5. Let yl;n be
the quasi-monodromy operator for AY ;l;n : yl;n  ( 1)ij1 proj:: AijY;l;n !
1; j1
( 1). Then
! AiY;l;n
(6:9:3; l) Ker yl;n  (    ! (tj1 L ( j 1))ij1=(tj L ( j1))ij1 !    )i; j2Z
u

u

 (    ! Hj1 (L )( j  1) !    )
 (    ! Rj1 eY (Z=ln )( j  1) !    )
 (    ! (Z=ln ) 
!    ):
Y ( j1)

Here note that

is anti-commutative, however note that the natural projection
(tj1 L ( j  1))j1 ! Hj1 (L )( j  1)

( j 2 Z)

gives the second equality in (6:9:3; l). We also have to note that the sign by the
twist in (2:0:6; l) is ( 1)j( j)  1 (cf. (5.5.3)). Hence the boundary morphism
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d: (Z=ln ) 

Y ( j1)

! (Z=ln ) 

Y ( j2)
n 

nonical
isomorphism (Z=l )


Y
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is equal to r by (5.1). Hence there exists a ca



! Ker yl;n . Therefore lim Hhet ( Y ; Ker yl;n ) 
n

Hhet ( Y ; Zl ). Hence we obtain (1).
(2): (2) is obvious.
(3): By using a fact Rr e (ZY log )  Z( r)  (r) (r 2 Z>0 ) ([KN, (1.5)]), we
Y
have only to replace L in (1) with L1 in the 1-adic case in §5.
N1



(4): We replace L in (1) by s((B(JQ
); d) ! (B(JQ
)(
the proof of (1), we have

(6:9:4)

1); d)) in §2. By

Ker N1  Ker y1  (    ! Q  ( j1) !    ):
Y

The induced weight filtration on Ker N1 is equal to the increasing stupid
filtration on
f(Q  (
Y

k1)

!Q(
Y

k2)

!    )fkggk2Z ;


which induces the weight filtration on Hh ( Y ; Q) (cf. [St1, (3.5)]). Hence (4)
for the weight filtration follows.
As to the Hodge filtration, we prove (4) as follows. The complex
A (N1 ) Q C is isomorphic to s(A
Y=C ) ((3.7)); the (i; j)-component of the

e ij1 =Pj L
e ij1 . Then, by using the
double complex A
(i; j 2 N) is L
Y =C

Y=C

Y=C

PoincareÂ residue isomorphism, we have an isomorphism
e ij1 =Pj L
e ij1
Res: Pj1 L
Y=C
Y=C



! V i ( j1)
Y

=C

:

Hence
Ker(y1 : AZ ! AZ (

1))


Q C  Ker(N1 : A (N1 )

! A (N1 )(

1))

QC

is isomorphic to the single complex of the following double complex (cf. the
proof of [Nakk3, (10.1)])

(6:9:5)

i;
Since the Hodge filtration fFiliH gi2Z on A
Y =C is defined by fAY =C gi2Z ,
i
j1

FilH  [(V  ( j1) ; ( 1) d)]i; j2N . This filtration induces the Hodge filY

=C


tration on Hh ( Y ; C) (cf. [St1, (3.5)]).

p
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PROPOSITION 6.10.
hold:

Let the notations be as in (6.9). Then the following

(1) There exists a spectral sequence
(6:10:1; l)



E1 k;hk (Ker yl )  Hhk
et ( Y

( k1)



; Zl ) ) Hhet ( Y ; Ker yl ):

(2) There exists a spectral sequence
(6:10:1; p)



E1 k;hk (Ker yp )  Hhk
crys ( Y

( k1)



=W) ) Hh ( Y ; Ker yp ):

(3) There exists a spectral sequence
(6:10:1; 1)



E1 k;hk (Ker y1 )  Hhk ( Y

( k1)



; Z) ) Hh ( Y ; Ker y1 ):

PROOF. (1): By considering the stupid filtration on the right hand side
of (6:9:3; l) for j  k, we obtain the spectral sequence (6:10:1; l).
(2): Consider the following filtration on Ker yp .
Pk (Ker yp ) 
e ij1  Pj W L
e ij1 )=Pj W L
e ij1 !    )i; j0 :
 (    ! ((P2jk1 \ Pj1 )W L
X
Y
Y
e  for W v
e Y in [Mo, §3]. By [Nakk3, (8.6) (5),
Here we used the notation W L
Y
(9.12)], we obtain a canonical isomorphism


grPk (Ker yp ) ! WV  (
Y

k1)

fkg;

(k  0)

which is compatible with the Frobenius. Therefore we obtain (2).
(3): The proof of (3) is the same as that of (1) by using (6.9.4).
PROPOSITION 6.11.
(6:11:1; l)

p

The three sequences



yl

3
3
H 3 ( X ; Ql ) ! Hlog
-et (Xs ; Ql ) ! Hlog-et (Xs ; Ql )(

(6:11:1; p) H 3 (X; Ker yp )

W

K0 !

H3log-crys (X=W)

W

K0

yp

! H3log-crys (X=W)(

1);

1)

W

K0

and
(6:11:1; 1)



N1

H3 ( X ; Q) ! H3 (X1 ; Q) ! H3 (X1 ; Q)(

1)

are not exact for X  Eq;C (L) over the log point of a field of characteristic
p 6 l, a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, C, respectively.
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PROOF. We give the proof only for the p-adic case; the proof for the ladic and the 1-adic cases is the same.
We have
dimK0 (Ker yp : H3log-crys (X=W)

W

K0 ! H3log-crys (X=W)(

W

K0 ) 

dimK0 E0;3
2;p  1

by (6.8) (2), (3). However
dimK0 H3 (X; Ker yp )

1)

W

K0  dimK0 E03
2 (Ker yp )

W

K0  dimK0 E0;3
2;p

by (6.8) (2) and (6.10.1; p). Hence (6.11.1; p) is not exact.

p

REMARK 6.12. If (2:0:9; l) holds, then (6:9:1; l) is exact; in fact, the ladic generalized Clemens-Schmid sequence for a projective SNCL variety
X is exact by the argument of [Z, (7.5), (7.6)] and the strict compatibility of
the l-adic weight filtrations; this strict compatibility can be checked by
reducing that to the case where the base field k is a finite field ([Nak3]).
The idea of considering direct products in (6.13) below is due to
T. Saito.
COROLLARY 6.13. Set X : Eq;C (L) in (6.5). Let Y be a proper smooth
scheme over k endowed with log structure which is the pull-back of that of
s. Set n : dimY. Let Z : Y s X be the product of Y and X. If Hn? (Y) 6 0
1) and
or Hn? 2 (Y) 6 0 (?  l, p, 1), then N? : E2;?1;n2 ! E1n
2;? (
(
1)
are
not
isomorphisms.
In
particular,
the
N? : E2;?1;n4 ! E1;n2
2;?
n1
monodromy filtrations and the weight filtrations on Hlog;? (Z) and
Hn3
log;? (Z) do not coincide.




PROOF. Since X ( j)  f ( j  3), Z ( j)  f and hence E1;?k;hk  0 for
is
jkj  2. The boundary morphism d1 1;n2 : E1;?1;n2 ! E0;n2
1;?
2
M
h0

(Hn? h (Y)

Hh? (X (2) )(

1))

(id G) 3

!

4
M
h0

h
(Hn2
(Y)
?

Hh? (X (1) )):

First, assume that Hn? (Y) 6 0. The restriction of N? : E2;?1;n2 ! E1n
1)
2;? (
G
to Hn? (Y) Ker(H0? (X (2) )( 1) ! H2? (X (1) )) is the zero by (6.5), while
r
the target of this restriction is Hn? (Y) Coker(H0? (X (1) ) ! H0? (X (2) )),
which is not 0. In particular, N is not an isomorphism. Next, assume
that Hn? 2 (Y) 6 0. In this case we have only to consider the
restriction of N to Hn? 2 (Y)

Ker(H2? (X (2) )(

G

1) ! H4? (X (1) )). Indeed,
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Hn? 2 (Y)

Ker(H2? (X (2) )(
r

G

1) ! H4? (X (1) )) ' Hn? 2 (Y) 6 0 but Hn? 2 (Y)

Coker(H2? (X (1) ) ! H2? (X (2) ))  0 by (6.8) (2). The duality (5.15) shows the
rest of (6.13).
p
REMARK 6.14. In [It2] (cf. [D4, (1.8.4)]), Ito has proved the l-adic
monodromy-weight conjecture for an algebraic proper strict semistable
family over a complete discrete valuation ring of equal characteristic.
Hence, by the proof of (6.7), (6.7) for Z in (6.13) holds if the complete
discrete valuation ring in (6.7) is of equal characteristic.
We conclude this section with a remark which is related to the log hard
Lefschetz conjecture (9.5) below; (6.5) does not contradict (9.5) by the
following:
PROPOSITION 6.15.
projective over k.

Under the assumption of (6:5), Eq;C (L) is not

PROOF. We may assume that k is algebraically closed. We keep the
notations in (6.5). However we replace k in (6.5) by i 2 Z=e in this proof.
By [Ha2, V (2.6)], pi (OC ) ' OXi (1) OXi ( Di;2 ), and thus (Di;2 )2 
 jdeg Lj  jdj by [loc. cit., V (2.9), (2.11.3)]. Let Fi be a fiber of Xi ! C.
Since fCi ; Ci1 g  fDi;1 ; Di;2 g and Ci \ Ci1  f, Di;1  Di;2 jdjFi in
Num Xi . Let N be an invertible sheaf on X. Set N i : N jXi . We take
integers ai and bi such that N i is numerically equivalent to
OXi (ai Di;2  bi Fi ). By the patching condition of the N i 's, we have the following equalities:
(ai Di;2  bi Fi )  Di;2  (ai 1 Di

1;2

 bi 1 Fi 1 )  Di

1;1

(i 2 Z=e)

(ai Di;2  bi Fi )  Di;1  (ai 1 Di

1;2

 bi 1 Fi 1 )  Di

1;2

(i 2 Z=e):

or

Summing
up all the equalities above in either case, we obtain
 P

P
ai jdj  0, and hence we have
ai  0 since d 6 0. If N were
i2Z=e

i2Z=e

ample, then N i (8i 2 Z=e) would be so. Hence ai  (ai Di;2  bi Fi )  Fi > 0
by the Nakai-Moishezon criterion [loc. cit., V (1.10)]. This contradicts the
P
ai  0. Therefore there does not exist an ample invertible
equation
i2Z=e


sheaf on X .

p
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7. Integral log ?-adic cohomologies of analytic reductions of rigid
analytic elliptic surfaces.
This section is a continuation of §6. In this section we study the log ?adic (?  l; p; 1) cohomologies of the degeneration X in (6.5) of the formal
elliptic surface X in (6.3) in detail. If one neglects the torsions of the cohomologies above, then the arguments in this section become much simpler. However we consider the torsions because they are interesting (e.g.,
(7.3) (1), (2) below). In addition, we study the log Hodge(-Witt) cohomologies and the log de Rham cohomologies of the degeneration.
Let X be the proper SNCL surface in (6.5), g the genus of C in (6.5) and
d( 6 0) the degree of L. In this section we use (2:0:7; ?) (?  l; p; 1). Let P
be the weight filtration on Hhlog;? (X) obtained from the weight spectral
sequence (2:0:7; ?).
THEOREM 7.1.
follows:

(1) The integral log ?-adic cohomologies of X are as

(a) H0log;? (X)  1? :
(b) P0 H1log;? (X)  1? , grP1 H1log;? (X)  H1? (C), grP2 H1log;? (X)  0.
(c) P1 H2log;? (X)  H1? (C), grP2 H2log;? (X)  (1? =d)(
 H1? (C)( 1), grP3 H2log;? (X)  H1? (C)( 1).
(d) P2 H3log;? (X) : a quotient
P 3
gr4 Hlog;? (X)  1? ( 2).
(e) H4log;? (X)  1? ( 2):

of (1? =d)(

1), grP3 H2log;? (X) 

1), grP3 H3log;? (X)  H1? (C)(

1),

(2) Assume that k is a perfect field of characteristic p>0. As F-isocrystals,
there exists the following isomorphisms: H1log-crys (X=W) W K0 ' K0 
 (H1crys (C=W) W K0 ) (for our memory), H2log-crys (X=W) W K0 '
' (H1crys (C=W) W K0 )  (H1crys (C=W)( 1) W K0 ), H3log-crys (X=W) W K0 '
' (H1crys (C=W)( 1) W K0 )  K0 ( 2).
PROOF. We keep the notations of (6.5) and (6.15). For simplicity we
assume that k is algebraically closed.
(1): The assertion about h  0; 4 is obvious by (2:0:7; ?). Let E
r;?
(r 2 Z1 [ f 1 g) be the Er -terms
of the weight spectral sequence (2:0:7; ?)

for X. Since the dual graph of X is a circle, E2;?14 ' 1? ( 2) and E10
2;? ' 1? .

Let ij;i : Ci ! Xj ( j  i; i  1) be theclosed immersion from a double
curve Ci to irreducible components of X . By the construction of X, we
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obtain pi  ii;i  pi1  ii1;i . Hence the following diagram

(7:1:1)

is commutative. We identify H1? (Xi ) (resp. H1? (Ci )) with H1? (C) by using
(pi ) 1 (resp. (ii;i  pi ) 1 . The boundary morphism d01
1;? is the following
morphism
M
M
H1? (Xi ) 3 (ai )i2Z=e 7 ! (ii1;i (ai1 ) ii;i (ai ))i2Z=e 2
H1? (Ci ):
d01
1;? :
i2Z=e

i2Z=e

By using the identifications of H1? (Xi ) and H1? (Ci ) with H1? (C) and by using
the commutativity of (7.1.1), it is easy to see that d01
1;? is identified with the
following morphism
M
M
H1? (C) 3 (ai )i2Z=e 7 ! (ai1 ai )i2Z=e 2
H1? (C):
Z=e

Z=e

1
11
Thus E01
2;?  E2;?  H? (C). By the proof of the duality in (5.15), we have
1
13
1) because C is a proper smooth curve over k.
E03
2;?  E2;?  H? (C)(


 2
Next, we determine E12
2;? . Since H? (Z)  H? (C)  H? (C)OZ (1) for a
relatively minimal ruled surface Z ! C, we immediately see that
Num Z Z 1?  H2? (Z)(1). Hence the boundary morphism d02
1;? (1) is a
L 2
L
Num X i Z 1? to
H? (C i )(1). The restriction of
morphism from
i2Z=e
Z 1?

d02
1;? (1) to Num X i
Num X i

Z

i2Z=e

is the following morphism

1? 3 D 7 ! (

D  C i ; D  C i 1 ) 2 H2? (C i )(1)  H2? (C i 1 )(1):

As shown in the proof of (6.15), (Di;2 )2  jdeg Lj  jdj, Di;1  Di;2 jdjF i in
Num X i and fCi ; Ci1 g  fDi;1 ; Di;2 g. The image of the restriction of d02
1;? (1)
to Num X i Z 1? is 1? (1; 1)  1? (jdj; 0) as 1? -modules up to the permuta1). (We may assume that
tion. By (7.2) below we see that E12
2;? ' 1? =d(
C i  Di;2 on Xi , and we apply (7.2) by setting vi  Fi , wi  Ci ,
L
Num X i Z 1? , H1  H2 (X (2) ), and a  jdj
H 1  H0 (X (2) )( 1), H0 
i2Z=e

(cf. (6.5.2)).) Again, by the lemma (7.2) below, we see that E2;?12  0 and
1). Thus we have proved the claim on Hhlog;? (X)
E02
2;?  1? =d(
(h  0; 1; 2; 3; 4).
(2): By the determination of grPi H2log-crys (X=W) (i 2 N), it is easy to see
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that the following sequence is exact:
0 ! P2 H2log-crys (X=W)=torsion ! H2log-crys (X=W)=torsion !
grP3 H2log-crys (X=W) ! 0:
By [Kz, (1.3.4)] we have
H2log-crys (X=W)

2
W K0 ' (P1 Hlog-crys (X=W)

since P1 H2log-crys (X=W)
H2log-crys (X=W)

above.

W

W

P 2
W K0 )  (gr3 Hlog-crys (X=W)

K0  P2 H2log-crys (X=W)

K0 follows; (2) for

H3log-crys (X=W)

W

W K0 )

K0 . Hence (2) for

W

K0 also follows as
p

LEMMA 7.2. Let m be a positive integer greater than 1. Let R be a
commutative ring with unit element. Let a be an element of R. Assume
L
Rej , H0 :
that a is not a zero-divisor of R. Let H 1 :
j2Z=m
L
L
(Rvj Rwj ) and H1 :
Rfj be free R-modules of rank m, 2m
:
j2Z=m

j2Z=m

and m, respectively. Let G: H 1 ! H0 (resp. F: H0 ! H1 ) be a morphism
of R-modules defined by ej 7 ! (wj1 avj1 ) wj (resp. vj 7 ! ( fj fj 1 )
and wj 7 ! afj ). Then G is injective, Ker F=Im G ' R=a and
P
vj in Ker F=Im G (resp. fm 1 in
Coker F ' R=a. The image of
j2Z=m

Coker F) is a generator of Ker F=Im G (resp. Coker F).
PROOF. First, we find a basis of Ker F. Set xj : S ji0 vi (0  j 
 m 1). Let A 2 Mm;2m (R) be a matrix defined by the following equality:
(7:2:1)

F(x0 ; x1 ; . . . ; xm 1 ; w0 ; w1 ; . . . ; wm 1 )  ( f0 ; f1 . . . ; fm 1 )A:

Then A  (B (

a)Em ), where
2

1
6 0
6
6 
B : 6
6 
6
4 0
1

0
0
1 0
 
 
0
0
1
1








0
0


1
1

3
0
0 7
7
7
7 2 Mm (R):
7
7
0 5
0

Hence
(7:2:2)

F(x0 ; . . . ; xm 1 ; w0 ; . . . ; wm 1 )  (z0 ; . . . ; zm 1 )A0 ;
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where

(7:2:3)

zj : fj

2

1
6 0
6
6 
0
A : 6
6 
6
4 0
0
fm

1

0
1


0
0

(0  j  m








0
0


1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

a
0
0
0
0
a

0
a


0
a








3
0
0 7
7
 7
7;
 7
7
0 5
a

0
0


a
a

2) and zm 1 : fm 1 . Multiplying (7.2.2) by
"
#
Em
aEm
O

Em

from the right side, we obtain
F(x0 ; . . . ; xm 1 ; y0 ; . . . ; ym 1 )  (z0 ; . . . ; zm 1 )(C D);

(7:2:4)
where
2

0
1


0
0

and yj :

axj  wj (0  j  m

(7:2:5)

0
0


0
0
m
X1








2
3
0
0
6 0
0 7
6
7
6
7
7; D: 6   
6 
7
7
6
4 0
5
0
a
0

1
6 0
6
6 
C :6
6 
6
4 0
0

0
0


1
0

aj F(xj ) 

j0

0
0


0
a








0
0


0
a

3
0
0 7
7
 7
7
 7
7
0 5
a

1). By (7.2.4) the following equation

m
X1
j0

0
0


0
a

bj F(yj )  0

(aj ; b j 2 R)

2
is equivalent to aj  0 (0  j  m 2) and b m 1  S m
j0 b j since a is
m 2
1
not a zero-divisor of R. Hence fxm 1 ; fyj ym 1 gj0 g  fS m
j0 vj ;
m 2
fyj ym 1 gj0 g is a basis of Ker F.
Next, we give a matrix expression of G. It is easy to see that

(7:2:6) G(e0 ; e1 ; . . . ; em 1 )  (y0
where

2

1
6 1
6
6 0
6
E : 6
6 
6 
6
4 0
0

0
1
1


0
0

ym 1 ; y1
0
0
1


0
0







0

ym 1 ; . . . ; ym
0
0
0


1
0

0
0
0


1
0

2

3
1
0 7
7
0 7
7
 7
7:
 7
7
0 5
a

ym 1 ; xm 1 )E;
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By taking other bases of H
2
1
6 0
6
6 
0
(7:2:7)
E : 6
6 
6
4 0
0
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1

and H0 , E is transformed into
3
0
0  0
0
0
1 0  0
0
0 7
7
      7
7:
      7
7
0
0  0
1 0 5
0
0
0
0
0
a

Now the injectivity of G is obvious since a is not a zero-divisor of R and we
see that the morphism R=a 3 r 7 ! rxm 1 2 Ker F=Im G is an isomorphism.
By (7.2.3) it is easy to see that the morphism R=a 3 r 7 ! rfm 1 2
2 Coker F is an isomorphism.
p
REMARK 7.3. (1) We do not know whether the morphism
d2 : E2;?13 ! E12
2;? (?  l; p; 1) for X  Eq;C (L) is the zero. We conjecture
that this is the zero.
(2) If C is a proper smooth rational curve, then the components of X and
the double curves are rational. In this case Eij1;?  0 (j  1; 3, i  0;  1).
Thus P2 H3log;? (X)  1? =d( 1) by the proof of (7.1) and (7.2).
13

COROLLARY 7.4.

Let k be the finite field Fq with q-elements. Let

Z(Hhlog;? (X); t)  det(1

tF jHhlog;? (X)N0 )

(?  l; p)

be the h-th zeta function of X, where F is the q-th power Frobenius of X.
Then
Z(H0log;? (X); t)  1
Z(H1log;? (X); t)  (1

t;
t)det(1

Z(H2log;? (X); t)  det(1
Z(H3log;? (X); t)  (1
Z(H4log;? (X); t)  1
PROOF.

tF jH1 (C));

tF jH1 (C))det(1

q2 t)det(1

qtF jH1 (C));

qtF jH1 (C));

q2 t:

(7.4) follows from (7.1).

p

Let Y=s be a proper SNCL variety. As in [Il1, II (3.1.1)], we have the
following slope spectral sequence:
Ei;h
1

i

 Hh i (Y; WLiY ) ) Hhlog-crys (Y=W):
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We have the slope filtration F on Hhlog-crys (Y=W):
h
Fi Hhlog-crys (Y=W) : Im(Hh (Y; WLi
Y ) ! Hlog-crys (Y=W))

(i 2 Z):

Let n be a positive integer. In [Nakk3, (4.1)] we have constructed the
following spectral sequence of the log Hodge-Witt cohomologies of Y=s:
(7:4:1; p; n) E1 k;hk (i; p)n 
M

j k
Hh i j ( Y (2jk1) ; Wn V i (2jk1)
)(

j

Y

jmaxf k;0g

k) ) Hh i (Y; Wn LiY ):

We give a filtration P on Hh i (Y; Wn LiY ) such that grPhk Hh i (Y; Wn LiY ) 
 E1k;hk (i; p)n . By taking the projective limit of (7:4:1; p; n) with respect to
projections ([Nakk3, (8.6) (2)]), we obtain the following weight spectral
sequence ([loc. cit. (4.1)])
(7:4:1; p) E1 k;hk (i; p) 
M

j k
Hh i j ( Y (2jk1) ; WV i (2jk1)
)(
Y

jmaxf k;0g

j

k) ) Hh i (Y; WLiY ):

We also obtain a filtration P on Hh i (Y; WLiY ), which is called the weight
filtration on Hh i (Y; WLiY ).
THEOREM 7.5. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0.
(1) The graded pieces of the slope filtration on Hlog-crys (X=W) are as
follows:
(a) H0 (X; WOX )  W, P0 H1 (X; WOX )  W,
grP1 H1 (X; WOX )  H1 (C; WOC ), H2 (X; WOX )  H1 (C; WOC ).
0
(b) H (X; WL1X )  H0 (C; WV 1C ), P1 H1 (X; WL1X )  H0 (C; WV 1C ),
grP2 H1 (X; WL1X )  (W=d)( 1), grP3 H1 (X; WL1X )  H1 (C; WOC )( 1),
grP3 H1 (X; WL1X ) W K0  H1 (C; WOC )( 1) W K0 , P2 H2 (X; WL1X ) : a
quotient of (W=d)( 1), grP3 H2 (X; WL1X )  H1 (C; WOC )( 1).
(c) H0 (X; WL2X )H0 (C; WV 1C )( 1), P3 H1 (X; WL2X )H0 (C; WV 1C )( 1),
grP4 H1 (X; WL2X )W( 2), H2 (X; WL2X )  W( 2).
cXG
d
c X  Jac(C).
d
b m  Jac(C),
(2) Pic
Br
(3) The slope spectral sequence of X

Eij1  Hj (X; WLiX ) ) Hij
log-crys (X=W)
degenerates at E1 .
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PROOF. (1): (1) follows from (7.4.1; p) and the same argument of (7.1).

For example, the isomorphism grP2 H1 (X; WL1X ) ! (W=d)( 1) is obtained by (7.4.1; p) and (7.2.7). We leave the detail to the reader.
(2): (2) follows from (1) (a).
(3): By (1), H2 (X; WOX ) is a finitely generated W-module. Since


dim X  2, the slope spectral sequence degenerates at E1 by the obvious
log version of [Il1, II (3.14)].
p
COROLLARY 7.6.
following hold:

Let k be a field of characteristic p  0. Then the

(1) Hhlog-dR (X=k) ' k (h  0; 4).
(2) Assume that p divides d. Then
(a) 2g  1  dimk H1log-dR (X=k)  dimk H3log-dR (X=k)  2g  2:
(b) 4g  dimk H2log-dR (X=k)  4g  2:
(3) Assume that p does not divide d. Then
(a) H1log-dR (X=k) ' k  k2g ' H3log-dR (X=k):
(b) H2log-dR (X=k) ' k2g  k2g :
(4) The log Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence of X=s
Eij1  Hj (X; LiX=k ) ) Hij
log-dR (X=k)
degenerates at E1 .
(5) If p divides d (resp. p does not divide d), then the log Hodge numbers
hij  dimk Hj (X; LiX=k ) are as follows:
0
1
g
a
1
g
g
1
@ resp:
g  1 2a g  1
g  1 2g g  1 A;
1
a
g
1
g
g
where a : g or g  1.
PROOF. We give the proof only for the case p > 0 except (4); the proof
for the case p  0 is similar.
Consider the following spectral sequence (cf. [Mo, 3.23])
M

(7:6:1)
HhdR2j k ( X (2jk1) =k) ) Hhlog-dR (X=k):
E1 k;hk 
jmaxf k;0g

(1): (1) is obvious by (7.6.1) or the log Serre duality of Tsuji ([Ts2, (2.21)]).
(2): Assume that p divides d. Then, as in the proof of (7.1), we see that
12
E2 ' k; by the duality [Nakk3, (10.5)] (or the direct computation as in (7.1)),
! E12
E2 12 ' k. Consider the following sequence: E1 12 ! E02
1 . Because
1
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12
12
02
12
12
dimk E02
 2. By
1  dimk E1  dimk E1 , dimk E2  dimk E2  dimk E2
01
2g
11
03
2g
the proof of (7.1), we obtain E2 ' k ' E2 and E2 ' k ' E2 13 . Therefore we obtain (2) by the log Serre duality of Tsuji ([Ts2, (2.21)]).
(3): Assume that p does not divide d. Then we see that E12
2  0 by the
proof of (7.1). By the same proof as that of (2), we see that E2 12  0  E02
2 .
The rest of the proof is similar to that of (7.1).
(4): Assume that p > 0. We may assume that k is perfect. By (7.5),
2
H (X; WOX ) is finitely generated. Hence (4) follows from the obvious log
version of [Ny, (2.7)] or [Il1, II (5.17)].
Next, we assume that p  0. Then we obtain (4) by [Kk1, (4.12)] and the
proof of [DI2, (2.7)].
(5): (5) follows from (7:4:1; p; n) for n  1 as in (7.1).
p

REMARK 7.7.

We do not know whether a  g  1 in (7.6) (5).

The following is the 1-adic analogue of (7.5).
PROPOSITION 7.8. The log Hodge cohomologies of X with Hodge
filtrations and weight filtrations are as follows:
(a) H0 (X; OX )  C, H1 (X; OX )  C  H1 (C; OC ), H2 (X; OX )  H1 (C; OC ).
P1 H1 (X; L1X=C )  P2 H1 (X; L1X=C ) 
(b) H0 (X; L1X=C )  H0 (C; V 1C=C ),
1
1
0
P 1
gr3 H (X; LX=C )  H1 (C; OC )( 1),
H2 (X; L1X=C ) 
 H (C; V C=C ),
1
 H (C; OC )( 1).
(c) H0 (X; L2X=C )  H0 (C; V 1C=C )( 1), P3 H1 (X; L2X=C )  H0 (C; V 1C=C )( 1),
grP4 H1 (X; L2X=C )  C( 2), H2 (X; L2X=C )  C( 2).
PROOF. In [Nakk3, (4.8)], we have constructed the following weight
spectral sequence of the log Hodge cohomologies of a proper SNCL variety
Y=s  (Spec C; Ms ):
(7:8:1; 1) E1 k;hk (i; 1) 
M

Hh i j ( Y

(2jk1)

jmaxf k;0g

(7.8) follows from (7:8:1; 1).

j k
; V i (2jk1)
Y

=C

)(

j

k) ) Hh i (Y; LiY=C ):
p

Assume that k is a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Let V be a
complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristics with residue field
k and fraction field K.
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THEOREM 7.9. Let Y be a formal proper strict semistable family over
Spf V with canonical log structure in (6.2). Let Y be the special fiber of Y.
Let Yrig be the Raynaud generic fiber of Y {([R1], cf. [BL])}. Then there
exists a canonical isomorphism
Hhlog-crys (Y=W)

(7:9:1)

W

K



! HhdR (Yrig =K) (h 2 N):

PROOF. Let U : fUi gi2I be an affine open covering of Y. Then U is a
Leray covering of Y for a quasi-coherent OY -module. Hence HhdR (Y=V ) is
Ï ech cohomology of U:
calculated by the C
HhdR (Y=V )  Hh (s( ij C i (U; V jY=V ))):

(7:9:2)

Here we define the signs of the boundary morphisms of the double complex
ij C i (U; V jY=V ) as in (3.2.7). Set U rig : f(Ui )rig gi2I . Then, by Tate's acyclicity ([Ta, Theorem 8.2, Theorem 8.7], [BGR, 8.2, Corollary 5]), U rig is a
Leray covering of Yrig for a quasi-coherent OYrig -module. Hence
HhdR (Yrig =K)  Hh (s( ij C i (U; V jYrig =K ))):

(7:9:3)

Therefore we obtain a canonical isomorphism
HhdR (Y=V )

(7:9:4)

K

V



! HhdR (Yrig =K):

(In fact, there is the following equivalence of categories of coherent modules
for a V -adic formal scheme Z:
Coh(OZ

V



K) ! Coh(OZrig ):

Indeed, the essential surjectivity has been proved in [BL, (5.6), (5.7)]. Because the full faithfulness is a local problem, we have only to prove
HomOZ

VK

((OZ

V

K)n ; (OZ

V



K)m ) ! HomOZrig ((OZrig )n ; (OZrig )m )
(m; n 2 N);

which is clear by the definition of Zrig .)
By the proof of [HK, (5.1)] for which some results in [Nakk3, §7] are
necessary (see [Nakk3, §7] for details), we obtain a canonical isomorphism
(7:9:5)

Hhlog-crys (Y=W)

W

K



! HhdR (Y=V )

V

K:

By (7.9.4) and (7.9.5) we have a canonical isomorphism (7.9.1).
p
Let X be a formal proper strict semistable family over Spf V with
special fiber X ((6.3)). Let Xrig be the Raynaud generic fiber of X ([R1],
cf. [BL]). Then the following hold:
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COROLLARY 7.10. dimK HhdR (Xrig =K)  1, 2g  1, 4g, 2g  1 and 1 for
h  0, 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively.
PROOF.

(7.10) immediately follows from (7.1) and (7.9).

p

Let hijrig : dimK Hj (Xrig ; V iXrig =K ) be the Hodge numbers of Xrig =K. In
01
[Ue, (6.1) 3)], Ueno has proved that h10
rig  g and hrig  g  1. We determine
ij
the hrig 's:
THEOREM 7.11.

The Hodge numbers of Xrig are as follows:
g
g1
1

g
2g
g

1
g1
g:

PROOF. Let C=Spf W be a formal lift of C which was used for the
construction X. In [Ue, (6.1) 3)], Ueno has proved that h10
rig  g and

g

1.
By
the
Serre
duality
([V,
(5.1)],
cf.
[Ue,
p.
773]),
we have
h01
rig
12
21
hrig  g and hrig  g  1.
Let us prove h02
rig  g. By the Leray spectral sequence
s
t
st
(Xrig ; OXrig )
Est
2  H (Crig ; R f (OXrig )) ) H

of the elliptic fibration f : Xrig ! Crig and by the fact R1 f (OXrig )  OCrig ([Ue,
p. 790]), we have H2 (Xrig ; OXrig )  H1 (Crig ; R1 f (OXrig ))  H1 (Crig ; OCrig ).
20
Hence h02
rig  g; by the Serre duality, we have hrig  g.
By the Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence
Eij1  Hj (Xrig ; V iXrig =K ) ) Hij
dR (Xrig =K)
P
P
and by (7.9.1), we have ( 1)ij hijrig  ( 1)h dimK0 (Hhlog-crys (X=W)
(7:11:1)

i; j

Hence we have h11
rig  2g by (7.1).
COROLLARY 7.12.
degenerates at E1 .
PROOF.

h

K0 ).
p

The Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence (7.11.1)

(7.12) immediately follows from (7.10) and (7.11).

REMARK 7.13.
morphisms

W

p

In [Ue, (6.1) 3)], Ueno has proved that the boundary
d: H0 (Xrig ; V 1Xrig =K ) ! H0 (Xrig ; V 2Xrig =K )
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and
d: H1 (Xrig ; OXrig ) ! H1 (Xrig ; V 1Xrig =K )
vanish. As a corollary, he has proved that dimK H1dR (Xrig =K)  2g  1. Our
proof for this fact in (7.10) is different from his and is interesting in the
following point: we have used the degeneration X and the log geometry for
the calculation of the de Rham cohomology of the Raynaud generic fiber of
X over V .
Conversely, we can determine E2;p12 and E01
2;p by using [Ue, (6.1) 3)] and
(7.9.1). Indeed, it is easy to see that dimK0 (E01
2;p W K0 )  2g and
12
dimK0 (E2;p W K0 )  1 (cf. the proof of (6.5)). We also see that
10
dimK0 (E01
2;p W K0 ) is an even integer. Since dimK0 (E2;p W K0 )  1,
1;2
dimK0 (E01
W K0  0 by (7.9.1) and [Ue, (6.1) 3)]; in
2;p W K0 )  2g and E2;p
2g
12
12
'
W
and
E

0.
(We
can also determine E01
fact, E01
2;p
2;p
2;l and E2;l by
01
11
(7.9.1) and [Ue, (6.1) 3)] because the boundary morphisms d01
1 : E1;? ! E1;?
12
12
02
and d1 : E1;? ! E1;? are motivic (?  l; p) (cf. the proof of (8.3) below).)
8. Algebraic proper strict semistable families and the monodromyweight conjectures.
For the completeness of this paper, we give the proof of (8.1) below:
THEOREM 8.1. Let X be an algebraic proper strict semistable family
of relative pure dimension d over a complete discrete valuation ring V
with residue field k of characteristic p > 0. Let X=s be the special fiber of
X with canonical log structure. Then the monodromy filtration and the
weight filtration on Hhlog-et (Xs ; Ql ) coincide for h  1; 2d 1.
PROOF. (cf. [RZ, (2.13)]) We may assume that k is perfect. Let E
2;l be
k;2d h k
the E2 -term of the weight spectral sequence (2:0:8; l). By (5.15), E2;l
and Ek;hk
are dual. The morphisms yl : E2;l12 ! E10
1) and yl : E2;l1;2d !
2;l (
2;l
2
( 1) are also dual since they are the identities on the E1 -terms
! E1;2d
2;l
(cf. the p-adic case in [Nakk3, (11.7)]). Hence it suffices to prove that
1) is an isomorphism. Let K be the fraction field of V and
yl : E2;l12 ! E10
2;l (
let K be the separable closure of K. Let X K (resp. X K ) be the generic
(resp. generic geometric) fiber of X . Set h : Spec K. We may replace K
with a finite extension of K. Hence we can assume that X K (K) 6 f and the
action of Gal(K=K) on H1et (X K ; Fl ) is trivial. Let AK be the Albanese variety
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of X K with a morphism X K ! AK which induces the following isomorphism of Gal(K=K)-module:


H1et (AK ; Zl ) ! H1et (X K ; Zl ):

(8:1:1)

By Neron's blow up ([A, (4.6)], [SGA 7-I, I (0.5)]), there exist a discrete
valuation ring V0 and rings fBi gi satisfying the following properties:
(1) V0 and Bi are subrings of V ,
(2) the residue field of V0 is a purely inseparable extension of a field of
finite type over Fp ,
(3) lim Bi  V ,
!i

(4) Bi is a smooth henselian V0 -algebra which is essentially of finite type
over V0 ,
(5) there exists a uniformizer p of V0 and V .
Set Si : Spec Bi , and let Di be the closed subscheme of Si defined by

p  0 and s i the closed point of Di . Let si be the log point whose underlying

scheme is s i . As in [SGA 7-I, I §6], if i is large enough, then the action of
Gal(h=h) on H1et (AK ; Ql ) factors through p1 (Si n Di ; h) and the action of
p1 (Si n Di ; h) is trivial on H1et (AK ; Fl ). Let I (resp. Ii ) be the inertia group of
S (resp. Si ) and P (resp. P i ) the wild part of I (resp. Ii ). Then we have a

natural isomorphism I=P ! Ii =P i . Take a generator Ti of Zl (1)  Ii =P i .
 i : H1 (A ; Ql ) ! H1 (A ; Ql )( 1). By [loc. cit.]
Set Ni : (Ti 1) T
et
et
K
K
there exists a weight filtration Q0  Q1  Q2 : H1et (AK ; Ql ) and Ni induce

an isomorphism Ni : Q2 =Q1 ! Q0 ( 1). On the other hand, by [Nak3,
(2.1), (2.2)], the SNCL variety X gives a model Xi over si if i is large enough, and the spectral sequence (2:0:8; l) for X is isomorphic to that for Xi .
Hence we have another filtration P on H1log-et (X si ; Ql ). Since Ni on




P1 : P1 H1log-et (Xs ; Ql ) is 0, P1 is a Gal(si =s i )-module. The weights in the
sense of [SGA 7-I, I (6.3)] (applying [loc. cit.] for any subfield of k which is
of finite type over Fp ) of P1 =P0 and P0 are 1 and 0, respectively. By [FK]
(cf. [Nak2, (4.2)]), there exists an isomorphism of Gal(K=K)-module:
(8:1:2)



H1et (X K ; Ql ) ! H1log-et (Xs ; Ql ):

By (8.1.1) and (8.1.2), Q induces a filtration Q0 on H1log-et (Xs ; Ql ). Hence we
have two Frobenius weight filtrations P and Q0 on H1log-et (Xs ; Ql ). Elep
mentary linear algebra shows that P  Q0 . Hence (8.1) follows.
REMARK 8.2. Another proof of (8.1) is possible by [dJ, (8.2)], by the log
hard Lefschetz theorem for the first log l-adic cohomology of a projective
strict semistable family ([Ka]) (see (9.5) below for the statement of the log
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hard Lefschetz conjecture), and by (9.10) below. Indeed, by [dJ, (8.2)], if we
make a finite extension of V , then there exists a projective strict semistable family X 0 over Spec V which is an alteration of X . Let X 0 be the
special fiber of X 0 with canonical log structure. By [Nak4], Hhlog-et (Xs ; Ql )
is a direct factor of Hhlog-et (Xs0 ; Ql ). By the explanation before (9.6) below
and by (9.10) below, the graded pieces of H1log-et (Xs0 ; Ql ) by the l-adic
monodromy filtration on H1log-et (Xs0 ; Ql ) are pure and hence so is for
H1log-et (Xs ; Ql ).
THEOREM 8.3. Let X be an algebraic proper strict semistable family of
pure relative dimension d over a complete discrete valuation ring V with
perfect residue field k of characteristic p > 0. Let X=s be the special fiber of
X with canonical log structure. Then the monodromy filtration and the
weight filtration on Hhlog-crys (X=W) W K0 coincide for h  1; 2d 1.
PROOF. We may assume that k is algebraically closed. Let E
2;p be the
E2 -term of the weight spectral sequence (2:0:8; p). By the duality ([Nakk3,
1) is an iso(10.5), (11.7)]), it suffices to prove that yp : E2;p12 ! E10
2;p (
morphism.
The boundary morphism d1 12 (1) of (2:0:8; l) is decomposed as




H0 ( X (2) ; Ql ) ! (NS( X (1) )







Ql )  H0 ( X (3) ; Ql ) ! H2 ( X (1) ; Ql )(1) 

Z



H0 (X (3) ; Ql ):
The left morphism above is given by the sum of Chern class morphisms
(with signs) and the induced morphisms (with signs) by the closed immersions from the irreducible components of X (3) to those of X (2) ((5:5:1)).
Hence d1 12 (1) is defined over Q and E2;l12 (1)  Ker(d1 1;2 (1)) has a Q12
10
structure. The term E10
2;l also has a Q-structure, and yl (1): E2;l (1) ! E2;l is
defined over Q since yl (1): E1;l12 (1) ! E10
1;l is the identity by the same argument as that of [Nakk3, (10.5), (11.7)] for the p-adic case.
As for yp (1), we need the injectivity of the following morphism


(8:3:1)

(NS( X

(1)

)

Z

Qp )



Qp

K0 ! H2log-crys ( X

(1)

=W)

W

K0 :

By [Il1, II (5.8.5), (5.5.3)],


NS( X

(1)

)



Z

Qp  H2fl ( X

(1)



; Qp )  (H2log-crys ( X

(1)

=W)

W

K0 )Fp :

By a theorem
of DieudonneÂ-Manin, the maximal sub F-crystal of

H2log-crys (X (1) =W) W K0 of slope 1 has a basis fej gj over K0 such that
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F(ej )  pej . Hence a natural morphism


H2fl ( X

(1)

; Qp )



Qp

K0  (H2log-crys ( X

(1)

=W)

W

K0 )Fp

Qp

K0 !


H2log-crys ( X

(1)

=W)

W

K0

is injective. Consequently the morphism (8.3.1) is injective. Now, by the
same argument as that in the l-adic case, yp (1) is defined over Q; the two
morphisms yp (1) and yl (1) are scalar extensions of the same morphism over
Q. Hence (8.3) follows from (8.1).
p
The following is a correction and a generalization of Mokrane's result
(cf. (6.8) (1), (4)).
COROLLARY 8.4. Let X an algebraic proper strict semistable family of
surfaces over a complete discrete valuation ring V with perfect residue
field k of characteristic p > 0. Let X=s be the special fiber of X with
canonical log structure. Then (2.0.9; ?) (?  l; p) holds for X=s.
PROOF. By (8.3) and by the argument of [Mo, §6] (see also (6.8) (1)), we
obtain (8.4).
p
REMARK 8.5.
characteristics.

Note that V in (8.3) and (8.4) is not necessarily of mixed

9. Log hard Lefschetz conjectures, the monodromy-weight conjectures and the log Hodge symmetry.
In this section, following K. Kato's idea, we deduce the coincidence of
the l-adic monodromy filtration and the l-adic weight filtration on the first
log l-adic cohomology of a projective SNCL variety X of pure dimension d
over a log point s from the log l-adic hard Lefschetz
conjecture for the first

log l-adic cohomology of X. Assume that X is projective in this section

unless otherwise stated. Let L be an ample invertible
sheaf on X . Let

l?  l(?j) be the cohomology class of Lj  ( j) in H2? ( X ( j) ) ( j 2 Z1 ). Let fE
r;? g
X
be the Er -terms of (2:0:8; ?) (?  l; p).
THEOREM 9.1. (1) The ?-adic monodromy operator N? : E2;?12 !
2
1) is injective; N? : E2;?1;2d ! E1;2d
( 1) is surjective.
! E10
2;? (
2;?
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(2) If the induced morphism ld? 1 : E2;?12 ! E2;?1;2d by the morphism
! E1;?1;2d is surjective, then N? : E2;?12 ! E10
1) and
2;? (

ld? 1 : E1;?12
N? : E2;?1;2d

PROOF.

2
! E1;2d
(
2;?

1) are isomorphisms.

We may assume that k is algebraically closed. Let
( j)
h ; i( j) : H0? (X ( j) )  H2d
? (X )(d) ! 1?

( j 2 Z1 )

be the PoincareÂ duality morphism of H? (X ( j) ).
(1): Since the restriction of Ld 1 to the double varieties is positive, the
1
ld
?

'

2
(X (2) )(d 1) is an isomorphism. Consider
morphism H0? (X (2) ) ! H2d
?
the composite of the following pairings

(9:1:1) h ; i: H0? (X (2) )  H0? (X (2) )

idld?

1

2
! H0? (X (2) )  H2d
(X (2) )(d
?

h ; i(2)

1) ! 1? :

The cohomology H0? (X (2) ) has a Q-structure, and (9.1.1) is positive definite
with respect to the Q-structure. Indeed, let D be an irreducible component
idld?

1

2
of X (2) . The pairing H0? (D)  H0? (D) ! H0? (D)  H2d
(D)(d 1) ! 1?
?
d 1
is a morphism (x; y) 7 ! deg (L jD )  xy. Thus the positive definiteness is
clear.
Let r: H0? (X (1) ) ! H0? (X (2) ) be the morphism induced by closed
(1)
immersions and let Gi : Hi? (X (2) ) ! Hi2
? (X )(1) (i 2 N) be the sum of
Gysin morphisms in (5:5:1) and (2:0:8:3; p). Then we have hr(x); yi(2) 
2
(X (2) )(d 1)).
 hx; G2d 2 (y)i(1) (x 2 H0? (X (1) ), y 2 H2d
?
12 ! 10
E2;? ( 1) is injective, it suffices to prove that
To prove that N? : E2;?
the induced morphism
G0

r

(9:1:2) Ker(H0? (X (2) ) ! H2? (X (1) )(1)) ! Coker(H0? (X (1) ) ! H0? (X (2) ))
by the identity of H0? (X (2) ) ([Nakk3, (11.7)] for the p-adic case) is injective. As
shown in the proof of (8.3), G0 factors through H0? (X (2) ) ! NS(X) Z 1? with

the injective morphism NS(X) Z 1? ! H2? (X (1) )(1), and this is defined
over Q. Assume that (9.1.2) were not injective. Then there exists a Q-rational
vector w 2 H0? (X (1) ) such that v : r(w) is not the zero but G0 (v)  0. Since v
is not the zero and Q-rational, hv; vi 6 0. On the other hand, we have the
following commutative diagram below by the projection formula:
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Hence
hv; vi  hv; ld? 1 (v)i(2)  hr(w); ld? 1 (v)i(2)
 hw; G2d 2 (ld? 1 (v))i(1)  hw; ld? 1 (G0 (v))i(1)
 0:
1) is injective.
This is a contradiction. Consequently N? : E2;?12 ! E10
2;? (
1;2d
1;2d 2
12
10
! E1;? ( 1) are the
Because N? : E1;? ! E1;? ( 1) and N? : E1;?
identities ([Nakk3, (11.7)] for the p-adic case) and hence dual,
2
( 1) is surjective by the duality (5.15).
N? : E2;?1;2d ! E1;2d
2;?
(2): Note that there is a well-defined morphism ld? 1 : E2;?12 !
! E2;?1;2d (d 1) since the following diagram commutes by the projection
formula:

By (1) and by the assumption of (2), (2) follows from the duality between
p
E2;?1;2d (d) and E10
2;? .
As a corollary to (9.1), we can give another proof of [CI, Theorem 1]
(cf. [Mo, 5.9]):
COROLLARY 9.2. Let V be a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed
characteristics with fraction field K. Let AK be an abelian variety over K.
Then AK has a good reduction if and only if the p-adic representation
H1et (AK ; Qp ) is crystalline.
PROOF. Assume that H1et (AK ; Qp ) is crystalline. By [Fo1, (7.5.3) i)], we
can replace K with a finite extension of K. Hence we may assume that AK
has a projective strict semistable reduction over V by [SGA 7-I, IX (3.6)]
and [Ku
È, (4.6)]. By [RZ, §2, §3] (cf. [Nak2, (0.1.1)]), the Galois action on
H1 (AK ; Ql ) is tame.
By the assumption, the monodromy operator on H1log-crys (A=W) W K0
is trivial by [Fo2, (5.5.1)] and by Cst , which has been proved in [Ts1, (0.2)].
Therefore E2;p12  0 by (9.1), and hence E2;l12  0 since the boundary
morphism d1 12 : E1;?12 ! E02
1;? is motivic (?  l; p) as shown in the proof of
(8.3); the inertia group of K acts trivially on H1et (AK ; Ql ). The criterion of
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Neron-Ogg-Shafarevich ([ST], cf. [SGA 7-I, I §6]) tells us that AK has a
good reduction.
The converse follows from a special case of [Ts1, (0.2)].
p
COROLLARY 9.3. Let X be a projective SNCL surface over a log point s,

and let G(X) be the dual graph of X . Assume that H1 (G(X); Q)  0. Then
(2.0.9; ?) (?  l; p) holds.
12
PROOF. By the assumption, we have E10
2;?  0, and hence E2;?  0 by
12
(9.1). By the duality ((5.15)), we have E2;?  0. By the proof of [Mo, 6.2.2],
(2.0.9; ?) holds (cf. (6.8) (1)).
(9.4) (2) below includes a conjecture of Chiarellotto ([Ch]) for the first
log crystalline cohomology of a projective SNCL variety:

COROLLARY 9.4. Let X be a projective SNCL variety of pure dimension d over a log point s. Then the following hold:
(1) The following sequences


Nl

0 ! H1et ( X ; Ql ) ! H1log-et (Xs ; Ql ) ! H1log-et (Xs ; Ql )(

1)

and


Nl

1) ! (H1et ( X ; Ql )) (

1
2d 1
H2d
log-et (Xs ; Ql ) ! Hlog-et (Xs ; Ql )(

d

1) ! 0

are exact.
(2) The following sequences
0 !H1rig (X=K0 ) !H1log-crys (X=W)

W

Np

K0 ! H1log-crys (X=W)(

1)

W

K0

and
1
H2d
log-crys (X=W)

W

K0

Np

1
! H2d
log-crys (X=W)(

1)

W

K0 !

(H1rig (X=K0 )) (

d

1) ! 0

are exact.
PROOF.

(1): By (9.1), we have the following exact sequence

1
1
0 ! E10
2;l ! Ker(Nl : Hlog-et (Xs ; Ql ) ! Hlog-et (Xs ; Ql )(

1)) ! E01
2;l ! 0:

By noting Nl  yl on H1log-et (Xs ; Ql ) and by (6:10:1; l), we obtain the former
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part of (1). Then we obtain the latter part of (1) by the log PoincareÂ duality of
Nakayama ([Nak1]).
(2): (2) follows from (9.1), (6.10.1; p) and [Ch, (3.6)] as above.
p
Next, we give the log hard Lefschetz conjecture. To state it, we define
the log cohomology classes of an invertible sheaf in second log cohomologies. Let Y be a log smooth scheme over a log point s. Let L be an invertible
sheaf on Y . Let n be an integer which is invertible on Y .
In the l-adic case, by the Kummer sequence
0 ! Z=n(1) ! Gm

n

! Gm ! 0

e log , we obtain the log cohomology class ll  c1;l (L) of L in
in Y
et
2
Hlog-et (Ys ; Zl )(1) and H2log-et (Ys ; Ql )(1) (cf. the proof of (9.9) below).
In the p-adic case, we have only to give the same argument as that of
[BO2, §3] as follows.
g log be a morphism of topoi defined by
ezar ! (Y=W)
Let iY=W : Y
crys

g log as in [BO1, 5.19]. Set
iY=W (F)  F(Y;Y;0) for a sheaf F in (Y=W)
crys
J Y=W : Ker(OY =W ! iY=W (OY )). Then we have the following exact
sequence
0 ! 1  J Y=W ! OY=W ! iY=W (OY ) ! 0:
By using the boundary morphism of the exact sequence above, we have the
following composite morphism
c1;p : H1 (Y; OY ) ! H2 ((Y=W)log
crys ; 1  J Y=W )
log

log
2
! H2 ((Y=W)log
crys ; J Y=W ) ! H ((Y=W)crys ; OY=W ):

Set lp  c1;p (L) of L in H2log-crys (Y=W) and H2log-crys (Y=W) W K0 . More
generally, in the same way, we can define the class c1;p (L)S of L in
H2log-crys (Y=S) and H2log-crys (Y=S) W K0 , where S is any p-adic log PDthickening of s, that is, an exact closed immersion defined by a PD-thickening
of s into a p-adic noetherian formal log scheme.
Assume that L is ample. Then K. Kato has suggested the following:
CONJECTURE 9.5 [Log hard Lefschetz conjecture (K. Kato)]. Let X be a
projective SNCL variety over s. Then the induced morphism
(9:5:1; ?)

j
(X) ! Hdj
lj?  lj [: Hdlog;?
log;? (X)( j)

by Lj is an isomorphism.

(?  l; p)

( j 2 N)
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Note that lj? is an isomorphism if and only if it is surjective and if and
only if it is injective by the log PoincareÂ duality ([Nak1, (0.1)], [Ts2, (5.6)] or
[Hy, (3.7)]+[HK, (4.19)] whose proof has been completed in [Nakk3,
(7.19)]). Recently Kajiwara has proved the log l-adic hard Lefschetz conjecture for the first log l-adic cohomology ([Ka]). If X=s is the special fiber
of a projective strict semistable family X over a complete discrete valuation
ring V and if L is the restriction of a relative ample invertible sheaf on
X =V , then (9.5.1; l) holds because the isomorphism in [FK], [Nak2, (4.2)] is
compatible with the l-adic (log) Chern class of an invertible sheaf and
because the usual hard Lefschetz theorem holds by [D4, (4.1.1)]. Moreover,
if V is of mixed characteristics, (9.5.1; p) holds by [O, Theorem 2, Theorem
3] and proofs in [BO2, §3]. Though the isomorphism in [HK, (5.1)] is very
delicate (cf. [HK, (4.10)]), (9.5.1; p) in the p-adic case above also follows
from [HK, (5.1)], by proofs in [BO2, §3] and by the following, which gives
the compatibility of the p-adic Chern classes of invertible sheaves with
Hyodo-Kato's isomorphism:


LEMMA 9.6. Let s be a log point such that s is the spectrum of a perfect
field k of characteristic p > 0. Let Y be a proper log smooth scheme of
d be the p-adic completion of the divided power
Cartier type over s. Let Whti
d with log structure given by a
polynomial Whti over W. Endow Whti

d
morphism N 3 1 7 ! t 2 Whti. Let L be an invertible sheaf on Y . Then,
under the isomorphism [HK, (4.13)] (see (9.7) below)
(9:6:1)

d
Whti

W

(H2log-crys (Y=W)

W


d
K0 ) ! H2log-crys (Y= Whti)

W

K0 ;

1

c1;p (L) corresponds to the log cohomology class c1;p (L) d with respect
Whti
d
to Y=Whti.
PROOF. By the definitions of c1;p (  ) d and c1;p (  ), the following
Whti
diagram commutes:

d W K0 defined by f(t)  tp and
Let f be a Frobenius of Whti
f(a)  s(a), where s is the Frobenius of K0 . Let fgi gni1 be a basis of
H2log-crys (Y=W) W K0 . Hence, by [loc. cit., (4.13.1)], c1;p (L) d correWhti
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n
P

sponds to 1
d
fi (t) 2 Whti

c1;p (L) 

(9:6:2)

(f( f1 (t)); . . . ; f( fn (t)))(aij )  (pf1 (t); . . . ; pfn (t));

i1

fi (t)

gi on the left hand side of (9.6.1), where

W K0 such that fi (0)  0. Because the isomorphism in {[HK,
(4.13)]} is compatible with the Frobenius ([loc. cit., (4.13.2)]) and because
the Frobenius actions on the log cohomology classes of an invertible sheaf
are the multiplication by p, we obtain

where (aij ) is an element of GLn (K0 ). We claim that fi (t)  0 (8i). Indeed, if it
did not hold, then, by renumbering of the indexes i's of fi (t), we may assume
that there exists j  n such that f1 (t)      fj 1 (t)  0 and
fj (t) 6 0; . . . ; fn (t) 6 0. We can also assume that the degree of the leading
term of fk (t) is less that or equal to that of fk1 (t) (j  8k  n 1). By (9.6.2),
we obtain
n
X

(9:6:3)

f( fk (t))akj  pfj (t):

kj
1
P
For a field L and a nonzero element f 
ai ti 2 L[[t]], let m( f ) denote
P

n
i0
minfi 2 Nj ai 6 0g. By (9.6.3), m
f( fk (t))ak; j  m(pfj (t))  m( fj (t)). On
kj
P

n
f( fk (t))ak; j  p(m( fj (t)) since fj (0)  0. Since
the other hand, m
kj

m( fj (t)) 6 0, we would obtain the contradiction. Therefore we obtain fi (t)  0
(8i) and hence (9.6).
p
REMARK 9.7. The sheaf [HK, (4.6.1)] is wrong and the proofs of [loc. cit.,
(4.6)] and [loc. cit., (4.8)] are mistaken. In [Nakk3, §7] I have corrected all of
them. See [Nakk3, §7] for the details. Hence we can use [HK, (4.13)].
We also define the log Chern class of an invertible sheaf when the base
field is C as follows.
Let Y be a log smooth scheme
over the log
point (Spec C; N  C ). Let


L be an invertible sheaf on Y . Assume that Y is reduced. Then there exists
the exponential exact sequence
(9:7:1)

0 ! Z(1) ! OY

exp

! OY ! 0



on Y . The exact sequence (9.7.1) induces a morphism
(9:7:2)

OY ! Z(1)[1]
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in the derived category of the complexes of the abelian sheaves on Y , and
hence a morphism
H1 (Y; OY ) ! H2 (Y; Z)(1):

(9:7:2; H)

Composing (9:7:2; H) with a natural
! H2 (Y1 ; Z)(1), we have a morphism
(9:7:3)

morphism

H2 (Y; Z)(1) !

c1;1 : H1 (Y; OY ) ! H2 (Y1 ; Z)(1):


Composing (9.7.2) with a natural inclusion Z(1) ! Q(1), we have a
morphism
OY ! Q(1)[1]

(9:7:4)
and hence a morphism
(9:7:4; H)

H1 (Y; OY ) ! H2 (Y; Q)(1):

As above, we have a morphism
(9:7:5)

c1;1 : H1 (Y; OY ) ! H2 (Y1 ; Q)(1):

Set l1 : c1;1 (L) 2 H2 (Y1 ; Z)(1) or H2 (Y1 ; Q)(1).
DEFINITION 9.8. Let l? :c1;? (L)2H2log;? (X) (resp. 2 H2log;? (X)) (?  l;p;1)


be the log cohomology class of an invertible sheaf L on X . We say that l? is
compatible with the weight spectral sequence (2:0:7; ?) (?  l; p; 1) (resp. (2:0:8; ?)) if the induced morphism of the left cup product of l? on the E1 terms of (2:0:7; ?) (resp. (2:0:8; ?)) is equal to the induced morphism of the restriction of L to various X(k) 's (k 2 Z>0 ).
PROPOSITION 9.9. Let X be a (not necessarily proper) SNCL algebraic
(or analytic) variety over a log point s. Let l? : c1;? (L) (?  l; 1) be the log

cohomology class of an invertible sheaf L on X . Then l? is compatible with
(2:0:7; ?), and hence with (2:0:8; ?) (?  l; 1).
PROOF. Let the notations be as in §5. We give only the proof for the ladic case; the proof for the 1-adic case is almost the same.
Let Y be a SNCL variety over a separably closed field ksep . Let the
notations be as in the l-adic case in §5. Fix a positive integer n. Let
0 ! Z=ln (1) ! Gm

ln

! Gm ! 0


e
e log . Let L be an invertible sheaf on Y .
be the Kummer sequence in Y et and in Y
et
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Then L defines elements c 1;l (L) 2 H2 ( Y et ; Z=ln )  Hom


(Z=ln f 1g;
D (Y et ;Z=ln )
log
Z=ln [1](1)) and c1;l (L)2H2 (Yet ;Z=ln )HomD (Y log ;Z=ln ) (Z=ln f 1g;Z=ln [1](1)).
et

By the functoriality, c1;l (L) is the image of c 1;l (L) by a natural morphism

H2 ( Y et ; Z=ln ) ! H2 (Yetlog ; Z=ln ).
By the functoriality we have an element of HomD (Y1=lm ;Z=ln ) (Z=ln f 1g;
Z=ln [1](1)) (m 2 Z>0 ) again. By applying the direct image of a natural

morphism Y1=lm ! Y to this element and taking the inductive limit with
respect to m, we have a morphism
c1;l (L): K  f 1g ! K  (1)[1]

(9:9:1)
and

c1;l (L): L f 1g ! L (1)[1]:

(9:9:2)

Let AY;l;n be the single complex of the double complex (5.0.3). The
morphism (9.9.2) induces a morphism AY;l;n f 1g ! AY;l;n (1)[1] and a
morphism
(grPk AY;l;n )f 1g ! (grPk AY ;l;n )(1)[1]:

(9:9:3)

By the proof of [Nak3, (1.4)], (9.9.3) is equal to the following morphism
M
(9:9:4)
R2jk1 eY (Z=ln )( j  1)[ 2j k]f 1g !
jmaxf k;0g

M

R2jk1 eY (Z=ln )( j  1)[

2j

k](1)[1];

2j

k](1)[1]:

jmaxf k;0g

and by [loc. cit., the proof of (1.8.3)], (9.9.4) is equal to
M
(9:9:5)
(Z=ln )  (2jk1) ( j k)[ 2j k]f 1g !
jmaxf k;0g

Y

M
jmaxf k;0g

(Z=ln )  (2jk1) (
Y

j

k)[

Here note that the multiplications of the source and the target of (9.9.5) by
( 1)2jk1 does not change the morphism (9.9.5).
By the construction of the morphism (9.9.3), the morphism (9.9.5) is


induced by the left cup product of c 1;l (L) 2 H2 ( Y et ; Z=ln ). Hence, by the
functoriality of the usual Chern class applied to the closed immersions




from the irreducible components of Y to Y , we have the compatibility. p
PROPOSITION 9.10. If (9.5.1;l) is an isomorphism for j  1, then
1;2d 2
10
( 1) and Nl : E2;l1;2d ! E2;l
( 1) are isomorphisms.
Nl : E2;l12 ! E2;l
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Consequently, if (9.5.1; l) is an isomorphism for j  1, then the monodromy
1
2d 1
(X) and Hlog;l
(X) coincide.
filtrations and the weight filtrations on Hlog;l
PROOF. We give two proofs.
1
1) is a surjection
First proof: Because ldl 1 : H1log;l (X) ! H2d
log;l (X)(d
by the assumption and because (2:0:8; l) degenerates at E2 ([Nak3, (2.1)]),
we have only to know, by (9.1) (2), that the morphism ldl 1 induces a
morphism E2;l12 ! E2;l1;2d (d 1). This is clear by (9.9).
Second proof: As above, we have only to prove that ldl 1 induces a
morphism E2;l12 ! E2;l1;2d (d 1). This is clear if the base field k is finite.
Indeed, let Hilog;l (X)wtj (i; j 2 N) be the subobject of H1log;l (X) of Frobenius
weight  j. Since ll comes from an invertible sheaf and the Frobenius
weight of ll is 2, ll induces a morphism ldl 1 : H1log;l (X)wt1 !
1
1). Thus we see that ldl 1 induces a morphism
! H2d
log;l (X)wt2d 1 (d
1
2d 1
E2;l12  H1log;l (X)=H1log;l (X)wt1 ! H2d
log;l (X)=Hlog;l (X)wt2d 1 (d

1) 

E2;l1;2d 1 (d

1):

We can reduce the general l-adic case to this case by a specialization argument in [Nak3].
p
COROLLARY 9.11. Let X be a projective SNCL surface over s. Then
(9.5.1; l) for j  1 implies (2.0.9; l) for X.
p
PROOF.

(9.11) follows from (9.10) and (6.8) (1).

REMARK 9.12. (1) By (9.10) and Kajiwara's result mentioned after
(9.5), the monodromy filtrations and the weight filtrations on H1log;l (X) and
1
H2d
log;l (X) coincide for a projective SNCL variety X=s.
(2) The obvious analogues of (9.10) and (9.11) also hold in the p-adic
case. One can prove these by using the convergence of the weight filtrations on the log crystalline cohomologies of a family of SNCL varieties
([Nakk4]), and by using the specialization argument (cf. [Nakk3]); if L is
ample, then one can also prove (9.9) by using the theory of log de Rham
Witt complexes Wn LX ( log D) for an effective Cartier divisor D on X which
meets X transversally in the sense of the algebraic analogue of (10.1) below, and to use the p-adic analogue of (10.1.5) below. In a future paper we
would like to discuss this theory in detail.
(3) (6.15) also follows from (6.5), Kajiwara's result and (9.11).
We conclude the l-adic case in this section by considering a relative case:
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PROPOSITION 9.13. Let Y be a smooth variety over a field k of
characteristic p  0 and let D be a smooth divisor of Y . Let f: X ! Y
be a projective morphism with strict semistable reduction along D. Endow
X (resp. Y ) with the log structure associated to the closed subscheme
f 1 (D) (resp. D). If the log hard Lefschetz conjecture (9:5:1; l) holds, then
Rf (Ql ) ' Ri f (Ql )f ig and the Leray spectral sequence
j
ij
i
Hlog
-et (Ys ; R f (Ql )) ) Hlog-et (Xs ; Ql )

degenerates at E2 .
PROOF. (9.13) follows from the log proper base change theorem of
Nakayama ([Nak1, (5.1)]) and [D1, (1.5)].
p
Let us turn to the case where the characteristic of the base field is 0.
Let s  (Spec C; Ms ) : (Spec C; N  C ) be a log point. Let X=s be a
proper SNCL analytic variety.
THEOREM 9.14 [Log hard Lefschetz theorem over C]. Let X=s be a
projective SNCL variety. Let l1 : c1;1 (L) be the log cohomology class of
an ample invertible sheaf L on X. Then the left cup product of lj1 ( j  0)
(9:14:1)

lj1 : Hd j (X1 ; Q) ! Hdj (X1 ; Q)( j)

is an isomorphism of mixed Hodge structures.
PROOF.

(9.14) follows from (9.9) and [SaM, (4.2.2)].

p

The Hodge symmetry holds for a proper smooth variety over C ([D1,
(5.3)]). However the log Hodge symmetry for a proper SNCL variety over
C does not hold in general by (7.6) (5). On the other hand, this holds for a
projective SNCL variety over C:
COROLLARY 9.15. Let X=s be a projective SNCL variety of pure dimension d. Then the log Hodge symmetry for X holds: dimC Hj (X; LiX=C ) 
 dimC Hi (X; LjX=C ) (i; j 2 N)
PROOF.

By (9.14), we have an isomorphism


lj1 : Hdlog-j dR (X=C) ! Hdj
log-dR (X=C)( j):
Because lj1 is a morphism of mixed Hodge structures, lj1 is strictly com-
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patible with the log Hodge filtration by [D2, (2.3.5)]. Moreover, the log
Hodge-de Rham spectral sequence
(9:15:1)

Eij1  Hj (X; LiX=C ) ) Hij
log-dR (X=C)

degenerates at E1 by [FN, (3.12)] and by mixed Hodge theory [D3, (8.1.9)
(v)]. (As mentioned in §2, the Q-structure of the Steenbrink complex in
[St2] alone is incomplete, though we can deduce the degeneration at E1
of (9.15.1) from his incomplete Q-structure; we can also prove the degeneration at E1 of (9.15.1) by the method of Deligne-Illusie [DI2, (2.7)]
and by [Kk1, (4.12) (3)].) Hence lj1 induces an isomorphism

Hd j i (X; LiX=C ) ! Hd i (X; Lij
X=C ). By the log Serre duality of Tsuji
i j
d (d i)
)
(X; LdX=C
) are dual. Hence
([Ts2, (2.21)]), Hd i (X; Lij
X=C and H
d
j
i
i
d j i
i
(X; LX=C )  dimC H (X; LX=C ).
p
dimC H
We should remark the following:
PROPOSITION 9.16.

The following hold:

(1) Let X=s be a proper
SNCL analytic variety. Assume that each ir
Èhler or algebraic. If X is the special fiber of
reducible component of X is Ka
a proper analytic strict semistable family over a unit disk such that the
Èhler or algebraic, then the log Hodge symmetry for X
generic fibers are Ka
holds: dimC Hj (X; LiX=C )  dimC Hi (X; L jX=C ) (i; j 2 N).
(2) Let X be the special fiber of an algebraic proper strict semistable
family over a discrete valuation ring with residue field of characteristic 0.
Then the log Hodge symmetry holds.
PROOF. (1): Let D be a unit disk and D the punctured disk. Let X be a
proper analytic strict semistable family over D such that the special fiber is X.
Let t be an element of D and let X t be the generic fiber of X over t. Since
V iX =D ( log X) (i 2 N) is a locally free OX -module, we have dimC Hj (X; LiX=C ) 
 dimC Hj (X t ; V iX t =C ) by the upper semicontinuity theorem of Grauert ([Gra,
Satz 3, p. 290] for the analytic case and [EGA III-2, (7.7.5)] for the algebraic
case). As in the proof of (9.15), the log Hodge de Rham spectral sequence of X
degenerates at E1 by the assumptions since the singular cohomologies of the
intersections of the irreducible components of X have pure Hodge structures
(see [D1, (5.3)] for the algebraic case). Furthermore, the classical Hodge de
Rham spectral sequence of X t degenerates at E1 by the assumptions (see
[loc. cit.] or [DI2, (2.7)] for the algebraic case). Moreover, we have
dimC Hh (X; LX=C )  dimC Hh (X t ; V X t =C ) (h 2 N) by the proof of [St1, (2.18)].
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Hence we have dimC Hj (X; LiX=C )  dimC Hj (X t ; V iX t =C ). Thus the log Hodge
symmetry reduces to the classical Hodge symmetry.
(2): By the Lefschetz principle, we may assume that the residue field is
C. By using Neron's blow up ([A, (4.6)], [SGA 7-I, I (0.5)]), we may assume
that the semistable family comes from a semistable family over a smooth
henselian Q[t](t) -algebra R which is essentially of finite type over Q[t](t) .
Here we say that a family over R is semistable if it is locally defined by an
equation x0    xr t (r 2 N) with independent variables x0 ; . . . ; xr over R
(I have learnt this notion from K. Fujiwara.). Extending a scalar extension
Q  C, we may assume that Spec(R) is a smooth curve over C. Now (2)
follows from (1) and GAGA.
p
PROBLEM. How does the log Hodge symmetry for a proper SNCL
variety X=s fail? For example, is the difference dimC Hj (X; LiX=C )
dimC Hi (X; LjX=C ) bounded for all proper SNCL varieties X over s of a
fixed dimension d  2? (If d  1, then the equality dimC H1 (X; OX ) 
 dimC H0 (X; L1X=C ) follows from the log Serre duality of Tsuji [Ts2, (2.21)].)
In order that the Problem make sense, the condition ``the fixed dimension'' above is necessary:
PROPOSITION 9.17. Let X=s be the proper SNCL surface in (6:5), where
k  C. Let n be a positive integer and let X n be the n-times product of X.
Then dimC H 0 (X n ; L1Xn =C )  ng and dimC H 1 (X n ; OXn )  n(g  1).
PROOF.

The log Hodge de Rham spectral sequence
n
Eij1  Hj (X n ; LiX n =C ) ) Hij
log-dR (X =C)

degenerates at E1 . By (7.6) (5), we obtain dimC H0 (X; L1X=C )  g and
Ènneth formula (cf. [B, V TheÂoreÁme
dimC H1 (X; OX )  g  1. By the log Ku
4.2.1] and [Kk1, (6.12)] for the (log) crystalline case),
(9:17:1)

H1log-dR (X n =C)  (H1log-dR (X=C))n :

Taking the log Hodge filtration on (9.17.1), we obtain (9.17) (cf. [B, p. 379]).
p
10. First log Chern classes over C
In this section we establish a relationship between the first log Chern
class ((9.7.5)) and El-Zein's Chern class ([E]) of an ample invertible sheaf on a
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SNCL analytic variety X over s : (Spec C; Ms ) : (Spec C; N  C ). By
abuse of notation, we sometimes omit the symbol  in the notation X below.
Let c1;ldR be the following composite morphism
(10:0:1)

c1;ldR : OX

d log

! L1X=C



! LX=C f1g

of complexes. Then c1;ldR induces a morphism of cohomologies, which is
denoted by the same symbol c1;ldR :
(10:0:1; H)

c1;ldR : H1 (X; OX ) ! H2 (X; LX=C ):

We also have a morphism
(10:0:2)

c1;ldRSZ : OX

c1;ldR

! LX=C f1g

(d log t^)f1g
'

!

AX=C f1g

of complexes. In particular, we have a morphism
(10:0:2; H)

c1;ldRSZ : H1 (X; OX ) ! H2 (X; AX=C )

of cohomologies.
On the other hand, as in [E, II
(3.15)], we can define a class c1;C;EZ (L) of

an ample invertible sheaf L on X in H2 (X; AX=C ) by using the Steenbrink
complex AX=C . For the completeness of this paper, we recall El-Zein's
construction. By using the argument in [loc. cit], we shall define c1;C;EZ (L)
for a more general invertible sheaf than an ample one.


10.1. Let x be a point of X . Let D be an effective Cartier
DEFINITION

divisor on X . We say that D meets X transversally at x if there exist independent variables z0 ; . . . ; zd such that there exists an isomorphism
OX;x ' Cfz0 ; . . . ; zd g=(z0    zr ) and Dj(X;x) is defined by zr1  0. We say

that D meets X transversally if D meets X transversally at any point x of X .
Note that the scheme Supp D with the restriction of the log structure of
X is a SNCL variety over s. By abuse of notation, we denote Supp D only
by D in the following.
Assume that an effective Cartier divisor D on X meets X transversally.
Consider the following exact sequence
p 1
(2p
1) Res 
(10:1:1) 0 ! LX=C (1) ! LX=C ( log D)(1)
!
LD=C f 1g ! 0:
(Though we can formulate the logarithmic differential forms LX=C ( log D) in
terms of the log structure in the theory of Fontaine-Illusie-Kato ([Kk1]), we
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suppress the formulation here.) The boundary morphism induces a
morphism
dD : H0 (D; LD=C ) ! H2 (X; LX=C )(1):

(10:1:2)
S

Xi be an open covering of X such that there exists a local equation
p 1
p

ti  0 (i 2 I) of D\ X i . Then (2p
1) Res(d log ti 2p
1)  1. Following the convention on the sign of torsors in [SGA 412, Cycle 1.1] and using a
standard argument, we have the following formula in H2 (X; LX=C ):
p
p
(10:1:3)
1  [fd log (tj 1 (ti 1 ) 1 )g] 2p
1
c1;ldR (OX (D)) 2p
p
 [fd log ti d log tj g] 2p
1

Let X 

i2I



dD (1):

Following [E, I (3.3.1)] and [SZ, (5.5)], consider a sheaf
MX ij1
AijX=C ( log D): V ij1
V X=C ( logMX )(log D) (i; j2N)
X=C (log MX )(log D)=Pj
X
is the weight filtration with respect to the log structure
on X, where PM
j
MX of X ([St2, p. 113]). Then we obtain the following double complex
A
X=C ( log D) with boundary morphisms

(10:1:4)

and the associated single complex AX=C ( log D) : s(A
X=C ( log D)). Here t is
a global section of Ms whose image in G(s; Ms =Os ) is the generator. Then
we have the following exact sequence:

(10:1:5)

Thus we obtain a morphism
(10:1:6)

@D : H0 (D; AD=C ) ! H2 (X; AX=C )(1):

El Zein's Chern class c1;C;EZ (OX (D)) of OX (D) is, by definition,

@D (1). By
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(10.0.2; H), (10.1.3) and (10.1.5), we have the following formula
p
(10:1:7)
1  c1;C;EZ (OX (D)):
c1;ldRSZ (OX (D)) 2p


Let L be an invertible sheaf
on X such that L ' OX (D), where D is an

effective Cartier divisor on X which meets X transversally. Set
c1;C;EZ (L) : c1;C;EZ (OX (D)):

(10:1:8)

Then, by (10.1.7), c1;C;EZ (L) is independent of the choice
of D.

X
.
Let
L be a very ample
Let fXm gnm1 be the irreducible components of

is
the
associated
analytic
invertible sheaf on X ; the SNCanalytic variety X
 pr
pr
space of a projective scheme X over C. Let X m be an irreducible com





pr
ponent of X pr such that ( X pr
m )an  Xm . Let i: X



! PnC be the closed


immersion defined by the very ample invertible sheaf on X pr whose analytification is L. Then, by using Bertini's theorem ([Ha2, II(8.18)]), we can
pr
find a hyperplane H0 such that H0 meets any intersection X pr
m1 \    \ X mr


(r 2 Z>0 , 1  m1 <    < mr  n) transversally in PnC . Set H : H0 \ X .
Then Han meets X transversally in the sense of (10.1).

More generally, let L be an ample invertible sheaf on X . Let l be a
positive integer such that L l is very ample. Let H be as in the last
paragraph with respect to L l . Then we define c1;C;EZ (L) in H2 (X; AX=C )(1)
by the following formula:
(10:1:9)

c1;C;EZ (L) : l 1 c1;C;EZ (OX (H)):

By using the formula (10.1.7), it is easy to check that this definition is independent of the choice of l. Moreover, by (10.1.7) again, we have the following formula:
p
(10:1:10)
1  c1;C;EZ (L):
c1;ldRSZ (L) 2p
Summing up, we obtain the following:
PROPOSITION 10.2.

The following hold:


(1) Let L be an invertible
sheaf on X such that there exists an effective

Cartier divisor D on X such that Lp'
O
 X (D), and such that D meets X
1  c1;C;EZ (L).
transversally. Then c1;ldRSZ (L) 2p
p

(2) Let L be an ample invertible sheaf on X . Then c1;ldRSZ (L) 2p
1
 c1;C;EZ (L).
Next, we consider the ``Q-structure'' of c1;ldRSZ .
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By (9.7.4) we have a morphism
OX ! C(1)[1]

(10:2:1)
and hence a morphism
(10:2:1; H)

H1 (X; OX ) ! H2 (X; C)(1):



Let L  OX (D) be an effective invertible sheaf on X . We follow the
convention on the sign of torsors in [SGA 412, Cycle 1.1]. Let fXi gi be an
open covering of X such that D is defined by an analytic equation ti  0.
Set Xij : Xi \ Xj and Xijk : Xi \ Xj \ Xk . We may assume that a branch
log (tij ) 2 G(Yij ; OYij ) of tij is defined. The line bundle OX (D) defines a co 1 (X; Gm ) defined by tij : ti =tj . The 2-cocycle defined by the
cycle ftij g 2 H
image of ftij g by the boundary morphism of the exponential sequence
exp
0 ! Z(1) ! OX ! OX ! 0 is uijk  log tjk log tik  log tij 2 Z(1)Xijk .
Ï ech double complex replacing K U (V  ) in (4.1.2) by L .
Consider the C
Y
X
By the same proof as that of (4.1), we have [fd log tij g]  [fuijk g] in
 2 (X; L ). Hence we have the following commutative diagram
H
X=C

(10:2:2)

Moreover, by (10:1:2; H) and by the functoriality, we have a morphism
(10:2:3)

c1;C : H1 (X; OX ) ! H2 (X1 ; C)(1):

Then the morphism c1;1 (resp. c1;C ) is induced by the left (resp. right)
vertical morphism in the following commutative diagram

(10:2:4)



Therefore, by (9.7.4) and by a composite morphism QX ! JQ
! A (JQ
),
we have a morphism

(10:2:5)


))(1):
c1;Q;SZ : H1 (X; OX ) ! H2 (X; A (JQ
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Analogously, by a composite morphism CX ! JC
! A (JC
), we have a
morphism

(10:2:6)


))(1):
c1;C;SZ : H1 (X; OX ) ! H2 (X; A (JC


THEOREM 10.3. (1) Under the identification H2 (X; A (JQ
)) with

2
2

2

H (X1 ;Q) by the isomorphism mQ :H (X1 ;Q)H (X; JQ ) ! H (X; A (JQ
)),
c1;Q;SZ  c1;1 .

(2) The composite of c1;Q;SZ with a natural morphism H2 (X; A (JQ
))(1) !
2
 
! H (X; A (JC ))(1) is equal to c1;C;SZ .
(3) By the identification (3.10.1; H), c1;C;SZ  c1;ldRSZ .
2

PROOF. (1): (1) immediately follows from the definition of c1;Q;SZ .
(2): (2) follows from the following two obvious commutative diagrams:

(10:3:1)

(10:3:2)

(3): (3) follows from the definition (10.0.2) and the commutativity of
(10.2.4), (10.2.2), and (3.10.1; H).
p

11. Appendix.
In this Appendix we determine the log ?-adic (?  l; p; 1) cohomologies
of X  Eq;C (L) in §6 with deg L  0.
THEOREM 11.1. Assume that deg L  0. Then the following hold:
(1) The log ?-adic (?  l; p; 1) cohomologies of X are the following:
(a) H0log;? (X)  1? :
(b) P0 H1log;? (X)  1? , grP1 H1log;? (X)  H1? (C), grP2 H1log;? (X)  1? ( 1).

(c) P1 H2log;? (X)H1? (C), grP2 H2log;? (X)1? ( 1)2 , grP3 H2log;? (X)H1? (C)( 1).

(d) P2 H3log;? (X)1? ( 1), grP3 H3log;? (X)H1? (C)( 1), grP4 H3log;? (X)  1? ( 2).
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(e) H4log;? (X)  1? ( 2):
(2) The monodromy filtration and the weight filtration on Hhlog;? (X)
(h  0; 1; 2; 3; 4) coincide.
PROOF. We may assume that k is algebraically closed. Here we give the
proof only for the l-adic case.
(1): Let E
r;l (r 2 Z1 [ f1g) be the Er -term of the weight spectral
sequence (2:0:7; l). By the same proof as that of (7.1), we obtain
1
11
13
1
1)  E03
E01
2;l  Het (C; Zl )  E2;l , E2;l  Het (C; Zl )(
2;l . Let fXi gi2Z=e be
the irreducible components of X such that Ci : Xi \ Xi1 6 f and let
pi : Xi ! C be the projection. As in (6.5.1),
pi (L)  OXi ( (Ci

Ci 1 )):

This element in H2 (X i ; Zl ) is the zero since the first chern class of L in
H2 (C; Zl ) is so by the assumption. Hence, as in the proof of (6.5), we
see that E2;l12  Zl ( 1). By using the variant of (7.2) (Set a  0 in
1) and
(7.2), though this a is a zero-divisor.), we see that E12
2;l  Zl (
2
11
12

Z
(
1)
by
(7.2.4)
and
(7.2.7).
Since
E
and
E
are
free
Zl E02
l
2;l
2;l
2;l
12
11
13
13
12
12
, E11

E
,
E

E
and
E

E
modules, we have E2;l12  E1;l
2;l
1;l
2;l
1;l
2;l
1;l
by the E2 -degeneration of (2:0:8; l) ([Nak3, (2.1)]). (In the p-adic case,
we use the E2 -degeneration of (2:0:8; p) ([Nakk3, (3.6)]).) Thus we
obtain (1).
(2): Let E
r;l (r 2 Z1 [ f1g) be the Er -term of the weight spectral
sequence (2:0:8; l). As in (8.4), we have only to prove that yl : E2;l12 !
1) is an isomorphism. Since E2;l12 and E10
! E10
2;l (
2;l are 1-dimensional, we
have only to prove that yl is not the zero morphism. By (1), E2;l12 
 f(a; a; . . . ; a)ja 2 Ql ( 1)g  H0et (X (2) ; Ql )( 1). On the other hand, the
boundary morphism
00
0
(1)
10
0
(2)
d00
1 : E1;l  Het (X ; Ql ) ! E1;l  Het (X ; Ql )

is given by (a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; ae )7 !(a2 a1 ; a3 a2 ; . . . ; a1 ae ). Since yl : E1;l12 !
1) is the identity by the same argument as that of [Nakk3,
! E10
1;l (
(11.7)] for the p-adic case, the image of a non-zero element of E2;l12 in E10
2;l is
not the zero.
p
To the reader, we leave the statements and the proofs of the analogous
formulae of (7.4), (7.5), (7.6), (7.10), (7.11) and (7.12) for X with deg L  0.
(For the proof of the analogues of (7.10) and (7.11), we use [Ue, (6.1) 2)]
instead of [loc. cit., (6.1) 3)] used in the proofs of (7.10) and (7.11).)
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